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Preface 

Sir Brian Unwin 
President 

It gives me great pleasure to introduce this special " 1997 EIB Prize" issue of the 

Papers, which presents the essays selected for award this year. I know that the 

Prize Jury was faced with difficult choices arid I should like to express my appreci

ation to the Jury members, especially to the Chairman, Lord Roll, for their dedica

tion and effort. I should also like to extend my warmest congratulations fo the 

prize-winners, who succeeded so commendably in a new competition that marked 

a significant departure from fhe past. 

The biennial EIB Prize was initially established in 1983, on the occasion of fhe 

Bank's 25th Anniversary, with the aim of encouraging academic research on 

investment and its financing. As a consequence, the competition was limited to 

submissions in the form of completed doctoral theses from the first award in 1985 

until 1995. The profound shifts and movements in the European geo-political land

scape in recent years, however, prompted us to make a change in focus for the 

1997 EIB Prize. In a time of intense debate regarding the design of the future 

European Union and fhe Bank's role in this debate, we decided that the EIB Prize 

should be restructured to provide a neutral forum for innovative ideas and topical 

policy discussions. As a result, a variety of prizes was offered this year in a more 

open competition aimed at attracting original policy-oriented analyses of contem

porary economic and financial issues. 

The response has been most encouraging. Analysts from banks, universities, pri

vate companies and research institutes across Europe submitted papers addressing 

many of the central topics on the current European economic agenda. As you will 

see, the selected essoys published in this issue cover the dominant themes of pre-

EMU Europe. The next EIB Prize will be offered in 1999 and we have every rea

son to expect that it will be equally successful in drawing a wide range of contri

butions related to the on-going European policy debate. 
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Ihe EIB Prize is awarded for short essays on economic and f inancial topics rela

t ing to European af fa i rs. For the 1997 prize, the awards were as follows: First Prize, 

ECU 10 000 ; Second Prize, ECU 7 500 ; Third Prize, ECU 5 000 ; and three ECU 

1 0 0 0 Prizes for entries from persons under the age of 30. 

The winning entries were selected by the Prize Jury, which comprised: 

Lord Roll of Ipsden, 
Chairman of the Jury 

A n t o n i o Bo rges , 

the Dean of INSEAD 

E d m o n d M a l i n v a u d , 

of the Collège de France 

A l b e r t o Q u a d r i o - C u r z i o , 

of the Catholic University of Milan 

H e l m u t Sch les inger , 

former President of the Bundesbank 

Jacques-Franco is Thisse, 

of the Catholic University of Louvain 

A l f r e d S te inher r , 

Chief Economist of the EIB. 

The EIB g r e a t l y apprec iates the m a j o r cont r ibut ion o f t h e J u r y in j u d g i n g this compet i t ion. 

The prizes ore to be presented in October 1997, at α conference held under the 

auspices of the European University Insfitute, Florence. 

The next EIB Prize will be in 1999. It is open to any person who has the 

nofionalify of α Member State of the EU, α Member State of EFTA, or of on Associofion 

Agreement country. The deadline for submissions will be 2 February, 1999. 

More details of the Prize Rules may be obtained from: 

EIB Prize Secretariat 

European Investment Bonk 

100, Boulevard Konrad Adenauer 

L-2950 Luxembourg 

Fox: 4379-3492 
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The Winning Essays 

This issue of the EIB Papers presents the 

award-winning essays in the 1997 EIB 

Prize. As could be expected from a com

petition open to essays on any economic 

and financial topic related to European 

affairs, the entries received from every 

corner of Europe covered a wide range 

of subjects. It soon became apparent, 

however, that despite the diversity of 

topic, approach and direction, each tried 

to answer a common basic question -

how can we construct a viable Europe for 

the 21 St Century? 

excessive costs, the Maastricht Treaty only 

emphasises macroeconomic convergence 

prior to entry. Even if the EU countries as 

a whole have probably not achieved an 

adequate degree of convergence at ihe 

microeconomic level to be defined as an 

optimum currency area (OCA), the 

Maastricht criteria, combined with politi

cal considerations, will probably result in 

a broadly-based EMU starting on 1 January 

1999. The question then becomes, how to 

ensure the success of such a broadly-

based EMU? 

Taking as given the logic of a single cur

rency in a single market, Bernadette 

Frederick a n d Peter Vanden Houte (first 

prize) suggest that the failure of EMU 

would consign European integrofion itself 

to oblivion and that, in this context, the 

freezing of exchange rate parities at eco

nomically justified levels is a prerequisite 

for a smooth transition to EMU. 

Frederick and Vanden Houte note that, 

although recent work on the theory of opti

mal currency areas has defined a series of 

structural and microeconomic conditions 

that countries must satisfy if they are to 

create a monetary union without incurring 

Frederick and Vanden Houte suggest that 

abandonment of the nominal exchange 

rate as an instrument of adjustment implies 

that future adjustments will be based on 

self-odjusfing real wages. As α result, it is 

important for parities to be frozen at levels 

that avoid excessive pressure on wages. 

The irrevocable fixing of conversion rates 

on 1 January 1999, with the "ins" desig

nated by the Council during 1998, would 

leave ample opportunity for speculation, 

however, and should the markets be left 

to their own devices, there is a risk that 

parities frozen on the basis of market 

rates on 31 December 1998 will be at 

abnormal levels. An optimal strategy 
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would, therefore, have to meet the 

requirements of: using market rates as a 

reference for fixing the conversion rates; 

freezing exchange rates at levels that are 

economically justified; and discouraging 

speculation. 

starting point for Jeon Dermine (second 

prize) to examine how the move to the euro 

will modify the sources of competitive 

advantage for banks and so permanently 

and fundamentally alter European banking 

markets. 

In implementing this strategy, monetary 

authorities could announce either the 

method to be used to freeze parities, or 

the conversion rates for each currency. 

Frederick and Vanden Houte first examine 

the method of using an average (weigh

ted or not, of the exchange rates calcu

lated over a given period) (I). After iden

tifying the drawbacks, they conclude that 

the average method complies only to a 

limited extent with the required constraints 

and should, therefore, be ruled out. The 

second method involves the announce 

ment of "desired" conversion rates for 

each currency. Frederick and Vanden 

Houte advance the argument that bilat

eral central rates meet the necessary pre

conditions of credibility (allowing gradual 

convergence between market and desired 

rates) and prior political consensus among 

the "ins" (eliminating the possibility of a 

last minute devaluation). The conclusion is 

that the optimum strategy for freezing 

exchange rate parities at the start of EMU 

is for the monetary authorities to announce 

that central rates will be used as conver

sion rates as soon as the "ins" are desig

nated and, at the same time, to warn 

financial markets that they will intervene 

strongly to counter speculation. 

The elimination of intra-European exchange 

rates in the new world of the EMU is the 

Besides an obvious loss of business trad

ing of intra-European currencies, Dermine 

identifies eight major effects concerning 

capital markets and/or commercial bank

ing. Stoning with the government bond 

market (and its appendix, the interest rate 

derivative market) a first observation is 

that the arrival of a common currency will 

create the need for a single risk-free inter

est rate yield curve, matching interest rates 

to maturities, to act as an anchor for the 

pricing of securities. A second observa

tion is that the government bond market 

in Europe is very fragmented, not only 

because of the number of countries 

involved, but also within the national mar

kets. Domestic players hold a large market 

share of corporate bond and equity under

writing and account for most of secondary 

trading. This raises the question ofthe 

sources of competitive advantage for local 

banks and whether these sources will sur

vive with a single currency. Dermine 

points out that, with a single currency and 

the removal of exchange risk, the advan

tage of home currency disappears and 

there will be a fundamental change in the 

competitive structure of these markets as 

savers diversify their portfolios across 

Europe. Fragmentation is also evident in 

the fund management industry, where the 

retail distribution network constitutes a 

strong source of competitive advantage. 

i j Suggested by Alexandre Lamfalussy, then President of the European Monetary Institute. 
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This advantage only applies to retail inves

tors, however, and is not a barrier to entry 

in the institutional market. A single cur

rency will, in effect, eliminate obstacles to 

international diversification. In discussing 

the Euromarket, Dermine mentions the 

issue of the size and coverage of the 

reserve requirement on euro-denominated 

deposits in the future, then examines the 

role of correspondent banks in a future 

cross-payment system, which will probably 

be a decentralised national-based system 

complemented by TARGET His view is 

that the role of correspondent banking is 

likely to decrease, even independently of 

a single currency, because the introduction 

of real-time cross-border payment facilities 

will help to reduce settlement and pay

ment risks. In foreign exchange markets, a 

direct effect of the single currency will be 

not only the disappearance of intra-

European foreign exchange transactions, 

but also the elimination of the competitive 

advantage of a particular bank in its 

home currency vis-à-vis third currencies. 

The last effect of a single currency con

cerns the impact on bank profitability of 

doing business in a low inflation environ

ment. Dermine finds that, although the 

ECB objectives will certainly lead to lower 

profit margins on deposits, a higher mar

gin on personal loans (because of their 

relative inelasticity) and a reduction in the 

socalled "inflation tax" will soften the 

effect. 

Finally, one of the asserted benefits of 

EMU IS that the single currency will com

pete with the dollar as an international 

currency. Dermine points out that, unlike 

a national currency which is imposed by 

legislation, the position of an international 

currency is fixed by supply and demand 

on world capital markets and offers the 

opinion that, "any forecast on the relative 

importance of the US dollar and the euro 

in the future is premature and beyond our 

understanding." The conclusion is that, 

irrespective of the role it will play on the 

international scene, the single currency 

will make irreversible the creation of a 

single European banking market and that 

a new banking world will emerge with 

very different sources of competitive 

advantage. 

The concept of common economic interest 

is expanded by Daniel Gros, (shared 

third prize) who constructs a model of 

European integration "as the outcome of 

α dynamic interaction of on imperfect 

political process and basic economic 

principles". The model shows how a polit

ically motivated trade-liberalisation initia

tive can start a dynamic process of eco

nomic integration, which leads to more 

trade and so reinforces the demand for 

the further lowering of trade barriers, i.e. 

there will be a multiplier effect. In this 

model, the existence of strong, common 

institutions modifies the domestic political 

economy equilibrium and quickens the 

dynamic process - in this context, the evo

lution of the Common Market can be con

trasted with that of EFTA, which did not 

have common institutions and so failed to 

develop similar dynamics. In such a pro

cess, "political leadership" becomes even 

more important, because a common insti-

tutional framework gives politicians a 

more efficient instrument and nius 

increases the "pay-off" of political leader-
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ship. The model can also be applied to 

the debate about deepening versus wid

ening • which need not be mutually exclu

sive. An increased number of EU mem

bers increases the weight of interest 

groups exposed to intra-EU trade and 

hence the demand for integration. A 

greater number of EU members might 

also diminish the efficiency of EU institu

tions, however, and this would reduce the 

dynamics of the integration process. A 

possible trade-off between deepening and 

widening, therefore, depends on the 

effect of widening on the efficiency of EU 

institutions. Finally, the model implies that 

the "bicycle" view of European integra

tion is misleading, because the dynamics 

of an integration process are driven by 

domestic political processes in member 

countries that interact within a common 

framework. Gros is careful to point out 

that the dynamic process he identifies 

shows that the interaction of purely 

national players can lead to a self-rein

forcing process of integration, but does 

not lead to the conclusion that "Europe" 

will replace the nation state. 

Martin Kolmar (shared third prize) takes 

up the point of effective EU institutions in 

an unusual proposal for eliminating the 

allocative inefficiencies of social security 

systems in the EU. Historically, all the 

member states have tried to insure their 

citizens against certain life risks through 

more or less extensive social security 

systems. These are now under consider

able pressure to reform, due to ageing 

populations, the process of globalisation 

and European integration itself Kolmar 

attempts to identify those crisis compo

nents in national welfare systems that are 

attributable to the process of European 

market integration. His analysis indicates 

that, where there is national responsibility 

for social insurance, factor mobility in a 

single market generates allocative ineffi

ciencies by encouraging the transfer of 

capital to locations with lower ancillary 

wage costs and by creating a fiscal 

incentive for labour to migrate, as individ

ual contributions and benefits can be 

changed by the choice of employment 

location. The core of the problem, there

fore, lies in the opportunity for firms and 

individuals to withdraw from the contract 

(contributions) through migration after the 

risk (cost) is realised. Kolmar proposes 

the elimination of this choice by switching 

from the principle of residence to that of 

country of origin as the qualifying criter

ion for benefit payments. Finally, for those 

inefficiencies that cannot be eliminated by 

applying the origin principle, Kolmar sug

gests the implementation of a system of 

bilateral interjurisdictional transfers, pos

sibly with the European Regional and 

Social Funds (appropriately restructured) 

acting as the central authority in the redis

tribution of income between the countries. 

The future of European integration is a pri

mary concern in the Volker Köllmann/Andri 

Kopperschmidt analysis (under 30 prize) 

of the current proposals for a Stability 

Pact. Given the effort to establish an infla

tion-averse EMU, the Stability Pact is 

designed to ensure long-term fiscal disci

pline for all EMU member countries. The 

rationale for imposing such a control mech

anism is based on the economic assump

tion that the deficit and debt policies of 
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individual EMU member countries affect 

overall monetary stability. The debate 

about fiscal constraints has concentrated 

on deficit criteria, however, rather than on 

the total amount of public debt in EMU 

member counties. Köllmann/Kopperschmidt 

find this emphasis imbalanced, because 

the essential issues are the level of total 

debt and whether this is rising on a long-

term trend. They contend that, if there is a 

relation between fiscal criteria and price 

stability in the EMU at all, it is that high 

public debt may lead to inflation. In this 

context, they are particularly concerned 

about the monetary bail-out of heavily 

indebted countries through high inflation 

and by fiscal bail-out, i.e. financial pres

sure on other EMU members to make 

transfer payments. They also indicate that 

should only one EMU country miss a spe

cific deficit target (say, 3% of GDP) for 

two or three years in a row, this should 

have no impact on the monetary policy of 

the ECB, nor result in a co-operative inter

national action to prevent a financial cri

sis. Köllmann/Kopperschmidt underline 

that: firstly, impacts on the EMU's mone

tary policy depend on the number and 

the size of highly indebted countries and 

on the level of their debt; and secondly, 

impacts on the solvency situation of a 

country depend on its interest burden 

and, therefore, on its level of debt. Thus, 

the aim should ranier be a reduction of 

public debt in all EMU member countries, 

gradually and in a long-run perspective. 

As an alternative to the deficit criteria, 

Köllmann/Kopperschmidt propose the 

reduction of debt and the building up of 

a low-inflation EMU through EMU mem

ber countries agreeing on a well-defined 

procedure to lower their overall public 

debt/GDP ratios and by translating into 

action accountability and incentive meas

ures for the ECB, whereby Governors' 

posts are dependent on the inflation per

formance of EMU. These two parts are 

seen as inseparable, the first implying 

that high inflation would automatically 

lead to the obligation of member coun

tries to reduce their debt ratios and the 

second that, at the same time, ECB 

Governors would be prevented from run

ning high inflation to force national gov

ernments to lower their public debt. 

Köllmann/Kopperschmidt are aware, 

however, that this proposal is no longer 

achievable in political terms. For this rea

son, they recommend that the Stability 

Pact be cancelled and that EU policy 

focus on an appropriate macro-economic 

framework for EMU, taking in labour 

mobility, price flexibility and effective 

competition policy. 

The complexities of establishing a viable 

EMU are taken a step further by Jérôme 

Vacher (under 30 prize), who debates 

the compatibility of European monetary 

integration with enlargement of the EU. 

His main concern is the challenge, in the 

next few years, to make arrangements 

that both take account of the lessons of 

transition and create the conditions for 

smooth accession. The first step would be 

to ensure that an appropriate framework 

for sustained growth will emerge out of 

the general confusion of changing systems, 

financial instability and structural reform 

and, to this end, particular attention must 

be paid to reducing inflation. In the 
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search for a monetary solution for the 

transition countries. Vacher considers the 

option of currency boards and identifies 

the advantages as well as the potentially 

unfavourable aspects. The experience of 

the Baltic Republics, however, indicates 

that the establishment of currency boards 

a) facilitated successful macroeconomic 

stabilisation at both monetary and budge

tary levels, b) enabled a first step to be 

taken towards nominal convergence of 

their economies and facilitated their inte 

gration into outside economies and c) 

showed that the absence of a lender of 

last resort was not essential for the correct 

management of crises. 

Vacher suggests that the introduction of 

the euro can be reconciled with EU 

enlargement through the establishment of 

systems similar to currency boards, with 

the euro as the anchor and reserve cur

rency. To render such a system viable, 

however, particular attention must be 

given to the problems of possible over-

evaluation of exchange rates and the 

absence of a lender of last reson. In addi

tion, the establishment of currency boards 

presupposes the existence of reserves cov

ering at least 100% of the monetary base 

and this process might prove difficult. If 

these issues can be resolved, a currency 

board system would offer the possibility 

of attaining nominal convergence with the 

reference currency, including an approxi

mation of interest and inflation rates. The 

development of trade with the EU, an 

adequate macroeconomic framework and 

further growth would then strengthen the 

conditions for real convergence. 

Pablo de Andres Alonso and Félix Lopez 

Iturriaga (under 30 prize) address the 

issue of European financial systems and 

the possibility of convergence from a very 

different angle, that of corporate finance. 

The central idea in their approach is that 

a possible explanation for the interna

tional variations observed in the capital 

structure of firms could be the role played 

by national financial systems in the allo

cation of control over the strategic invest

ment decisions of firms. Their paper, 

therefore, examines the characteristics of 

the market-based (Anglo-Saxon) and 

bank-based (Continental) financial system 

models and offers an empirical analysis 

of the comparison between the two mod

els of financial organisation, the financial 

and contractual design of firms and the 

decisions taken about real investment. 

The results of this study indicate that: the 

degree of equity concentration in the 

firms of each country is related to the 

development of their capital markets; the 

market-based model seems better suited 

for firms with important fixed assets 

(given that the higher the proportion of 

fixed assets, the lower a firm's flexibility 

to allocate its financial resources); there is 

no evidence that market-based firms take 

a short-term view of R & D; firms reliant 

on bank financing have a higher prob

ability of choosing investments which 

carry a lower risk. Alonso and de Andres 

also find that, although the data does not 

present definite conclusions regarding 

convergence of the two financial system 

models, there is a marked tendency 

towards the integration of securities mar

kets and bank financing markets. 
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Financial systems are not static, however, 

and the last decade has seen an acceler

ation of globalisation in the financial ser

vices industry due to greater competition, 

deregulation, financial innovation and the 

increasing role played by market forces. 

It is within a transformed framework of 

financial systems, therefore, that the pro

cess of monetary integration in Europe 

will take place. 

The essays have raised many of the key 

economic and financial issues currently 

confronting European policy-makers and, 

even more important, they have tried to 

tackle some of the real problems linked to 

these issues. The solutions proposed are 

sometimes unusual, but never evasive; 

there is no pretence that European con

struction is a simple matter At the core of 

the complex tangle of economic and polit

ical choices presented in the different 

essays, however, lies the same conviction: 

European integration in general and the 

creation of EMU in particular are not only 

inescapable in a vision of the new 

Europe, they are also desirable. 

D.A. Venturas 

Directorate for Economics & Information 
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First Prize 

w h a t is the opt imum strategy for freezing 

exchange rate parities at the start of EMU? 

B e r n a d e t t e Freder ick & Peter V a n d e n H o u t e 

Freezing the exchange rote porifies of the currencies porficipating in EMU is on impor

tant factor for the viability of the project, for α broadly-based EMU is bound to be faced 

from the outset with diverging economic situofions. Paradoxically, the Maastricht Treaty 

provides but few safeguards that exchange rote porifies will indeed be frozen at levels 

warranted by fundamentals. In fact, the Treaty imposes only two constraints: the dote 

(1 January 1999, i.e. seven months offer the "ins" ore selected), and maintaining the 

external value of the Euro. Compliance with the second constraint could be construed as 

0 suggesfion to use market rates as of 31 December 1998 in order to freeze conversion 

rotes. However, leaving the freezing of exchange rote porifies to the markets seems α 

rather risky gamble. 

This paper suggests on opfimum strategy to implement the freezing of exchange rote 

porifies at the launch of EMU. Underlying this strategy is the idea of announcing "desi

red conversion rotes" in Moy 1998 when the "ins" ore selected. Moreover, it is sug

gested to use the bilateral central rates of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism os 

"desired rotes", rather than on overage of post exchange rotes, given the volafility 

implied by the latter method. Simultoneously, monetary authorities should commit them

selves to moke concerted and unlimited interventions ot the end of 1 998 in order to 

achieve the convergence of market rotes towards the central rotes, which would, as α 

matter of course, eliminate any volafility during the run-up period from May through 

December 1998. 

B e r n a d e t t e F r e d e r i c k , from Belgium, earned α Master's in Economics from the 

Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de Ια Poix of Nomur, Belgium. Her thesis on the 

European single market for electricity was published by Deloitte and Touche Consultants. 

She joined Bank Brussels Lambert in 1994 and was briefly on secondment to "Union 

Wallonne des Entreprises", the Employers' Federation in Wollonio, to diagnose the eco

nomic situafion in that area. Currently, she works as an internofional economist for Fixed 

Income Research, advising traders and clients on financial market developments. 

Peter V a n d e n H o u t e , also α nafionol of Belgium, studied Economics ot the Katholieke 

Universiteit Leuven, where he subsequently worked for α few years os α researcher. 

During that period he published several articles on industrial orgonisofion and European 

integrofion, and acted as α consultant for both governmental and business organisa

fions. He joined Bonk Brussels Lambert in 1 989 and is currently senior economist res

ponsible for Fixed Income Research, offering advice on financial market developments. 
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What is the opt imum strategy 
for freezing exchange rate 

parities at the start of EMU? 

Bernadette 
Frederick 

Peter 
Vanden Houte 

1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n 

As rightly pointed out in the Treaty of Rome, EMU (Economic and Monetary Union) 

marks α decisive stage towards "on ever closer union among the peoples of Europe", 

(1) for monetary unihcofion in Europe will lead to greater co-ordinafion of notional eco

nomic policies and will accelerate the process of economic convergence which is essen-

fiol for stability and growth. A high degree of economic and polificol cohesion will like

wise be essential to ensure the success of EMU. The foilure of earlier attempts to achieve 

monetary union between independent countries suggests that, in addition to its tradi-

fional funcfions, money probably ploys α political role which is for greater than that 

associated merely with seigniorage. 

From this point of view it is crucial for Europe that EMU should be α success from the 

very hrst days of its existence. In this way, α virtuous and self-fulfilling process will be set 

in motion in which EMU will reinforce the need for economic and political integrofion 

and vice verso. (2) If EMU were to foil, it would not only be α fine economic integration 

project that would fail, but the pace of European integrofion itself would probably 

slacken. This just goes to show how much is of stoke. 

The enterprise is not without risk, though. The procedure for determining which countries 

qualify, combined with the distribufion of votes within the decision-making body, makes 

the scenario of α broodly-bosed EMU starting up on 1 January 1999 highly probable. 

In this context, freezing exchange rote porifies on 1 January 1999 ot economically jus-

fified levels would appear to be α prerequisite for α smooth transition to EMU. On this 

subject, is it not significant that The Economist in its leader of 15 February 1997 attrib

uted the structural problems of the German economy inter alia to on inappropriate con

version rote for the Ostmark (3) of the time of reunificofion? 

freezing exchange rate 

parities on I January 

1999 at economically 

justìfìed levels is a prere

quisite for the smooth 

transition to EMU, 

Paradoxically, the Maastricht Treaty does not fully guarantee that exchange rote parifies 

will be frozen at economically jusfified levels. It would therefore appear essential for the 

monetary authorities to adopt on oddifionol strategy aimed ultimately of ensuring that 

the start of EMU is α success. 

2 . Is t h e E u r o p e a n U n i o n a n o p t i m u m c u r r e n c y a r e a ? 

The success of the EMU project is crucial, as it will provide an addifional guarantee to secure 

the irreversible nature of the process of European integrafion. And yet this venture has no 

historical precedent. There ore indeed examples such as Germany's reunification, where 

separate political enfities decide to form ο political union while of the some time creating α 

/. Title I (Article A} of the Treaty of Rome establishing the European Community. 

2. See, for instance, Schlesinger (IÇÇoj. 

3. The Economist, 15 February 1997, pp. 13-14. 
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monetary union. There ore other exomples, such os the BLEU, where α small country without α central 

bonk decides to fie its currency to that of another country and surrenders the conduct of its monetary 

policy to that country. But there is no reference model in which states hand over their monetary sove

reignty to 0 common central bonk. (4) 

The management of the economies in question, which will remain largely α matter for the nafionol 

governments, will be affected to some extent by the tronsifion to EMU given that on 1 January 1999 

selected states will relinquish their monetary sovereignty and hand it over to the European Central 

Bonk. In other words, the states involved will no longer be able either to use their exchange rotes 

or unilaterally modify their monetary policies in order to correct macroeconomic imbalances. In the 

absence of these two adjustment mechanisms, what ore the conditions which might α priori guar

antee the success of EMU? 

From the theory of Opfimum Currency Areas (OCA) and recent research on this subject hove been 

derived α series of structural and microeconomic conditions which countries must safisfy if they ore 

to create α monetary union without incurring excessive costs in connection with odjusfing to eco

nomic disrupfions. Paradoxically, the Maastricht Treaty remains silent on these aspects, since it 

places emphasis instead on macroeconomic convergence prior to entry into monetary union. 

Two pioneers of the theory of opfimum currency areas, McKinnon and Kenen, hove stressed the 

importance of diversihcofion and similarities in producfion structures for countries wishing to create 

0 monetary union. The greater the differences and the lower the degree of diversihcofion in the eco

nomic fabric of the countries porficipating in α monetary union, the greater the likelihood of asym

metric shocks (i.e. events which hit one country more than others) occurring. This means that, in the 

absence of exchange rote and monetary policy instruments, countries will hove to exhibit greater 

fiexibility on their labour morkets (wage fiexibility, labour mobility, etc.) ond/or α great ability for 

hscol adjustment in order to ovoid substantial adjustment costs. 

A number of empirical studies (5) hove endeavoured to determine whether the European Union sat

isfied the conditions of an OCA. This research shows that the EU as α whole is not on opfimum cur

rency area. Producfion structures in Europe ore sfili so different that the likelihood of asymmetric 

shocks occurring cannot be ignored. Moreover, the subsfitute adjustment mechanisms (labour mar

ket fiexibility, labour mobility and fiscal compliance) ore, for the time being, not sufhciently opero-

fionol. Other research supports the thesis that α subset of European countries constitute on OCA but 

they hove failed to reach α consensus on the size of that opfimum subset. While there is α brood 

consensus to the effect that the "core" countries constitute an OCA, nothing is less certain with 

regard to α monetary union that includes the southern European countries or indeed even Ireland. 

According to the OCA theory, α "hrst best" solution would be to create α "mini" monetary union from 

which the southern countries would certainly be excluded. This scenario, however, is extremely 

unlikely, given the procedure provided for in the Maastricht Treaty for selecting which countries 

qualify. 

4. See, for instance, Eichengreen ( 1993j 

5. See, for instance, Bayoumi and Eichengreen (19921, De Grauwe and Yanhaverbeke 11991J, Masson and Taylor (1992) 
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In addition to microecono

mic benefits, such as the 

elimination of transaction 

costs, nionetary policy 

virili be pursued by an insli-

Ivlion enjoying a better 

reputation than their oy^rn 

central bank. 

Article 109J indeed specifies that the decision which will lead to some countries being excluded 

from EMU will be token by the Council of Heads of State or Government, acting by α quolihed 

majority (i.e. 62 votes out of 87). The eight countries offen referred to as α matter of course as being 

port of the hrst wove (Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland, Finland 

and Austria) hove α total of 42 votes, i.e. α blocking minority (26 votes or more) but certainly not 

the necessary quolihed majority. The "peripheral" countries (Spain, Portugal, Sweden, Italy, 

Greece, Denmark and the United Kingdom) together have 45 votes, which olso consfitutes α block

ing minority but not the qualified majority. The breakdown of votes within the Council therefore 

implies that the few countries who may be taking port in the single currency on 1 January 1999 

will need the backing of those excluded in the hrst round. A scenario which, to say the least, is 

implausible! 

The procedure for establishing which countries qualify, combined with the distribufion of votes 

within the Council, will result in α broadly-based EMU storfing up on 1 January 1999. The "periph

eral" countries admitted into the circle of the "virtuous" ones would hove to have mode the macro-

economic convergence effort required to come close to the sacrosanct convergence criteria. At the 

microeconomic level, however, some of the countries in question will probably not have achieved 

an adequate degree of convergence. In other words, the Maastricht polificol constellofion is incom

patible with the creofion of an OCA. 

3. H o w to secure α s ^ f t transition for the peripheral countries? 

This digression on the Optimum Currency Area theory shows the potenfial costs peripheral coun

tries might incur if they porficipote in monetary union and ore hit by asymmetric shocks. Yet 

research conducted by the European Commission (6) somewhat qualihes the conclusions of the 

OCA theory by lisfing the benehts these countries derive from joining ο monetary union. In addi

tion to microeconomic benefits (such as the elimination of transaction costs), they acquire α higher 

credibility as they adopt the monetary policy pursued by on insfitufion enjoying α better reputofion 

than their own central bonk. 

This advantage con be graphically displayed with the Borro-Gordon model (7). 

Compared with the core countries, the central bonks of the peripheral countries hove different tol

erance thresholds with regard to inflation (P) and unemployment (U), which were reflected in indif

ference curves dissimilar from those of the central bonks in the core countries (os con be seen from 

hgure 1). When this curve is associated with the Phillips curve adjusted for inflationary expecta

fions, ο balance is struck for the peripheral countries at point E' in hgure 1. 

In the past, these countries did not hesitate to let infiation run out of hand in order to boost employ

ment. However, as the lock of credibility of such policies was incorporated in inflationary expecta

tions ({E(P) = Pj), these countries never managed to achieve α lasting decline of unemployment (U„ 

being the natural unemployment rate), while infiofion proved to be structurally higher than in the 

core countries. As α result, the peripheral countries hod to let their currencies depreciate so as to 

prevent the higher rote of inflation from resulting into on appreciofion of their real exchange rote. 

6. European Commission (1990} 
7. For a discussion, see De Grauwe ( 1992} 
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The core countries hove abandoned the use of their nominal exchange rotes, some of them α long 

time ago. This situation stems from the fact that their respective central bonks share similar prefer

ences with regard to inflation and unemployment (bolonce ot point E in figure 1 ), os they hove mode 

the fight ogoinst infiofion their priority objecfive. In other words, in the event of macroeconomic imbal

ances, they ore prepared to make sacrifices in terms of employment in order to curb inflation. 

F igure 1 . Adopfion of α more orthodox posture in the peripheral countries and adjustment of infla-

fionary expectafions 

Indifference curve of 
peripheral central banks 

indifference curve 
of core central banks 

On 1 January 1999, the notional central bonks will surrender their monetary sovereignty to the 

European Central Bonk. What will the preferences of the ECB be like? The statutes of the ECB guar

antee that the bonk will be ot least as relentless in its hght ogoinst inflation as the central bonks of 

the core countries. The Maastricht Treaty does indeed assign price stability os the prime objective 

of the ECB and also guorontees its independence. 

The peripheral countries' transifion to EMU will therefore lead to α shift in the monetory preferences of 

their respective central bonks towards the preferences of the central bonks in the core countries. As the 

ECB will probably enjoy α high credibility with financial markets and the population ot large, the adop

tion of α more orthodox posture by the peripheral countries will be tronsloted into ο structurolly lower 

level of infiation, with resulfing benefits in terms of long-term growth (8) (bolonce ot point E). 

Ideally, preferences of the peripheral countries (from point P] to point Pg in figure 1) and inflation

ary expectotions of financial markets ond the population would have adjusted immediately to the 

situation prevailing in the hard core countries ((E(P) = PQ) through some kind of Big Bong in the 

peripheral countries. From thot day on, central bonks in the peripheral countries would hove been 

labelled os virtuous insfitufions, with all the benefits involved (from point E' to point E). 

However, things ore α little different in real life, for the Maastricht Treaty requires the peripheral 

countries to display low infiofion rotes before they ore allowed to join EMU. While central banks' 

8. Barro (1995) 
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Exchange rate parities 

should be frozen at appro

priate levels. Paradoxically, 

the Maastricht Treaty does 

not provide for any real 

procedure for freezing 

these parities. 

preferences may change immediately, inflofionary expectations of financial markets and the popu

lofion adjust but gradually, since the central bonks in the peripheral countries will not have acquired 

enough credibility for hnanciol markets to incorporate the changed preferences into their inflofion

ary expectations. Hence, as inflationary expectafions take fime to adjust, the adopfion of α more 

orthodox posture by the central bonks in the peripheral countries will be achieved at α cost in terms 

of unemployment in these countries (from point E' to E" in figure 1). 

Recent developments in Europe tend to confirm this assumpfion. Not only ore most of the peripherol 

countries saddled with unemployment rotes exceeding the European overoge, but in addifion their 

unemployment rotes show the strongest rise throughout the 1992-96 period. Moreover, Italy's and 

Spain's real bond yield spreads with Germany were on overage wider in 1992-96 than in the latter 

half of the 1980s. This shows how much time it took the peripheral central bonks to establish their 

credibility with financial markets. 

In view of the costs which the peripheral countries alreody had to bear on account of the Maastricht 

Treaty, it is described that the exchange rote parifies of these countries ore frozen ot appropriate 

or, better still, competifive levels. Moreover, os financial market volafility has on adverse impact on 

growth and employment, European currencies also need to be guoronteed some kind of stability 

during the run-up period. Mounfing unemployment might trigger social unrest and, perhaps, the dis-

monfiing of EMU soon offer launch. In theory, the likelihood that countries under heavy pressure dur

ing the 1999-2001 period might decide to leave EMU, cannot be ruled out altogether, even though 

the Maastricht Treaty does not provide for such on opfion. 

4 . The c o n s t r a i n t s o f t h e M a a s t r i c h t T r e a t y 

As the above analysis shows, the fixing of economically justihed conversion rotes on 1 January 

1 999 is α crucial factor for the success of EMU. 

Paradoxically, the Maastricht Treaty does not provide for any real procedure for freezing parifies. 

Arficle 109L merely states that: "At the storfing date of the third stage, the Council shall, ocfing with 

the unanimity of the Member States without derogation, on α proposol from the Commission and 

offer consulfing the ECB, adopt the conversion rotes at which their currencies shall be irrevocably 

fixed and at which irrevocably fixed rote the ECU shall be subsfituted for these currencies, and the 

ECU will become α currency in its own right. This measure shall by itself not modify the external 

value of the ECU." The Madrid Summit in December 1995 confirmed this provision and specified 

that the new single currency would be called the "euro". 

Hence, this article imposes two constraints upon the procedure for freezing parifies, constraints 

relofing to maintaining the external value of the euro and relofing to the timetable. 

4 . 1 M a i n t a i n i n g t h e e x t e r n a l v a l u e o f t h e e u r o 

The Maastricht Treaty sfipulotes that freezing the conversion rotes may not, in itself, modify the exter

nal value of the euro. This apparently straightforward constraint is, however, open to interpretafion. 

Does it apply to all parities or solely to currencies which are not part of EMU? In other words, is it 

necessary to guarantee that, between D day (1 January 1999) and D doy-l , 1 ECU in terms of cur-
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rency χ is equal to 1 euro in terms of that currency, whatever χ is, or solely with regard to non-EMU 

currencies (such as the dollar)? 

If the "external value" constraint concerns all currencies, including the "in" country currencies, com

pliance with this constraint requires that parifies are definifively frozen at market rates prevailing on 

31 December 1998, as explained in Appendix 1. The experience with the ERM (specifically, when 

the basket was revised) shows that this is how the authorities interpret "external value". 

If this constraint concerns only the non-EMU currencies, it is theoretically possible to hnd exchange 

rote parities differing from market rotes as at 31 December 1998 and yet meefing the constraint. 

But this is merely α theorefical possibility, in our opinion. 

In procfice, this would require that the exchange rotes of oil European currencies are changed ver

sus the dollar. Yet this oppeors highly unlikely, for the European currencies and the dollar operate 

in 0 perfectly flexible exchange rote system. Assuming that the exchange rote of one European cur

rency (the D-Mark, for example) remains stable against the dollar, the fact that currency weighfings 

in the ECU hove been frozen (Art. 109G of the Maastricht Treaty) prevents the authorifies from 

undertaking one final realignment and forces them to adopt market rotes as ot 31 December 1998 

OS the ultimate conversion rotes, as shown in Appendix 2. 

Changing exchange rote parifies at the fime when conversion rotes ore determined seems hardly 

acceptable polifically. For two reasons: 

• This option would immediately result in α redistribufion of wealth, quite contrary to the spirit of 

the Maastricht Treaty: EMU is not α monetary reform (9). 

• The ufilisafion of exchange rote parifies other than market rotes might trigger α legal battle over 

the interpretafion of "external value". 

This leads us to believe 

that the market rales at 

31 December 1998 wi l l be 

used, in Ihe end, to freeze 

exchange rate parities on 

1 January 1999. 

This leods us to believe that the market rotes os of 31 December 1998 will be used, eventually, to 

freeze exchange rote parifies on 1 January 1999. 

4 . 2 The t i m e t a b l e c o n s t r a i n t 

The Treaty requires the conversion rotes to be hxed irrevocably on 1 January 1999, while the "ins" 

will be designated by the Council in May 1998. This 8-month period will give hnanciol markets 

ample opportunity to speculate with regard to the " in" currencies' conversion rotes. 

In particular, hnanciol markets might think that certain countries could welcome α depreciation of 

their currency just before the freezing of parities. They might also misinterpret official statements. 

Yet post experience shows that failure to predict future economic policy correctly is one of the many 

causes of destabilising speculofive movements unwarranted by fundamentals. This wos the cose 

when the French franc come under fire in 1993 (10). 

9. Schlesinger, Gros and Lannoo (1996} 

10. Artus (1996} 
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4 . 3 The n e e d f o r α c o m p l e m e n t a r y s t r a t e g y 

Thus, leaving the morkets to their own devices and freezing parities on the basis of market rotes on 

31 December 1998 is α risky gamble, for if parities ore frozen ot unrealistic levels, this would be 

bound to lead to the failure of EMU. In order to palliate the shortcomings of the Maastricht Treaty, 

the monetary authorifies will need to give financial markets α clue of the conversion rotes that will 

be used to freeze parities on 1 January 1999. 

To that end, they will hove to develop α strategy aimed ot fixing "desired" and credible conversion rotes 

beforehand, enabling portìcipatìng countries' currencies to achieve α swift convergence towards these 

rotes by 31 December 1998. Such α strategy would comply with the following three-fold constraint: 

• to use market rotes os α reference for fixing the conversion rotes; 

• to freeze exchange rotes at levels warranted by fundamentals; 

• to reduce the volatility of financial markets. 

The opfimal strotegy faces two problems: making sure that market rotes converge towards the "desi

red" conversion rotes, on the one hand, and defining "desired" and credible conversion rotes likely 

to reduce intermediate volafility (from May through December 1998), on the other. These two 

aspects ore discussed below. 

Even if the European 

monetary authorities give 

markets a clue of con

version rates, they can 

hardly be assured that 

market rates wi l l converge 

towards the desired level. 

5 . Ho>v is t h e c o n v e r g e n c e o f m a r k e t r a t e s t o w a r d s t h e " d e s i r e d " c o n v e r s i o n r a t e s 

t o b e a c h i e v e d ? 

Even if the Europeon monetary authorifies give markets α clue of conversion rotes, they con hardly rest 

assured that market rates will converge towards the desired level. Traders may indeed be tempted to test 

exchange rote parities before the latter are definitively frozen on 1 January 1999. For example, it may 

prove profitable to sell α currency forward. Forward currency sales hove on impact on market rotes, so 

much so thot traders ore assured that they will be able to meet the controct by purchasing the currency at 

0 lower rote, for by that fime rotes will be definitively fi"ozen. Hence, destabilising currency movements, 

pushing morket rotes owoy from the desired conversion rotes on 31 December 1998, cannot be ruled out. 

The monetary authorities, therefore, need to define α strategy aimed ot discouraging this kind of 

exchange rote manipulofion. When they announce the "desired" conversion rotes, they will have to 

worn financial markets that they ore committed to making concerted and unlimited intervenfions at 

the end of 1998 to achieve the convergence of market rotes towards the "desired" conversion rates. 

This strategy is likely to reduce the appeal of any speculation ottempt, for it holds α credible threat to 

potential speculators (1 1). Indeed, in such α scenario, the two prerequisites for α successful specula

tion ore not met. Usually, speculofive attacks succeed when central bonks have but limited means to 

intervene, while the time horizon for speculation is unlimited. However, where EMU is concerned: 

• Central banks' resources will be unlimited, since they will be able to sell currencies forward, in 

the knowledge that once in EMU, they will repay in euro. 

• The fimefrome for speculofion is limited to 31 December 1998. Central bonk interventions will 

therefore not put on intolerable long-term burden on the economy. Unlike the cose when speculofive 

attacks over on unlimited fime horizon are directed at the currency of α country which is in reces-

11. in gome theory, the solution where there is no speculation represents an equilibrium. 
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Sion, the fightening of monetary policy to defend the currency only increases speculofion because 

interventions ore not sustainable in the long run. 

6 . W h a t clues? 

The announcement by the monetary authorifies could take two forms. They could announce either the 

method they will use to freeze parities (for instance, α weighted or unweighted average of exchange 

rotes over α given period), or the conversion rotes for each currency. We shall examine these two sce

narios ond attempt to determine which best satisfies the three-fold constraint referred to in section 4. 

6 . 1 A n n o u n c i n g t h a t a n a v e r a g e >vill b e u s e d 

The monetary authorifies could announce that they will use on overage to freeze the parities dehn-

ifively on 1 January 1999, os suggested by Alexandre Lamfalussy, the first president of the 

European Monetary Insfitute. Disregarding the practical details of this method, it presents α major 

drawback, for it requires α broad political consensus among the "in" countries to determine the 

computofion method (weighted or unweighted overage) ond the reference period (l-yeor, 2-year... 

overage, including 1998 or not?). Moreover, the Maastricht Treoty (art. 109L) requires unanimity 

among the "ins" to freeze the exchange rote parifies. 

Apart from these drawbacks, two matters remoin to be dehned. When should the method be 

announced, and what reference period should be used? A number of scenarios ore possible. 

Once it is announced that 

the average method wi l l 

be used, the past average 

of exchange rates wi l l sud

denly become a determi

nant of market rates at the 

time of the announcement. 

When should the method be announced? 

The monetary authorifies could announce their intenfion to use an overage on the very day they 

designate the "ins". However, this method is likely to increase exchange rote volatility between the 

fime of the announcement and the definifive freezing of parifies (12) if overage exchange rotes in 

the post appear to be significantly owoy from market rotes at the time of the announcement (see 

figure 2). Once it is announced that the overage method will be used, the past average of exchange 

rotes will suddenly become α determinant of market rotes ot the fime of the announcement. Market 

rotes will then be forced to adjust so as to ensure the convergence towards the moving overage. 

F i g u r e 2 . The case of the Irish punt 

1995 1996 1997 

12. De Grauwe (1996) 
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Let us assume that the current exchange rote depends, on the one hand, on an outside (e.g. politi

cal) factor ond, on the other hand, on expectafions regarding future exchange rotes (see figure 3). 

If on unexpected shock occurs affecfing the current exchange rote (1 ), this shock will have the imme

diate effect of influencing the expected conversion rote, which is the overoge of the current 

exchange rote ond anticipated future exchange rotes (2). Modifying the expected conversion rote 

then triggers α knock-on effect: it spreads to the exchange rotes expected for the periods between 

the shock and the freezing of parities (3), to ulfimotely modify the current exchange rote (4) and so 

on. The conversion rate acts in α way os α mirror in which the shock is reflected. 

F i g u r e 3 . Volafility caused by using on average 

Q Outside factor Anticipated future 
exchange rates 

Ξ 
Exchange rate 

Ξ 

Expected conversion 
rate = average 

If the method is announced 

too early, there is the risk 

of greater volatility on 

foreign exchange markets. 

The further the shocks ore from the dote of the freezing of parifies, the more they ore likely to affect 

the future exchange rotes and, therefore, lead to turmoil on foreign exchange markets. In this sce

nario, the hnol conversion rotes will take account of movements that ore completely independent of 

economic developments. If the method is announced too early, this involves the risk of greater vol

atility on foreign exchange markets. 

One solution would be to take the finonciol markets completely by surprise. The monetary author

ifies could limit the period of potenfial turbulence by announcing the method used at α later stage 

in 1998. In this scenario, the volafility would be lower, since the final conversion rotes would to α 

large extent depend on post exchonge rotes, unless the markets started to speculate obout the 

method to be used to freeze porifies (see 3.2.). 

Yet the solufion of announcing the use of the overage at α later stage, however appealing, does not 

solve the problem of volafility associated with the announcement itselh If the post overage deviates 

strongly from market rotes on the day of the announcement, the convergence towards that level will 

be achieved at the cost of α strong volotility ond/or α significant shock. However, as pointed out by 

Schlesinger, Gros and Lannoo (1996), this would entail mojor losses for some European cifizens which 

would be hard to reconcile with the often repeated statements that EMU is not α monetary reform. 

What reference period should be used? 

Using on overage calculated over α number of years raises the question of the economic justifico-

tion for the reference used. This quesfion is important for currencies which hove experienced bouts 

of weakness or strength unwarranted by fundamentals and whose conversion rotes would take 

account of these bouts. 
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Shortening the reference period (to six months, for instance) is no panacea either. Aware that the 

rotes will be frozen on the basis of on overoge calculated over α short period, hnanciol markets 

might be tempted to speculate. The shorter the period, the greater their influence over the hnol con

version rotes. Apart from increasing volatility, this scenario would require ongoing interventions by 

the central bonks throughout the reference period, which appears unsustainable. 

The average triggers some intermediate volatility 

Volatility would not be eli- The above analysis shows that, although credible, the overage opprooch may well leod to 

minated b y announcing exchange rote movements which are independent of any improvement or deteriorofion in the fun-

on average but, on the damentols. Volatility would therefore not be eliminated by announcing on overage but, on the con-

contrary, would be p a r t of trory, would be endogenous to the method. Using the overage would therefore comply only to α 

the method. very small extent with the three-fold constraint referred to in section 4, namely using market rotes 

OS α reference for hxing the conversion rotes, freezing the exchange rotes ot levels that ore sustain

able over the long term, and reducing exchange rate volafility. Hence, we feel that this opfion con 

be ruled out. 

6 . 2 A n n o u n c i n g o b j e c t i v e c o n v e r s i o n r a t e s 

An alternative to the average scenario could be for the monetary authorifies to announce "desired" 

conversion rotes. The announcement of conversion rotes can, however, only relate to the bilateral 

exchange rotes, os the exchange rotes of the currencies of the "ins" vis-à-vis the ECU on 31 

December 1998 will olso depend on the exchange rote ogainst the ECU of the currencies which 

will not be joining EMU. In any cose, bilateral parities ore politically and economically the most 

sensifive. 

The advantages of announcing objective conversion rates 

This method provides some attractive advantages. It eliminates intermediate volatility, provided that 

the announced conversion rotes ore credible. Financial markets cannot influence the objecfive con

version rotes announced by the monetary authorifies. Moreover, the announcement of concerted 

and unlimited central bonk intervenfions at the end of 1998 mokes any intermediate turbulence on 

foreign exchange markets unprohtoble, as it is α credible threat to potenfial speculators (13). 

Indeed, the latter do not stand to beneht from driving market rotes owoy from the objective rotes, 

for centrol bank interventions guarantee their convergence by 31 December 1998. 

The only potential source of turbulence stems from on excessive spread between the objecfive 

exchange rotes and market rotes ot the time of the announcement of the method. In that event, it 

would be possible, for example, to borrow Belgian francs and buy pesetas over α six-month period 

without any exchange risk. Assuming that there is sfili α differenfiol between the six-month Belgian 

franc rote and the six-month peseta rote in 1998, there would be opportunities for arbitrage. If the 

markets are efficient, arbitrage should equalise the expected returns in Belgian francs and pesetas 

unfil forward exchange rates (end 1998) match central rotes. This adjustment would occur immedi

ately offer the announcement. 

13. In game theory, the solution where there is no speculation represents an equilibrium. 
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w h a t conversion rates? 

Although there ore many possibilities, bilateral central rotes seem on attractive choice. 

Bilateral central rates in Bilateral central rotes in the ERM ore already the subject of α brood polificol consensus. Choosing 

the ERM are already the another parity grid would require endless polificol discussions between the "in" countries, without 

subject of a broad political ony guarantee of credibility. The lengthy negotiations on the central rote of the lira in November 

consensus. 1996 show the importance granted to central rotes by the Council of Ministers. 

Central rates ore credible, in our opinion, in so for as the countries do not show major imbalances. 

Current divergences in external accounts are attributable to differences in domestic demand (except 

for the Irish punt). Moreover, most currencies are currently trading close to their central rotes, with 

little divergence in the levels of money market rotes. This, in fact, eliminates the threat of potential 

turbulence os explained above (ogoin, except for the Irish punt). 

Lastly, we believe that central rotes correcfiy reflect the fundamentals of the economies, for they ore 

close to their PPPs in D-Mark, as con be seen from table 1 (leaving the debate on PPP computofions 

aside). 

Table 1 . Bilateral central rotes and PPPs vis-à-vis the D-Mark (14) 

ATS DKK FIM FRF NLG ESP ITL SEK BEF GBP IEP PIE GRD LUF 

Markel 

rales 7,0i 3,81 3,00 3,38 1,13 84,37 979,40 4,47 20,63 2,84 2,61 100,80 158,15 20,63 

Central rates 7,04 3,81 3,04 3,35 1,13 85,07 990 20,63 - 2,41 102,51 20,63 

PPP 
|BBL calculation! 7,36 3,88 2,74 3,27 1,09 80,80 923,93 3,78 20,53 2,84 2,72 105,62 159,59 20,45 

Spread between 
the central rate 
and PPP (in %| 4,57 1,79 -10,0 -2,46 -3,05 -5,02 -7,14 - 0,46 - 12,7 3,04 - 0,84 

Harmonised 
unemployment 
rate (in %| 4,4 6,9 15,7 12,4 6,3 22,2 12,0 10,0 9,8 8,2 12,3 7,3 9,1 3,3 

Source: Dotastreom, Eurostat, BBL computations. 

For certain countries, in particular the peripheral countries, the difference between the central rote 

and the PPP is greater, which suggests that they could enter EMU ot α favourable rote if they were 

to be part of the first wave of countries to join EMU. This aspect is also important for the success of 

EMU, since it is these countries, offer oil, which hod to moke the biggest effort to achieve conver

gence (see section 3). 

14. The purchasing power parity used is the relative PPP. The relative PPP calculates the exchange rate at which the price of 

a basket of goods in the domestic currency is identical to the price of the same basket of goods expressed in a foreign cur

rency, with account being taken of variations in price levels. 

The purchasing power parity is calculated as follows: PPP = f ο * (Pmt/Pmo} / (Pt/Po} 

where EQ = the average exchange rate o f the currency since 1973, measured in terms o f units o f foreign currency 

per unit of domestic currency 

Pmt = the level of (fie foreign prices at time t 

Pmo = the average level of the foreign prices since 1973 

Pt = the level of the domestic prices at time t 

Pa = the average level of the domestic prices since 1973 
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Tihe announcement that 

bilateral central rates wil l 

be used as conversion rates 

and itiat central banks wi l l 

conduct unlimited inlerven-

tions is Hie most credible 

method to secure a smooth 

convergence of market 

rates towards these conver

sion rates. 

Opting for the central rates is a convenient choice 

The announcement that bilateral central rotes will be used as conversion rates and that central 

bonks will conduct concerted and unlimited intervenfions at the end of 1998 is the most credible 

method to secure α smooth convergence of market rotes towards these conversion rotes on 31 

December 1998. Moreover, this method guarantees α freezing of exchange rote parifies at levels 

warranted by fundamentals, while it also eliminates all exchange rote volatility during the run-up 

period and on the eve of the launch. Once the strategy is spelled out, arbitrage traders will imme

diately implement the convergence of forward rotes towards central rotes. 

7 . C o n c l u s i o n 

On 1 January 1999 Europe will turn α page in its history when, through the polificol will of α major

ity of its member countries, it will acquire α single currency, whose success will not depend solely 

on meefing the convergence criteria. 

While the core countries hove ochieved α sufficient degree of micro- and macroeconomic conver

gence to create α monetary union, this is probably not the cose for the peripheral countries. It is 

therefore α matter of facilitating to the utmost the transifion of these countries towards EMU so os 

to give this broodly-bosed monetary union every chance of success. 

From this point of view, freezing exchange rote parities on 1 January 1999 is α crucial factor. The 

Maastricht Treoty does not, in fact, fully guarantee that the exchange rotes of the " in" currencies 

will be frozen ot levels thot ore economically jusfihed. If the monetary authorities confine themselves 

solely to the Maastricht Treaty provisions, the door is open to speculofion and freezing of the par

ifies at unrealistic levels. 

The monetary authorifies must therefore odopt ο strategy with α twofold objective: to limit financial 

market volatility, and to guarantee the credibility of the conversion rotes. Our analysis suggests that 

when the "ins" ore designated, the monetary authorities should announce that they will use central 

rotes, rather than on overage of post exchange rotes, os the conversion rates. Central rotes ore 

credible, jusfified by the fundamentals and ore alreody the subject of α brood polificol consensus. 

At the some time, the authorities should announce that they will intervene in a concerted and unlim

ited manner at the end of 1998 in order to achieve convergence between the market and the cen

tral rotes. This strategy should ensure that any attempt at speculation is not worthwhile, since it con

sfitutes α credible threat to potential speculators. Accordingly, participofing countries ore likely to 

operate with near-fixed exchange rotes as from May 1998. 
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Appendix 1 

The external value constraint is subject to interpretofion. Is it necessary to guarantee that, between D 

day (1 January 1999) and D day - 1, 1 ECU in terms of currency χ is equal to 1 euro in terms of that 

currency, whatever χ is, or solely with regard to non-EMU currencies (such os the dollar)? Let us look 

at the cose where "external value" applies to all currencies, including those of the "in" countries. 

On 31 December 1998 the ECU's external volue against the dollar will be: 

p.a-i-Z(p;.a)/b, V, e [1; 11] 

where p, represents the weight of each currency in the ECU 

0 is the DEM/$ rote on D day-1 

ρ is the weight of the DEM in the ECU 

b, denotes the rate of each currency represented in the ECU ogoinst the DEM on D doy-l 

(expressed in number of currencies per DEM) 

On 1 January 1999, according to the Maastricht Treaty, the euro's value in terms of any currency 

(non-EMU and "in") will not be able to be modified in relation to its external value on 31 December 

1998. Is it possible to hnd exchange rotes other than the market rotes on 31 December 1998 while 

ot the same fime respecfing the "external value" constraint vis-à-vis " in" and "out" currencies? 

The various constraints of the problem ore os follows: 

1. The euro's external value must be guaranteed: 

1 ECU = p.a-I-Σ (p;.a) / b, = 1 euro = w.c-I-Σ (Wi.c) / d; V,· e [1; 11] (1) 

where 

c is 0 DEM/$ exchange rote 

w is ο DEM weight in the ECU such that w ^t ρ 

d, denotes the rote of each currency represented in the ECU against the DEM 

Wj is α weight for each currency in the ECU such that w, ^t p, V, e [ 1 ; 11] 

2. The rote of the constituents of the ECU in terms of the ECU must be frozen: 

[w.c + Σ (w,.c) / d,] . (d, /c) = [p.a -I- Σ (p,.a) / b,] . (b,-.a) V,. e [1; 11] (2) 

3. The rote of the DEM in relation to the ECU must be frozen: 

[w.c -F Σ (w,.c) / d,.] /c = [p.a -H Σ (p,-.a) / b,] /a (3) 

These three constraints may be expressed more simply: 

By combining ( I j and (2), one obtains: d, /c = b, /a 

By combining (1) and (3), one obtoins: c = a 

By combining (4) and (5), one obtains: d, = b, 

Relofionships (5) and (6) imply that it is impossible to find exchange rotes other than the market 

rates of 31 December 1998 if the "external value" constraint applies equally to the " in" currencies 

and the "out" currencies. 

Given (5) and (6), (1) becomes: ρ -f Σ (ρ, / b,) = w -f Σ(w,• / b,) V, e [ 1 ; 11] 

ν , € [ 1 ; Π ] ' 

V, e [1; 11] 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Appendix 2 

Is it possible to find exchange rotes other than market rotes on 31 December 1998, while meeting 

the external value constraint against the dollar? 

1 ECU = p.a-t-Σ(p i .a)/b j = 1 euro = w . c - ^ Σ ( W j . c ) / d , V; e [ 1 ; 11] (1) 

where 

c is α DEM/$ exchange rote 

w is α DEM weight in the ECU such that w, Φ ρ 

d; denotes the rote of each currency represented in the ECU ogoinst the DEM 

w, is α weight for each currency in the ECU such that w, Φ ρ, V, e [ 1 ; 11] 

One constraint is added to this problem: 

The Maastricht Treaty requires the weighfings in the ECU to be frozen (Arficle 109G): 

ρ = w (2) 

p, = w, V,- e [1; 11] 

Given constraint (2), expression (1) becomes: 

p.a + Σ(p,.a) / b, = p.c + Σ(ρ,χ) / d, V, e [1; 11] (3) 

Hence, it is theoreficolly possible to find exchange rote parifies other than the market rotes as at 31 

December 1998 so as to meet the external value constraint. Determining α new parity grid also 

assumes that α dollar/D-Mork level con be found other than the prevailing rote on 31 December 

1998. This likelihood seems remote, however, for the D-Mark and the dollar operate in α perfectly 

flexible exchange rote system. 

(4) 

Let's suppose α stable DEM/$ exchange rote: 

a = c 

Given constraint (4), expression (3) becomes: 

p.a -l· Σ(ρ,.3) / b,= p.a -i- Σ(ρ,.3) / d, V, e [1; 11] 

Σρ, / b, = Σρ, / d, V , e [ i ; i i ] 

b, = d, V,. € [1; 11] 

In other words, it is impossible to choose rates other than the market rotes of 31 December 1998 

(supposing α stable D-Mork/dollar exchange rote) without resorfing to changes in the weighfings, 

which is ruled out by the Maastricht Treaty. 
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Second Prize 

Eurobanking, α N e w W o r l d 

J e a n D e r m i n e 

At the Madrid Summit in December 1995, the EU heads of state or government endor

sed α three-phase plan for the introducfion of the single currency. The purpose of this 

essay is to idenfify how, besides on obvious foil in revenue from intro-Europeon curren

cies trading, α single currency will alter fundamentally and permanently Europeon ban

king markets. A common currency will change the sources of competifive advantage in 

various markets such os those of government bonds and their fast growing appendices 

the interest rote derivative markets, of corporate bonds and equifies, of foreign 

exchange, and of fund management. The paper evaluates whether on international 

reserve currency status matters for European bonks, and concludes with on assessment 

of the impact of the single currency on loon credit risk and on bonk profitability in α low 

inflafion environment. 

J e a n D e r m i n e is Professor of Banking and Finance at INSEAD and director of its 

Internofional Financial Services programme. A cifizen of Belgium, he received his MBA 

from Cornell University (1978) and his Doctoral Degree in Economics from the Cotholic 

University of Louvain (1982). 

Jean Dermine has been Visiting Professor at the Wharton School of the University of 

Pennsylvania, at the Universifies of Louvain and Lausanne, α Salomon Center Visifing 

Fellow at New York University and α Danielsson Foundation Guest Professor of Bonk 

Management at the Goteborg and Stockholm Schools of Economics. He is the author of 

two books and numerous publications on European banking markets and asset-liability 

management, and serves as on associate editor of the Journal of Banking and Finance. 
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Eurobanking, α Nev/ World 

Jean Dermine 

1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The Maastricht Treaty on European Union provides for the introduction of α single cur

rency by January 1st, 1999 ot the latest. Although α large series of papers hove been 

concerned with macroeconomic issues such as price stability or employment, very few 

studies have discussed the impact of α single currency on the compefifive structure of 

European banking markets. One quesfion is being addressed in this essay: How does 

the move fron^ nofional currencies to the euro alter the sources of competifive advantage 

of banks, creofing α new Eurobanking world? 

A casual analysis of the structure of the banking industry raises the question of the impor

tance of α notional currency factor. For instance, the markets for pension funds ond 

mutual funds management, or the Euro-Froncs and Euro-Lira bond morkets are quite frag

mented with domesfic insfitufions copturing α very large market shore. Although this frag

mentation is explained in port by regulofions and history, it could refiect the importance 

of national currencies. Another example is the leading role of American insfitutions in 

the dollar-denominated Eurobond market. Will the emergence of α new world currency 

competing with the US dollar help the competifiveness of European bonks? This essay 

will attempt to show how, besides an obvious loss of intra-European currencies trading 

business, the introducfion of α common currency will change fundamentally the sources 

of competitive advantage of bonks. 

Eight impacts ore idenfified and analysed. The first six concern capital markets, inclu

ding the government bond market and its fast growing appendix the interest rote deri

vofive market, the corporate bond and equity market, insfitufionol fund management, the 

Euromarket, the foreign exchange market, and the compefifion between the euro and 

the US dollar as international reserve currencies. The last two effects concern commer

cial banking with the impact of the single currency on credit risk and on bonk profita

bility in 0 low inflation environment. 

The introduction of a com

mon currency w i l l change 

fundamentally the sources 

of competitive advantage 

of banks. 

2 . The g o v e r n m e n t b o n d m a r k e t , u n d e r w r i t i n g a n d t r a d i n g 

A first observofion is that the arrival of α common currency will create the need for α 

single risk-free interest rote yield curve, matching interest rotes to moturifies, to act as on 

anchor for the pricing of securifies. A unique charocterisfic of the single European mar

ket is the absence of α federal debt, the price of which could help to derive ο yield 

curve. It will be left to market forces to choose the nofional government bonds that will 

qualify as risk-free bonds. Six candidates ore the bonds of those countries that hove α 

AAA rofing (1). 

/. Austria, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 
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A direct impact of the créaf ion of α European risk-free y i e l d curve wi l l be the consol idaf ion of the 

fast g r o w i n g der ivof ive industry. Indeed, as very f e w instruments ore needed to r ide α y ie ld curve 

in α part icular market, the single currency implies that there wi l l be α need for on ly α f e w euro-

based interest rote instruments. Table 1 reports that the number of interest rote futures contracts tra

d e d in Europe in the hrst e ight months of 1 9 9 6 r e a c h e d 1 5 4 mi l l ion, fa ir ly close to the 1 5 8 mil l ion 

contracts t r a d e d in the USA. If the A m e r i c a n cose is α g u i d e , there is little d o u b t thot the nineteen 

European interest rate future contracts w i l l be r e p l a c e d by α f e w euro-rote controcts. Since the eco

nomics of c lear ing houses is based o n netting of posif ions a n d p o o l i n g of counterparty risks, it w i l l 

b e eff icient to m e r g e the dif ferent c lear ing houses into one to faci l i tate the occounf ing a n d netting 

mechanisms. If the consol idaf ion of the short term part of the interest rote der ivat ive market is extre

mely likely, α d o u b t subsists for the longer term segment for w h i c h credit risk p r e m i a c o u l d differ. 

Indeed, in ο single currency z o n e , it w i l l not be possible a n y m o r e to pr int money to a v o i d α default 

o n domestic debt. The existence of credit risk p r e m i o o n some g o v e r n m e n t bonds could create α 

need for α derivof ive market to t rade sovereign credit risk. However, if one does observe spreads 

o n bonds in other economic o n d monetary federot ions, exchange-traded derivafives o n such 

spreads d o not exist yet. 

T a b l e 1 . Interest rote futures 

Instrument Exchange 1996 volume (OOO's) 

(January-August) 

N° of Contracts Traded 

Belgian Bond 

90-dQy Bibor 

German Bund 

German BobI 

German Bund 

German Euromark 

Danish Medium Bond 

Danish Long Bond 

Long Gilt 

Sterling 

Euro-Swiss 

Italian Bond 

Eurolira 

10 Ys Italian 

10 Ys French 

Pibor 

ECU Bond 

10 Ys Pesetta 

MIBOR 

Totol EU 

Total USA 

Total Japan 

Belfox 

Belfox 

DTB 

DTB 

Liffe 

Liffe 

Futop 

Futop 

Liffe 

Liffe 

Liffe 

Liffe 

Liffe 

MIF 

Motif 

Matif 

Matif 

Meff RF 

Meff RF 

CBOT+CME 

TIFFE 

286 

108 

10,364 

11,937 

26,399 

24,907 

26 

128 

9,408 

9,884 

2,120 

7,740 

4,045 

1,349 

22,805 
9,745 

378 

11,241 

827 

154,364 

158,409 

29,115 

Source: Futures and Option World, October 1996 
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A second observation about the government bond market in Europe is that, in many countries, it is 

very much α fragmented market with domestic players capturing α large market shore of the under-

wrifing ond secondary trading business. This raises the quesfion of the sources of competifive 

advantage for local bonks. 

Domestic currency 

denomination facilitates 

the access to a large 

investor home base. 

As concerns the underwriting and trading of government bonds, Feldmon-Stephenson (1988), α 

Federal Reserve Study (1991), ond Fox (1992) show that the dominance of local players is the 

result of three main factors. The first is historical with local players having α privileged access to the 

public debt issuer; the second is domesfic currency denominoHon which facilitates the access to α 

large investor home base, providing α significant advantage not only in placing, but also in under

standing the demand/supply order fiows. Finally experfise in the domesfic monetary environment 

provides essential informafion to operate on the secondary bond market. 

Wil l these sources of compefifive advantage survive with α single currency? As domesfic currency 

denominofion, the main source of competifive advantage identihed for local bonks in the literature, 

will disappear, it is quite likely that we shall observe the emergence of α truly integrated European 

bond market. If access to informafion on the supply/demand order Hows seems essenfiol for secon

dary trading, then very likely opérafions ot the European-wide level will become α necessity ond 

one will observe α consolidafion of the government bond underwriting and trading businesses. As 

0 tentafive base for comporison, it is symptomatic to observe in Table 2 that the top ten American 

underwriters of investment grade debt control 87% of the market. 

Table 2 . Top underwriters of Investment grade in USA (1996) 

Manager 1996 ECU bn Market Shore (%) 

Merrill Lynch 

Salomon Brothers 

Goldman Sachs 

JP Morgan 

Lehman Bros 

Morgan Stanley 

CSFB 

Bear Stearns 

Smith Barney 

NationsBank 

79 

54 

46.9 

45 

43.7 

40.8 

29 

29 

12.8 

12.3 

18.3 

12.5 

10.8 

10.4 

10.1 

9.4 

6.7 

3.1 

3.0 

2.8 

Source: Securities Data Co. 

3 . The c o r p o r a t e b o n d a n d e q u i t y m a r k e t s , undervsrr i t ing a n d t r a d i n g 

As is the cose for government bonds, α key issue concerns the sources of competitive advantage of 

local insfituttons in corporate bond and equity underwrifing and secondary trading. As explained 

earlier, customer relofionship, assessment of credit risk, and currency of denominofion ore crifical 
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sources of competitive odvontoge. The Eurobond market presents on interesting cose. The study by 

the Federol Reserve Bonk of New York (1991) reports α strong correlation for non-dollor issues 

between the nofionolity of investors and that of the lead bonk manager. This is confirmed by Tables 

3a-b which show thot with very few excepfions the leod manager in the Eurobond market in France 

and Italy were invariably local insfitufions. The domestic currency denomination focilitofing the access 

to on home-investor base was α key-source of compefitive odvontoge for placement but also for sec

ondary trading. Moreover, on understanding of local monetary policy would give α competitive 

advantage to understand price movements. The leading role of American insfitutions in the dollar-

denominated Eurobond market is explained not only by lorge issues by American companies, by 

their experfise developed in their home corporate securifies markets, but olso by the important odvon

toge linked to the dollar denomination of many bonds. Indeed, access to home investors, and on 

understanding of US order fiows ond US monetory policy provide α decisive advantage in secon-

dory trading os it helps to predict price movements. 

Table 3 a . French francs gross euro-issues 

Top 10 Lead Managers, 1993 ECU bn 

Crédit Commercial de France 8.9 

Poribos 8.6 
Société Générale 7.2 
Crédit Lyonnais 6.0 
BNP 4.6 
CDC 1.0 
SBC 0.9 
JP Morgan 0.7 
Deutsche Bank 0.7 
Merrill Lynch 0.5 

Source: The Capital Markets Yearbook, Euromoney, March 94 

Table 3 b . Italian lira gross euro-issues 

Top 10 Lead Managers, 1993 ECU bn 

Son Paolo 1.9 
Deutsche Bonk (1) 1.8 
IMI 1.6 
BCI 1.5 
Banca di Roma 1.3 
Credito Italiano 1.3 
BNL 1.2 
JP Morgan 0.6 
Paribas 0.6 
HSBC 0.5 

Source: The Capital Markets Yearbook, Euromoney, March 94 

ì. Italian subsidiary, purchased from Bank of America Italy. 
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Customer relationships 

and an understanding of 

credit risk could remain 

tvifo sources of strength 

for domestic firms. 

A single currency in Europe will change fundamentally the compefitive structure of the corporate 

bond and equity markets as one key-source of compefifive advantage, namely home currency, will 

disappear. Indeed, savers will diversify their portfolio across European markets, the exchange rate 

risk being eradicated. Moreover, α single currency will suppress the secondary trading odvontoge 

for domesfic banks derived from α better understanding of order flows and monetary policy in the 

domesfic country. Therefore, the two main sources of comparofive advantage remaining for local 

players will be historical customer relofionship and the understanding of credit risk through α better 

knowledge of the occounfing, legal, fiscal (not to menfion language) environment. Whenever the 

credit risk embedded in corporate securifies con be better assessed by domesfic banks, these players 

will control underwrifing and secondory trading. However, another factor could alter the corporate 

underwrittng business. The emergence of internationally-accepted rofings will reduce the compefitive 

advantage of domesfic banks in evoluofing credit risk and managing securifies. 

To conclude this analysis of the impact of α single currency on the corporate bond and equity mar

kets, it seems that customer relationship and on understanding of credit risk could remain two sources 

of strength for domesfic firms in some segments of the market. But, plocing power and trading across 

Europe ore forces that lead to consolidafion as the nofional currency advantage will hove disap

peared. 

4 . Fund management 

An important segment of capital markets business is the fund management industry, pensions funds 

or mutual funds. As Table 4 illustrates for the United Kingdom, it is symptomofic to see the total dom

inance of the fund monogement industry by local firms (2). SimiloHy in France, the ten largest players 

in the SICAV industry ore all French insfitufions. In view of this extreme frogmentofion, specially in 

comparison with other segments of the capital markets, one may wonder about the impact of the sin

gle currency on the fund management industry. In this cose too, on understanding of the main sources 

of competitive advantage needs to be developed. They concern the retail distribufion network, the 

home-currency preference, research expertise, and the existence of economies of scale (Kay, Loslett, 

Duffy, 1994).The hrst source of compefifive odvontoge in the retail segment is the control of the dis

tribufion network, in the hand of local bonks in several countries. Domesfic control of distribufion is 

even protected under current European legislofion which gives nafionol outhorittes the right to regu

late the markefing of funds into their territory. Obviously the advantage derived from the control of 

the distribufion network applies to retail investors only, and it will not be α barrier of entry in the insti

tufionol market. A second source of compefifive odvontoge was the customer preference for home-

currency assets, offen imposed by regulation. A single currency will of course eliminate this factor 

and reinforce the need for Europeon-wide portfolios. A large port of these will be provided by index-

tracking investment funds. A third source of success is excellence in research-based management. It 

would seem that domesttc expertise in the assessment of performances of local corporate firms could 

sfili be 0 source of compefifive advantage for local insfitufions supplying specialized funds. As to the 

2. Some of these, such as Barings or M o r g a n Grenfell, have been purchased recently by continental hrms. 
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existence of economies of scale and scope in the fund management industry, it is sfili α subject of 

debate. Again, if the American market is α useful guide, it appears that size is important os the five 

largest fund managers control 4 1 % of the fund management business. 

Table 4 . Fund managers UK 1995 

ECU bn Market shore (%) 

BZW(1) 

Prudential 

MAM 

Schroder 

Morgan Grenfell 

Fleming 

PFDM/UBS 

NatWest 

Baring 

Gartmore 

240 

115 

182 

104 

86 

79 

Ó8 
48 
37 
35 

19 
9 

8.3 
8 

6.7 
6.1 
5.3 
3.7 
2.8 
2.7 

Source: Financial Times, May 2, 1996. 
J Merger of BZW and Wells Fargo Nikko Invst Advisors. 

A single currency will eliminate the obstacle to internofional diversificafion. One will observe quite 

likely very large low-cost European index-tracking funds compefing with smaller research-based 

funds. On the retoil distribufion side, domestic bonks will keep their compefitive advantage as long 

OS the branch neh^ork remains α signihcont channel of distribution. 

5 . The e u r o - d e p o s i t m a r k e t a n d c r o s s - b o r d e r p a y m e n t s 

An extremely efficient Euro-deposit market was created thirty years ago to circumvent various forms of 

domesfic regulofions (3). An important issue concerns the size and coverage of the reserve require

ment on euro-denominoted deposits in the future (4). Indeed, foreign currency-denominated deposits 

ore not subject currently to reserve requirements in most countries. More important, but unrelated to 

the single currency, will be the fiscal treatment of the income eorned on these assets in the future. 

Another dimension of Euro-bonking is the cross-border payment system and the current role of corre

spondent bonks. The current situafion is that international payments ore done through the accounts 

of bonks in foreign countries and through the various nofional clearing systems. The Europeon 

Monetary Insfitute has provided some indications on the future European payment system. In essence, 

it favors ο decentralized nofionol-based system complemented by TARGET (5), α linkage between the 

vorious nafionol reol-fime gross settlement systems. Only the payments related to monetary policy will 

3. Some creative wording will be needed as one must distinguish euro-deposit, deposits from non-residents, from euro<leno-
minated deposits. 
4. The European Central Bank may require credit institutions to hold minimum reserves on accounts with the National Central 
Banks (EMI, 1997). 
5. TARGET: Acronym for Trans-European Automated Real-time Cross settlement Express Transfer system. 
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hove to pass through TARGET. Other poyments will hove the choice between the direct ECB route, 

the troditionol correspondent banking system, or alternative private cross-border clearing systems. If 

the role of correspondent banking is likely to be reduced, it seems that this movement would happen 

independently of the existence of α single currency for the sole reason that reol-fime cross border pay

ment focilifies help to reduce settlement and payment risks. 

A Belgian bank operating 

in N e w York w i l l not be 

anymore the Belgian franc 

specialist, but w i l l com

pete with other European 

banks for euro/dollar 

business. 

6 . F o r e i g n e x c h a n g e m a r k e t s 

A direct effect of the single currency is that not only intro-Europeon foreign exchange tronsacfions 

will disappear, but that the compefitive advantage of α particular bonk in its home currency vis-à-

vis third country currencies will go as well. As on example, ο Belgian bonk operafing in New York 

will not be anymore the Belgian franc speciolist, but will compete with other European banks on the 

euro/dollar business. As is the cose for the government bond morkets for which on understanding 

of the supply/demand order flows is important to assess the direction of price movements, one is 

likely to observe α consolidation of the commodity-type low cost spot foreign exchange business. 

Differentioted products bosed on quality of service or innovofions such os opfions will be onother 

source of compefifive advantage. 

7 . Euro a s a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l c u r r e n c y ; W h a t b e n e f i t s f o r t h e b a n k s ? 

One of the asserted benehts of EMU is that the single currency will become α challenger to the US 

dollar as the dominant international currency used for units of accounts, store of volue and means 

of payments (Emerson, 1990, Alogoskoufis-Portes, 1 9 9 1 , and Moos, 1995). But, one has to real

ize that contrary to ο notional currency which is imposed os sole tender by nationol legislation, the 

role of on international currency is fixed by demand and supply on world capital markets. Two ques

tions are being roised. Firstly, is the euro likely to compete away the US dollar in internofional finan

cial markets? Secondly, from the perspective of this essay, what ore the benehts derived for banks 

of having on internofional currency status for the euro? 

Whether one look at the role of the dollar os α unit of account, α store of value, or ο mean of pay

ment, it sfili is today by for the prime internofionol currency. For instance, 60% of the foreign 

exchange reserves of centrol bonks ore denominated in dollars, while US exports represent only 12% 

of world exports. As international bonds ore concerned. Table 5 shows that 41 % of them ore denom

inated in US dollar. To assess the chance of the euro to accelerate the relafive decline in the dollar, 

it is instrucfive to have α look ot history and the relafive foil of sterling and rise of the dollar in the 

internofionol payment system. 

In 1914 on the eve of the First World War, the City of London was indisputably the world's leading 

internofional financial center, with the sterling pound the major internofionol currency. According to 

economic historians, the weakness of the pound started with the first world war. The war of 1914-

1918 sow the emergence of large bond financing in the USA. This was coupled with the events of 

1931 -the insolvency of the Creditanstolt in Vienna and the inconvertibility of the pound. The devel-
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opment of the second world wor succeeded in increosing even more the statute of the dollar which 

was conhrmed in its international role by the 1944 Bretton Woods agreement (6). One con conclude 

that the rise of the dollar over α thirty years period was very much helped by the two woHd wars, 

and that despite the obandon of converfibility into gold in 1971 and confinuous devaluation, the dol

lar is sfili maintaining twenty five years later α leading role os on internofionol currency. Based on the 

recent h^o decades which hove seen α progressive erosion of the dollor and α slow rise of the Deutsche 

Mark, in view of the relafive economic size of Europe, and building on the potential for growth in the 

eastern port of Europe, one con extrapolate and forecast that euro will replace the D-Mark and be α 

strong compefitor to the dollar. But in the author's opinion, any forecast on the relative importance of 

the US dollar ond the euro in the future is premature and beyond our understanding. 

Table 5 . International bond issues ( 1996) 

Currency ECU bn % 

USD 262 41.4 

YEN 77 12.1 

DEM 94 14.8 

GBP 45 7 

FRF 46 7 

CHF 23 4 

ITL 22 3 

NLG 19 3 

ECU 3.5 0.6 

Source: Financial Times, June 30, 1996. 

W h a t ore the impl icof ions for bonks of hav ing euro as an internat ional currency? Three benefits c o n 

b e idenf i f ied. The hrst o n e is thot o n increosed vo lume of euro-denominated assets or l iabil if ies wi l l 

ease the fore ign e x c h a n g e risk m a n a g e m e n t of b a n k equity. I n d e e d , α large p o r t of b o n k assets w i l l 

be d e n o m i n a t e d in the some currency os the equity base, easing the control o f currency-driven asset 

g r o w t h a n d capi ta l m a n a g e m e n t . Secondly, access to α discount w i n d o w ot the European Central 

Bonk w i l l moke the l iquid i ty m a n a g e m e n t of euro-based l iabi l i f ies m a r g i n a l l y cheaper. Finally, if third 

countries issue assets d e n o m i n a t e d in euro or use the European currency os α vehicle, European bonks 

w i l l b e w e l l posi f ioned in s e c o n d a r y t r a d i n g for the reasons m e n t i o n e d earl ier. 

8. EMU and loan credit risk 

Many of the channels which hove been identified concerned the money and copitol markets. An 

addifional impact of the euro is its potential effect on loon credit risk. There ore reasons to believe 

that the nature of credit risk could change under α single currency. The argument is based on the 

theory of Opfimum Currency Areas and on the objective of price stability inscribed in the Treaty on 

European Union. 

6. According to McKinnon ( 1993), a key factor increasing the role of the dollar was the European Payment Union establi

shed in September 1950 for clearing payments multilaterally, using the US dollar as Ihe unit of account and as the means of 

payment. 
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There is on old debole on the economic rofionole that leods α group of countries to adopt α com

mon currency (7). The story is the following. The more countries ore subject to asymmetric economic 

shocks, the more they would appreciate monetary autonomy to cancel the shock. Indeed, with sym

metric shock there would be α consensus among the members of α currency union on economic pol

icy, but with asymmetric shocks the policy run from the center may not be odequote to all the mem

bers of the union. Recent economic developments hove strengthened the argument. For instance, one 

con wonder whether the rapid recovery enjoyed by Brifish bonks in 1994 hos not been helped partly 

by the 1992 devaluation which has reduced somewhat α bod debt problem. Similarly, the devaluo

fion of the Finnish Markka has helped the restructuring of the country offer the collapse of one of its 

major clients, the Soviet Union. How could the introducfion of α single currency affect credit risk? If 

0 bank concentrates its business in its home country, and if that country is subject to asymmetric 

shocks, it is quite possible that α central monetory policy will not be able to soffen the shock. 

An indirect and interesfing corollary of the Opfimum Currency Area theory is that for bonks operat

ing in ο single currency area, the need to diversify their loon portfolio increases the more their home 

country is likely to be subject to asymmetric (uncorreloted) shocks. This can be achieved through inter

nofionol diversificafion or the use of credit derivafives. 

9. Banking in α lov^ inflation environment 

The last effect of α single currency discussed in this essay concerns the impact on bank profitability 

of doing business in α low inflafion environment. Indeed, in the lost twenty years, higher infiation and 

interest rotes hove provided substonfiol interest margins on price-regulated deposits. For instance, os 

is documented in Table 6 for the 1980-1985 period, interest margins on demand deposits were 

above ten percent in Belgium, France, Denmark or Spain. If new products, such as money market 

funds competed with these deposits, it is important to note that these demand and savings deposits 

represent sfili more than forty percent of client resources collected by bonks in Belgium or France 

(Commission Bancaire, 1996; Banque de France, 1996). As Table 6 documents, margins on these 

products hove been seriously eroded with the overall decrease in the interest rote level in recent 

years. One can safely conclude that on objective of monetary stability and low inflafion pursued by 

on independent European Central Bonk will reduce the source of profitability on the deposit funding 

business. However, if this effect is quite significant in α large number of countries, two addifional 

effects of 0 low inflafion environment might soften the impact of lower margins on deposits. 

The hrst is that α low interest rate environment leads usually to much higher margins on personal 

loons because of the relative inelosficity of interest rote on personal loons. For instance, in Fronce, 

loon rote sfickiness hos raised the margin on hire purchase (consumer) loon from 6.3% in 1990 to 

1 0 . 1 % in 1996, α period of rapidly declining market rotes (Banque de France, 1996). A second 

posifive impact of α low inflation environment is thot the so-called 'inflafion tax' will be much smaller 

(Fisher-Modiglioni, 1978). A simple example will give the intuifion beyond the inflafion tax. Consider 

7. The Tfieory of Optimum Currency Areas (Mundell, 1961; McKinnon, 1963). 
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Table 6 . Interest margins of commercial bonks 

Average margin on 
demand deposits (1) 

(1980-85)1%) 

(1987-92) (7o) 

(1994-95) (%) 

Average margin on 
savings deposits (1) 

(198σ85)(%) 

(1987-92) (%) 

(1994-95) (%) 

Belgium 

11.2 

8.7 

5 

5.6 

3.9 

1.9 

Denmark 

16.2 

• 9.0 

NA 

8.9 

7.0 

NA 

France 

11.7 

9.7 

6.1 

4.3 

5.2 

1.6 

Germany 

6.5 

7.2 

4.8 

2.8 

2.2 

2.9 

Spain 

14.5 

6.0 

3.6 

10.7 

9.0 

5 

Source: OECD 

(1} Current short-term rate minus interest rate paid on deposits. 

a case with no inflafion in which equity is invested in α 3% coupon bond. After α thirty corporate 

tax is deducted, the revenue is 2 . 1 % ((1-0.3) χ 3%). The full profit can be paid os dividend os there 

is no need for retained earnings and higher capital since there is no growth of assets. If because of 

α 10% inflafion, the some equity is invested in α 1 3% coupon bond, the profit after tax is only 9 . 1 % 

((1-0.3) X 13%), ο figure too small to hnonce α necessary equity growth of 10%. No dividend can 

be poid in this cose and equity holders hove suffered from on "inflofion-tox". 

Therefore, the impact of α low inflafion environment on the profitability of banks will depend on the 

relafive importance of reduced margins on deposits, higher profit on personal loons and on the sig

nihconce ofthe "infiofion-tox". 

10. Conclusions 

The objecfive of the essay has been to idenfify the various ways through which α single currency 

would olter the sources of compefitive advantage of European bonks. Besides the obvious foil in rev

enue from intra-Europeon currencies trading, the analysis has idenfified significant and permanent 

effects on several segments of the industry. One con forecast α rapid consolidafion of the commod

ity-type business, government bonds, interest rote derivafives, and spot currency trading. This is moti

vated by the loss of α main domesttc source of compefifive advantage, namely the nofional currency. 

If domesfic experfise in the occounfing, legal and fiscal environment will give α compefifive odvon

toge to domesttc players in some segments of the corporate bond and equity markets, other factors 

such OS placing power and trading capacity across Europe will lead to consolidafion of that indus

try. On the fund management side, very large Europeon-wide index-tracking funds will compete with 

specialized funds. As concerns the Euro-deposits market, the rules of monetary and fiscal policies sfili 
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hove to be known to assess the impact of α single currency on the size ond locofion of this morket. 

On the commercial banking side, the nature of credit risk is likely to change as one of the instruments 

of monetary policy, devaluation, will not be available. Finally, the impact of ο low inflafion environ

ment on bonk profitability will work through reduced margins on deposits, higher profits on personal 

loans, and α lower "inflation tax". 

Furthermore, one should highlight the obvious but important foct that the single currency will moke 

irreversible the créafion of α single European banking market. A more predictoble environment will 

facilitate the exploitafion of economies of scale and the opfimal locofion of processing units. 

If the premises underlying the above analysis ore verified in the future, one con onficipate the creo

fion of α new Eurobanking world. A major internofionol consolidafion of the European banking indus

try will take place in the capital market business, and further domesfic rofionolizofion of commercial 

bonking will be needed. As α base of reference to esfimate the potenfiol savings created by consol

idafion, one observes that two countries with banking systems in distress in the early 1990's, Finland 

and Sweden, were able to reduce the number of bank branches by 39% and 27% respecfively (BIS, 

1996). Although this reduction of costs wos achieved in the context of α banking crisis, it is illustro-

five of the potenfial gain in efficiency that could be reolized. 

The objecfive of the 1992 single market programme was to reinforce the efficiency and compefitive-

ness of European hrms. As concerns banking, it is α clear conclusion that the introducfion of α sin

gle currency will not only moke the créafion of ο single market irreversible, but thot it will, besides 

the obvious fall in revenue from intro-Europeon currencies trading, alter fundamentally the noture of 

several businesses. A new banking world will emerge with very different sources of compefifive 

advantage. If this challenge is met successfully by European bonks, there is little doubt that it will rein

force the competitiveness of European banks operating in the capital markets of third countries such 

as those of the United States, and of the rapidly expanding Asia. 
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The dynamics of European integrat ion 

Daniel Gros 

European integrafion is α process that is build on solid economic interest. It is not like α bicycle that 

needs to remain in motion in order to be stable. Political inifiofives ore important because they have 

0 mulfiplier effect: ony agreement to reduce trade barriers will increase trade and therefore gene

rate α demand for further reducfions in trade borriers. But this process con reach α stable stofionory 

equilibrium without putting the acquis in danger. Creofing common insfitufions accelerates the pro

cess and should lead to more integrafion. The génie of the founding fathers was to combine the 

opening of markets with the creation of common insfitutions. This combinofion inifioted the process 

thot has brought us from α customs union to EMU. 
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The dynamics of European 
integrat ion 

Daniel Gros 

Pol i t ica l ly m o t i v a t e d 

t r a d e - l i b e r a l i s a t i o n c a n 

s t a r t a d y n a m i c process o f 

e c o n o m i c i n t e g r a t i o n lea

d i n g t o m o r e t r a d e w h i c h , 

i n t u r n , re inforces the 

d e m a n d f o r f u r t h e r l o w e 

ring o f t r a d e b a r r i e r s . 

1. "L'Europe se fera par Ια monnaie ou elle ne se fera pas" 

This famous dictum of Jacques Ruetf is usually interpreted in relofion to monetary inte

grafion. But it contains α much wider truth: Europe is built on solid economic interests. 

The on-going process of European integration of the lost decades draws its fuel not from 

α reservoir of Euro-enthusiosm, but it con be understood as the outcome of α dynamic 

interaction of an imperfect polificol process and basic economic principles. 

This paper shows how α dynamic process con develop within α simple model in which 

α polificolly motivated trode-liberolisofion initiofive con start α dynamic process of eco

nomic integrafion (e.g. the formation of α customs union or α free trade area) leoding 

to more trade which, in turn, reinforces the demond for further lowering of trade bar

riers. The hnol outcome is α mulfiplier effect: Any exogenous trade liberalisofion initio

five that perturbs the inifiol polificol economy equilibrium will lead to further endogenous 

lowering of barriers so that the total impact con be much larger than the initial one. The 

model thus predicts that because of this mulfiplier, the pay-off from politically motivated 

integrafion inifiotives will be large and long lasting os on initial success will be follo

wed by ο series of additional moves towards further integrafion. 

The model also underlines the importance of institufionol structures. Common institutions 

that organise and enforce efficienfiy ο reciprocal opening accelerate the integrafion 

process and con have, over time, on even stronger impact on integrafion than any trade 

liberalisation move that is not occomponied by any insfitufionol superstructure. 

The analysis of this paper thus implies that the génie of the founding fathers was to combine 

the opening of markets with the creofion of common institutions. At that fime it required vision 

to imagine the profound consequences that could follow. It is not often appreciated that 

when the Treaty of Rome wos prepared, trade among the original six was only α small pro

porfion of their overoll trade and even smaller proportton of their GDR For France, which 

took the polificol initiative, exports to the other 5 EEC founding members accounted only for 

22% of overall exports and about 3% of GDP in 1958 (1 ). It is thus difficult to maintain that 

the creofion of the Common Market was mofivoted mainly by economic considerafions. 

The model presented here would imply, however, that the large increase in the impor

tance of intro-EC trade that followed the creation of the common market increased the 

demand for further integrotton, thus reinforcing the European institufions and leading to 

further advances in the integrafion process. The internal market programme that started 

/. The EC 12 would have taken 30% of French exports in 1958 (other European OECD countries accounted 

for 17%, but IDCs accounted for much more i.e. 47%). For Germany, the 5 EEC partners look 27% of exports 

(other European OECD about 32%). Given that for France and Germany exports of goods and services 

accounted for about 15 and 20% of GDP respectively, the intra-EEC trade represented a very small fraction of 

GDP in both countries. The geographical distribution of imports was similar to that of exports. 
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in the early 1980s and the current move towards EMU ore the latest two examples of this process. 

This model implies that the existence of strong common insfitufions modified the domesfic politicol 

economy equilibrium and quickened the dynamic process. Indeed during the almost four decades 

of the EC the shore of exports going to the (enlarged) EU has tripled for France and their shore in 

GDP has quintupled. The figures for Germany and the other member countries ore similar. 

This successful evolufion of the Common Market con be contrasted to the fate of the EFTA, which 

did not hove any institufion ond did not develop similar dynamics. A priori this wos not α foregone 

conclusion since in 1958, α pon-Europeon EFTA would have made more economic sense even for 

the founding members of the EEC (for France and Germany, it would hove covered 3 7 and 59%, 

respecfively, of their trade). 

The impact of the EC on trade expansion within Europe is well known: Intro-trode increased enor

mously compared to overall trade and most economettic studies agree that trade between any pair 

of EU countties is behween 5 0 and 100% higher than that between them and any similarly-placed 

third country (2). What is less often appreciated is that fact that for the EC members, trode with the 

rest of the world has been constant at oround 9 - 10% of GDP since 1960. This is another indico-

fion that integrafion in the context of the EC was quolitofively different from global trade liberalisation. 

To the extent that 

exchange rate variabil ity 

also represents a barrier to 

hade, the self-reinforcing 

mechanism discussed 

belovf should also apply 

to monetary integratioii. 

To the extent that exchange rote variability also represents α barrier to trade, the self-reinforcing 

mechanism discussed below should also apply to monetary integration. The model could thus also 

contribute to on explonotton of why EMU appeared on the agendo. 

The remainder of this paper presents on extremely simplified model of the interocfion between the 

impact of trode policy on trade flows and the polificol economy forces that act on trade policy. The 

terms "trade liberalisofion" and "integrafion" ore used interchangeably here although they are not 

really synonymous. Both terms ore supposed to cover any measure that reduces the cost of trade: 

the elimination of quotas, the reduction of tariffs, the establishment of common standards, the intro

ducfion of α common currency. All facilitate trade but the latter ones would typically be counted 

under the heading integrafion rather than trade liberalisation. 

2 . T r a d e a n d t h e d e m a n d f o r p r o t e c t i o n 

To simplify the exposifion, the following model deals only with hvo countries that ore token to be 

identical (3). And to simplify the onolysis further the model does not consider relafions with the rest 

of the world. All countries are assumed to porficipote in the some liberalisation inifiative and as 

they ore all identical it is sufficient to concentrate on one "representofive" country. Since the purpose 

is to analyse long-run developments it is assumed that trade is bolonced, hence exports must equal 

imports. The model is based on two simple building blocks. 

The hrst buildina block consists of the idea (line (1) in the southeast quadrant of hgure 1) that the 

intensity of mutuol trade, soy exports over GDR depends on the height of the trade barriers in the 

previous period. The higher the barriers to trade (indicated by Bt), the lower will be the intensity of 

trade in the next period. 

2. See, for example, Brenlon and Gros (1993} and Frankel and Wei (1995}. 

3. Formally the analysis would not be affected if it were based on a larger number of countries as long as they were identical. 
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The trade barriers could be measured by tariffs plus the tariff equivolent of all non-tariff barriers to 

trade. The latter ore typically more important for industtiol countties than the former. Inside the EC, 

tariffs were of course abolished with the common market, but substonfiol non-tariff barriers to trade 

remained even offer the complefion of the customs union in 1967, os shown by the research that 

prepared the internal market programme (see Emerson, 1988). Exchange rote variability con also 

be interpreted as α non-tariff barrier to trade. From this point of view, one could thus argue that 

even today some barriers to trade remain within the EU. Recent research, see for example 

McCollum (1995), has also shown that the trade among provinces of Conodo is 10 to 20 fimes 

larger than their trade with comparable states of the US. This indicates that trode integrafion could 

sfili increase considerably within the EU. 

It is assumed here that trade reacts with α log to α lowering of trade barriers because it takes some 

time for industry to invest in new capacity or switch producfion once trade barriers hove been lowered. 

The unit of time implicit in this model is certainly longer than one year. Five years or α complete 

business cycle might be needed to allow for the trade to respond to changes in barriers. 

Econometric studies of the impact of the EC on trade fiows show signihcont effects only some yeors 

after the hrst tariff cuts hod been phased in. 

The second building block posits that the polificol support for lowering trade barriers increases with 

the degree of economic integrafion. The bosic rationale behind this assumpfion is thot the amount 

of trade barriers α country chooses is the outcome of α domesfic political economy equilibrium 

which balances the demand for protection and the demand for free trade. 

Most polificol economy models of protection postulate that the demond for trade barriers comes 

from industries whose interests ore concentrated so that they can lobby effecfively for protecfion. 

How is this demand for protecfionism affected by the degree of trade integrofion? One could argue 

that the smaller the degree of import penetrofion, the more important it is to protect the profits that 

con be mode on ο protected domestic market ogoinst price compefition from abroad. Moreover, 

the higher the import content of domesfic producfion, the more likely it becomes that imports are 

also inputs. The industries using them will, of course, oppose higher trade barriers. All these argu

ments suggest that demand for protection declines with the importance of trade. 

The demand for trade liberalisofion should thus definitely increase with the importonce of trade. The 

interest of exporters and consumers in general ore more diffuse so that the forces that favour lower 

trade barriers face on important collective acfion problem. The higher the share of exports in GDR 

the more important will trade liberalisation become for oil industries so that they foce α stronger 

incenfive to lobby for lower trade barriers. A similor argument applies to the representofion for the 

consumer interests in the political process. 

The net effect should thus be that the demand for trade liberalisofion increoses with the importance 

of trade (exports or imports) in GDR There is also some empirical evidence to suggest that more 

open countries find it easier to sustain trade liberalisofion. Moreover, opinion polls show consis-

tenfiy α positive correlofion between the share of intro-EC trade and support for EC membership, 

see for example Voubel (1994a). 
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The assumpfion that more trade leads to stronger polificol support for lower barriers is captured in 

line (2) in the northwest quadrant of the figure which soys that the higher the intensity of trade, X j , 

the lower will be the trade barriers demanded by domestic polificol forces. However, this domesfic 

political equilibrium can be disturbed by on exogenous, or "political" element, indicated by the 

variable Bm. If one were to compare France and Germany before the creofion of the EC, one might 

have assumed that France would choose α higher level of trade barriers ot the some level of trade 

because of its "Colbertiste" trodifion. Changes in value of B ^ can be thought of os represenfing ini

fiofives that ore mofivoted by purely polifical considerafions. For example, the idea that α customs 

union with Germany could be used to moke α losttng peace would be α polittcol "shock". 

An important element of the model is that the strength of the link between trade and the demand 

for protection (given by the gradient of line (2), α parameter, β) con be affected by the institufionol 

environment. One con thus show the extent to which the creation of ο common market with com

mon institutions con have α different effect from the mere adopfion of on agreement to eliminate 

trade barriers without establishing common decision-making body. The latter, exemplified by the 

creation of EFTA or NAFTA should just lower the exogenous element in trade policy (the intercept, 

Bm., of line (2) in hgure 1). By contrast, the former, i.e. the creofion of α common market like the 

EC that has common decision-making mechanisms, should also affect the representofion of expor

ters and consumers interests in the polifical process. Technically speaking, one could thus think 

about the creofion of the EC as not only lowering B ^ but also as increasing β. As will be shown 

below, this con hove much stronger effects than α mere change in Bm. 

3 . Pos i t ive f e e d b a c k 

It will be useful to obstroct for α moment from the point mode about institufions and consider what 

happens if the two countries "just" agree to lower barriers to trade. This will set in mofion α self-

reinforcing process of lower trade barriers, more trade and hence, stronger polifical support for 

trade liberolisafion. During the first period offer the agreement has been implemented, trade will be 

higher ond this will increase the demand for further trade liberalisation from the strengthened lobby 

of exporters; but this implies thot during the following period, trade will be even higher sfili so that 

exporters' interests will once ogoin push for addifional trode liberolisafion. This process can go on 

for on infinite number of iterations, but this does not imply that trade to GDP rofio will go to one 

since each oddifionol step will be smaller than the previous one. Figure 1 shows grophicolly the 

dynamic equilibrium. This hgure shows the trode barriers determined by the polifical process today 

(BJ OS α funcfion of past trade barriers (Bt_]) in the flat line labelled BB (4). The stofionary long-run 

equilibrium obtains when Bt = Bt_i, i.e. it must be on the 45'^ line. 

4. It wi l l be seen that BB emerges from the dynamic relations between line (1) a n d line (2). 
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F i g u r e 1 . 

X t = exports/GDP 

Β, = trade barriers 

Note: Ihe purpose of this hgure is to explain the dynamic equilibrium embodied in the two BB lines of hgures 2 and 3. 

Starting from any value for B(_j one can determine by going directly down to line (1}, the value of X( (i.e. the amount of 

trade that takes place next period). The 45° line in the south-western quadrant tansfers this value X to the political equilibrium 

embodied in line (2) of the north-western quadrant. This political equilibrium determines the value of Bf (i.e. the trade bor

nes that will be imposed in period I}. Figure 1 shows this for two initial values of B(.j following the lines indicated by small 

dots. The resulting line BB summarises the relation between B( and B^.j thot emerges from this process. 

Figure 2 contains only the dynamic political equilibrium, it contains two lines BB and BB' which 

have the some slope, but differ in the intercept. 

F i g u r e 2 . 

BB' 

The point at which the system will stop moving is called the steady state, indicated by Bss, and is 

thus given by the intersection of the BB lines with diogonol in Figure 2. A polifically motivated libe

rolisafion "shock" shifts the line that represents the dynamic polittcol economy process downwards 
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in Figure 2, e.g. from BB to BB'. The dashed line that leods from the old equilibrium to the new 

one shows in what steps the new stationary state will be reached. It is apparent that the verficol 

shift in the curve is much smaller than the difference beh//een the initial equilibrium and the final 

one. In this sense the model implies α mulfiplier, any change in Bm will be magnified over time. 

But what could consfitute ο politicol shock that leads to an increase or α fall in the exogenous ele

ment in setting trade barriers? For example, during the 1930s the depression and the rise of extre

mist parfies mode it polifically more difficult to maintain free trade, leading to ο downwards spiral 

in trade accompanied by increasing protecfionism. By contrast, the polifical imperofive to integrate 

Germony into Europe that was perceived by France in the 1950s could be interpreted os α politi

cal shock which led to the customs union idea and, offer the formofion of the EEC, set into motion 

0 spiral of further, endogenous, gradual increases of trade and integrofion. 

The common institutions 

that were created wi th the 

Common Market were 

crucial for the dynamics of 

European integration since 

they changed the political 

process in which trade 

policy is formed in 

Europe, 

The Common Market of 1958 was already much more than α customs union. This brings us bock to 

the importance of insfitufions. The common insfitufions that were created then (Commission and 

Council) were crucial for the dynamics of European integrafion since they changed the polifical pro

cess in which trade policy (and in general oil policy that impinges on trade) is formed in Europe. 

With the Treoty of Rome, and the common insfitufions empowered to enforce the four 'freedoms' (free 

circulofion of goods, services, people and capital), special interest groups experienced much more 

difficulties in obtoining protection (through non-tariff barriers) at the domesfic level. The common ins

fitufions also lowered the cost of agreeing on, ond implemenfing, further liberolisafion measures since 

these insfitutions imply that there is automatic reciprocity (oil measures apply to everybody) and that 

the application is uniform throughout the EU. This implies that at α given level of openness, it becomes 

eosier to agree on lowering trade barriers (5). The internal market programme with its approach of 

minimum harmonisofion and reciprocal recognifion of standards is another example of on increase 

in efficiency with which on opening con be ochieved in the context of common insfitufions. 

Figure 3. 

5. A related view of institutions would be that they provide a commitment against backsliding a n d safeguard against chea-
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Figure 3 shows what happens if the efficiency parameter is increased. The new polifical equilibrium 

indicated by BB' now takes the form of α line that lies not only below the inifiol one, but is also flat

ter so that the intersecfion with the diagonal is even further to the left. 

Common insfitufions thus lead to lower trade barriers in the steady state. They also lead to α faster 

dynamic process (technically speaking, because they increase the value of the root, which deter

mines the speed of the movement towards this steady state). This does not mean that "polifical lea

dership" becomes less important. On the controryl With common institutions α given polifically moti

vated réducfion in barriers will lead to α larger final increase in integrafion and will produce 

second-round effects more quickly. The model thus soys thot α common insfituttonol framework gives 

polificions 0 more efficient instrument and thus mokes polifical leadership even more important 

becouse it increases the pay-off. 

4 . L i m i t a t i o n s a n d i m p l i c a t i o n s 

The approach presented here does not pretend to provide α full explonofion of the success of the on

going process of European integrafion. However, this model con shed some light on the posifive feed

back that trade liberalisofion con engender. This feedback con go in both direcfions. The spiralling 

down of trade in the inter-wor period when trade barriers were increased as trade became less and 

less important could also hnd some porfial explonofion here. The collapse of trade among the repu

blics of the former Soviet Union might be an even stronger example of how the dynomic process can 

go in the direction of less integration. When the Soviet Union collapsed trade among the former repu

blics accounted for more than 30% of GDP in many of the newly independent states (and often 70-

9 0 % of their trade) so that the pressure to maintain on open economic space was quite strong. But 

for polifical reasons these countries were not willing to integrate economically among themselves. 

Projects for α CIS poyments union and α customs union oil failed (6). By now, intro-CIS trade has 

shrunk to α fraction of its former level and the EU is the main trading partner of most of the newly 

independent states. There ore few economic interest groups left that push for intra-CIS integrafion. 

The model presented here provides ο formalizofion of ideas that hove been expressed by polifical 

scienfists in other forms (7). It con, however, go beyond theories such os "neo-funcfionolist integra

tion theory" which posits that the dynamic process is driven by spillover effects from one area of 

policy to another. The idea modelled here does not imply that such spillovers have to exist to gene

rate 0 dynamic process. It is based on the idea that α virtuous (for the opponents of integration α 

vicious) circle con operate within the area of economic policy. 

The model con also be applied to the debate about deepening versus widening. Increasing the num

ber of EU members increases the weight of interest groups thot ore exposed to intra-EU trade and 

hence should increase the demand for integrafion. This aspect of widening should thus favour dee

pening. From this point of view, there is no contradiction between the two. However, increasing the 

number of EU members might also diminish the efficiency of the EU instttufions. This would reduce 

the dynamics of the integrafion process and would thus moke deepening more difhcult. Whether or 

not there is α trade-off between deepening and widening thus depends cruciolly on whether wide

ning affects the efficiency of the EU institufions. 

6. See for example. Gros and Steinherr (1995). 

7. See Eichengreen and Frieden (1994} and Zijrn (1995) for a recent suney. 
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The model presented here con provide on intuifively plausible story for European integrafion. It also 

contains α first attempt to disfinguish between two different ways to orgonize trade liberalisofion; 

with and without α common institutional framework. If the common framework strengthens the forces 

of trade liberalisofion, as it apparently did in the cose of the EU, the process acquires even more 

momentum. Other free trade inifiofives, most notably EFTA, were less successful, probably because 

they did not hove α similar common institufionol framework that ollows ο broad range of polifical 

interests to be involved in the process of integrotion. Involving general political interests in the inte

gration process should help to counter the demand for protection from special interest groups and 

should thus moke it easier to reduce trade barriers (8). 

Integration should be 

robust since it has its ov/n 

political economy consti

tuency. 

The model hos also some general implicofions that ore relevant for the polittcol debate about 

European integrafion. First of all it implies that the "bicycle" view of European integration is mis

leading. This view is based on the observation thot unfil now the process of European integration 

has usually been α movement forward. This has led some to believe that if the movement stops, the 

entire process might actually be reversed or at least be jeopardised. According to this paper, such 

0 view is excessively pessimisfic. The integrofion process should be robust since it has its own poli

fical economy consfituency. Its dynamics ore driven by the domestic politicol process in member 

countries that interoct within the framework of the Treaty. However, the movement towards lowering 

trade barriers would come to α steady state in the absence of further polificolly-inspired inifiofives. 

This steady state would be based on solid economic interest rates and would not contain the dan

ger that the enfire process could unravel just because it does not go forward. 

The dynamic process idenfified here does not lead to the conclusion that 'Europe' will replace the 

nofion state. The model does not imply ot oil that pressure groups will be organised along European 

lines, or that polittcol ollegionces and decision processes move to the European level (9). It shows 

that the interocfion of purely nafionol ployers con lead to α self-reinforcing process of integration, 

but one that might stop well short of leading to α new superstate. 

8. This is generally assumed in polit ical science. See Vaubel (1994b), who, however, takes a different view concerning 

European integration. 

9. M i l w a r d (1994) comes to a similar resuh following a less formal political-science type investigation. 
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M a r t i n Kolmar 

In α Europe with integrated goods and factor markets, the various notional systems for providing 

sociol security ore increosingly coming under pressure. Indeed, the creofion of the common market 

has changed individuals' property-rights. This essay invesfigotes these changes in relation to the 

objecfives of efficiency and long-term balanced growth implicit in the Treaty of Maastricht. A cen

trol feature of this study is to elaborate the intro-generofionol and inter-generofionol redistributtve 

character of the various systems of social security, and to demonstrate that factor mobility generates 

ollocofive inefficiencies. However, reorgonisofion of exisfing institufions would make it possible to 

eliminate these inefficiencies without the need for further centralisotion. 

Martin Kolmar, from Germany, studied Economics ot the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität 

in Bonn. As part of an exchange progromme with the University of Colifornio, he attended groduote 

courses at Berkeley. Affer finishing his first degree bock in Germany, he started work on α PhD at 
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versity OS α research assistant and lecturer in theorettcol and applied economics, with ο special 

emphasis on microeconomics. He has published ports of his work in several journols, and os α 

book. This year he won the 1997 Knut-Wicksell Prize of the European Public-Choice Society. 
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On the efficiency of nat ional 
social security systems 
in the European Union 

Martin Kolmar 

1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n 

One of the dehning feotures of the Western European models of society is the evolufion 

of nationol welfare systems. Over the lost one hundred years or so, oil of the current 

member states of the European Union (EU) hove developed more or less extensive 

systems of social security, which con be analysed in terms of providing insurance 

ogoinst the adverse realisation of the risks of life. These include 

• the financial risk arising from unemployment (unemployment insurance) 

• the financial risk of illness and the need for care (illness and long-term core insurance) 

• the maintenance risk orising through longevity (pensions insurance), and 

• the risk of inadequate means to ensure subsistence (income support, welfare benehts). 

In 1988 the European Commission published the acfion programme enfified "The Social 

Dimension of the Internal Market" which demanded equal priority for social and eco

nomic objecfives. The work of this acfion programme was provisionally completed with 

the promulgofion of the Social Policy Protocol as on annex to the Treoty of Maastricht 

(EUT). Community powers in the held of sociol policy ore founded in Arficle G, which 

refers to Articles 1 17 ff. of the Treaty of Rome (ECT), and in the protocols in the Annex 

to the EUT (1). 

On overage, EU member states spent 27% of GDP on public social welfare systems in 

1990, compared to 15% in the USA, 13% in Australia and just 12% in Japan (2). Table 

1 provides an overview of social expenditure by the member states of the European com-

munittes in 1992. The financing side shows total revenues plus the employee and employer 

contribufions. The difference between the h//o columns idenfifies the amount of state sub

sidy. The expenditure side shows total expenditure and expenditure on sociol provision. 

These observofions demonstrate that, the various nofional systems hove largely developed 

independently of each other and that they reveal wide differences ot the detail level. 

We con categorise these variances in quolitotive terms by reference to the following criteria: 

• the qualifying conditions for enttfiement 

• the benefit enfifiement 

• the beneht sttucture 

• the financing regime, and 

• the organisofionol structure 

/. The most important statutory instruments enacting occupational mobility are Regulations 1408/71 and 

Implementation Regulations 574/72, which regulate the exporlability and amalgamation of insurance entitle

ments. Directives 364-366/90 extend the scope of individuals covered by the former The hrst fundamental 

change was brought in by Regulations 1247/92 which regulates the treatment of non-contributory special 

benefits. A detailed representation of all the relevant legal instruments would exceed the scope of this study. 

Interested readers should refer to Eichenhofer (1993) and Willms (1990). 

2. Social Security in Europe 1995, EU Commission ( 1996}, ρ 25. 
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Table 1 . Expenditure by Member States on Social Security Systems in 1992 (in DMbn) 

There is broad agreement 

that the welfare state is in 

urgent need of compre

hensive therapy; however, 

there are widely diverging 

views on the causes of the 

"illness" and therefore on 

what would constitute the 

correct "treatment". 

Belgium 

Denmark 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

Spain 

United Kingdom 

EU 

Financing 

Total 

102.54 

62.18 

631.02 

828.70 

33.06 

19.42 

553.30 

6.06 

207.00 

36.27 

232.44 

575.89 

3 287.87 

Contributions 

70.22 

7.48 

503.52 

579.64 

24.98 

7.39 

367.69 

3.17 

127.46 

22.71 

163.06 

241.44 

2 118.77 

Expenditure 

Total 

103.24 

57.28 

637.01 

763.25 

33.16 

9.40 

543.32 

5.39 

179.56 

38.18 

230.69 

533.74 

3 144.21 

Social 
expenditure 

98.34 

55.74 

604.59 

737.05 

31.01 

18.52 

515.21 

5.2 

171.87 

36.92 

221.27 

511.24 

3 005.96 

Indicators 

Social 
expenditure 

GDP (%) 

27.8 

31.4 

29.2 

27.3 

19.3 

21.6 

25.6 

28.0 

33.0 

17.6 

22.5 

27.2 

27.1 

GDP 
per head 

DM 

38 340 

37610 

39 350 

37 570 

17 520 

26 250 

37 290 

46.210 

36 090 

20 660 

27 100 

34510 

34 900 

Source: German Federal Statistics Office (1996), own calculations 

In doing so we need to remember that the nofional systems differ much more widely in terms of the 

quolifying condifions they impose thon in terms of the risks they cover. The European Commission dis-

finguishes four, what it terms geosociol groups. The hrst group consists of Denmark, Finland and 

Sweden. For these countries, social security is seen os α civic right involving extensive protecfion, α 

system of basic provision and centralised administrofion. The second group comprises thé United 

Kingdom and Ireland. Administrofion is olso centrally structured and there is on high number of basic 

entttlements. However, on overage the benefits and contribufions ore lower than in Scondinovio. The 

third group takes in the Benelux countties, Germony, France and Austtio. Their systems ore charac

terised by α greater degree of administrative decentrolisofion, while their contribufions - and there

fore generally olso their benefits - ore incomes-related. Only the Netherlands has deviated from this 

traditional pattern in certain respects. The fourth group encompasses Italy, Greece, Portugal and 

Spain. This group is united more by the fact that they do not belong to the other groups than by any 

specihc identifiably shared features. They therefore present ο correspondingly mixed picture. 

The process of globalisation, demographic developments and European integrafion itself hove 

brought the different countries' welfare state models under intensive pressure to reform. There is α 

brood agreement thot the welfare state "pofient" is in urgent need of comprehensive therapy; however, 

there ore widely diverging views on the causes of the illness and therefore on what would consfi

tute the correct treatment. One group believes in the selfihealing powers of on already sick patient. 

In this group's view, rising compefitive pressures will result in the slimming-down of the existing 

systems and α concomitant rise in their efficiency. The mobility of goods ond factors will make exis

ting inefhciencies transparent and migration on the part of the Union's cifizens will result in the 

correctly-targeted disttibutton of the "social insurance" good (3). The opposing group argues that 

3. See, for example, Tiebout(1956) and Vaubel(1993a,b}. 
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the opening up of the market has infected previously "perfectly ht" social security systems with α 

disease which is raging through Europe under the only rarely operotionalised name of "social 

dumping" (4). 

The aim of this study is to invesfigate that component of the crisis in the nofion states' welfare state 

models which is attributable to the process of European market integration and to elaborate the 

extent of necessory policy-reforms. The study further examines which system reforms ore copoble of 

achieving the assumed objectives of efficiency and long-term balanced growth. These objecfives 

can be perceived as operafionalisotions of the will of the EU's member states as set down in the 

Treaty of Maostticht (EUT) (5). In addressing these aims, the study will devote porticulor attenfion to 

the question of the extent to which the exisfing notionol-level responsibility for social-security systems 

con be considered to be odequote to the problem in the future 

The creation of the Single 

Market has brought about 

a unique situation - a com

pletely integrated suprana

tional economic area with 

national responsibility for 

fiscal, social and (so far) 

monetary policy. 

This essay proceeds in two stages. First it elaborates condifions under which nofional responsibility 

for social-security systems is compatible or incompatible with the normative objectives of efficiency 

and balanced growth (section 2). Next it elaborates reform options and provides an answer to fhe 

quesfion of the extent to which decision-making authority is correctly ollocoted to the national-state 

level (section 3). 

2 . I d e n t i f i c a t i o n o f inef f ic iencies 

The créafion of α common market for goods and factors in the EU has brought about α situafion 

which is unique in history - the existence of α completely integrated supronofionol economic area 

retaining nofional responsibility for fiscal, social and (thus for at least) monetary policy. As for os 

monetary policy is concerned, the Maastricht Treaty has laid down α timetable for the creofion of 

α common currency. In spite of, or possibly precisely because of, this agreement, the academic 

debate on the reasonableness of the convergence criteria on the one hand and the very objective 

of α single currency on the other has flared up again. In oil three policy areas, the debate centres 

around the issue of how for policy-making responsibility should opfimolly be distributed in order to 

ochieve the normative objecfives. 

The economic interpretation of the subsidiarity principle concerning social policy osks for the exis

tence and range ot (fiscal) externolifies. Polifical decision-making power should be located at the 

level ot which the goal of efhciency and balanced long-term growth con best be achieved. This 

mokes it necessary to identify possible inefficiencies induced by social policy ot α notional level. 

The main feature of social-security systems is their redistributive character. It is the nature of insu

rance contracts to redistribute incomes ex-post, offer the event to be insured has occurred, from 

individuals with α good outcome to individuals with α bod outcome of the risk. 

However, unlike in the cose of contracts protected by private (commercial) low, the ex-post enfor

cement of the contract is not automatic in the cose of the stote-odministered systems, since the coun-

try-of-residence (or -employment) principle applies as α qualifying condition for membership of the 

contractual insuronce scheme. In other words, α net beneficiary con legally escape his or her 

4. See, for example, Sinn (1990). 

5. These ore to be found in the Preamble a n d in Article Β of the Maastricht Treaty (EUT). 
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Unlike contracts protected 
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not automatic for state-
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dence (or employment) 

principle is a qualifying 
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responsibilifies under the contract by migrofion (moving either his household or his job). The mobi

lity of goods and factors is therefore α possible source of inefhciencies in situofions where the 

residence principle is applied as α condifion of quolifying for α system of social-security. 

In the following sections, α policy is termed intra-generationally redistributtve when transfers flow 

between individuols of α single generofion (e.g. unemployment and health insurance os well as 

income support). A policy is termed inter-generationally redistribufive when transfers flow between 

individuals of different generofions (e.g. pension ond long-term core insurance os well os some 

elements of health insurance). 

2.1 intra-generational redistribution 

Capital mobility 

One of the political debates of the fime centres around the theme of ancillary wage costs and the 

hnoncing of sociol-insuronce systems by taxes on productive capital. The argument runs that since 

internottonol capital can be seen as essenfiolly mobile, international competifion between locations 

reduces the effective burden on this factor in order to prevent copitol migrating to other locations. 

From the normafive point of view, some tax on the owners of capital to finance the costs of unem

ployment insurance is efficiency enhancing in α closed economy, os this involvement will influence 

the behoviour of employers in relofion to dismissals. Since the costs of unemployment hove to be 

borne by the whole of society but in the absence of on employers' contribution do not form port of 

α company's business colculofions, employers' dismissal behaviour generates on externality which 

may be internalised by the means of on employer contribufion. 

This logic is preserved in on open economy, despite the foct that the owners of capital are better 

placed than before to escape the tax burden by transferring their capital abroad. This situation 

produces two sources of inefficiencies: 1. If the effecfive burden on capital differs between regions, 

this results in α distorfion of the ollocofion of capital (allocative inefficiency). An efficient use of capi

tal requires equolisotion of marginal producfivifies ocross regions. In α decentralised capital-market 

equilibrium however, net returns (as the difference between marginal producttvity and effecfive tax 

burden) ore in balance (6). 2. The situation generates level inefficiencies since - other things being 

equal - any region is able to lower its effecttve burden and broaden its tox bose by attracting oddi

fionol capital. But since this strategic incentive is available in every countty, this results in lower rotes 

of redistribufion without any substantial change in the tax base. Therefore we con conclude that 

nafionol toxes on capital to hnonce social-security systems generate allocative and level inefficiencies. 

Unified goods markets 

Denmark finances α porttculoHy high proportion of its social benefits and provision from generol 

taxes. Alongside income tax, an indirect tax on consumpfion (VAT) is one of the most important 

sources of state revenues. It is therefore safe to onficipate that some sociol benefits will be financed 

from consumpfion tax receipts. The other member states of the EU hove also recenfiy begun to 

6. See Bond and Samuelson (1989). 
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debate the question of whether or not port of their social expenditure should be funded by the revenue 

from 0 (higher) consumptton tax. 

Two (pure) principles of co-ordination of consumpfion toxofion ore discussed and applied in the EU, 

namely the desfination and the origin principles. In their idealised forms, the destinofion principle 

takes the consumption of ο porticulor country as its tax base while the country of origin principle 

takes the producfion of α particular country os its tax base (7). When income redisttibufion is finan

ced from the revenue of these toxes, this generates two effects: firstly the change in the tax rotes 

produces α ceteris paribus change in relative prices. This effect is exactly offset by α decrease in 

producer prices, thus, its net effect is zero. Secondly, for the origin principle, exports seem to 

provide α direct means of access (i.e. not generated by general equilibrium price effects) to foreign 

production. Again, this effect is exocfiy counterbolonced by α change in imports due to trade-

balance equolisofion (8). Thus, the hnoncing of social-security systems out of consumption taxes 

does not induce inefficiencies when the pure origin or desfination principles opply. 

Labour mobility and freedom of movement as a civic right 

The ocodemic literature on the co-ordinafion of nofional social-security systems devotes much of its 

attenfion to mobility of the labour factor (9). This seems perfectly reasonable since the workers 

ond/or cifizens of the Union are directly affected by the levels of social-security contributions and 

benefits. On the other hand, the assumption is very much disputed since migration has tended to 

be α minor phenomenon within the EU historically. This secfion draws together some of the key fin

dings from the literature and then goes on to discuss the empirical relevance of household- ond 

labour mobility. 

First consider labour mobility. Workers, for both unemployment and sickness insuronce must claim 

benefits in the country of their lost employment. As for as unemployment insurance is concerned, 

beneht payments ore only sent abroad for the purpose of seeking work and only for α limited 

period of fime. Hence, there are no fiscal incentives for the recipients of transfers to migrate to α 

country which pays out higher unemployment or sick pay benefits because migrofion would not 

change their benefits. By the some token, this conclusion does not hold true for net contributors to 

the systems, because the individual contribution-beneht package con be freely chosen by the choice 

of the employment location. Thus, there exist incentives to migrate for purely fiscol reasons. As in 

the cose of copitol mobility, this results in strategic incentives for the nofional governments to reduce 

the scale of benehts to on inefficient level even given ex-ante actuarially fair premiums. Since contri

bufion payments ore hnanced from current income there is α legal opportunity to escape one's 

contractual obligafions through migrofion, this situafion creates the problem of adverse selecfion, in 

which "good" risks ore encouraged to migrate to regions with low social conttibutions and "bod" 

risks to migrate to regions with high social benefits. Sinn (1990) writes: "A Europe with competing 

tax systems and unrestricted migration would be like an insurance market where the customers can 

select their company and pay the premium after they know whether or not a loss has occurred. " 

7. See Tanzi a n d Bovenberg ( 1990}. 

8. See Haufler (1993}. 

9. See, for example, Cremer and Pestiau ( Ì996a,b) , Epple and Romer (1991), Lejour and Verbon (1994), Myers (1990), 

Sinn (1990}, Wildasin ( 1 9 9 1 , 1994}. 
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This view stands in sharp contrast to the positton formuloted by Pigou (1956) and adopted by 

Vaubel (1993a,b) among others, that "vofing by feet" is efficiency-enhoncing if public goods hove 

0 regional spofiol dimension. The Pigouvion argument overlooks two sources of inter-regional in

efficiencies: 1. Differences in the net burden on workers result in distortion of the ollocotton of 

labour. 2. Ceteris paribus, every region has α strategic incentive to reduce its sociol costs in order 

to brooden its tax base through attracting immigration of good risks. This process results in α 

prisoners-dilemma equilibrium if migration takes place ot low costs. 

So for, α disfincfion between functional and personal mobility has not been drown. In every mem

ber state of the EU, the enfifiement to social insurance is fied to the country of employment. This 

need not necessarily be the employee's place of residence. There has been ο high correlofion be

tween the two historically, with on excepfion of commuters. The creofion of α Single Market and the 

growth of telecommunicofion networks gives grounds to onficipate that the proporfion of employees 

who work in one country and live in another will grow in the future. Thus, inter-regionol differences 

in net-of-sociol-security incomes tend to induce commuting for purely fiscal reasons. 

The phenomenon of inter-regionol commufing provides ο basis to identify the speciol relevance of 

the problem of sociol orbitroge for certain regions within the EU. Since language barriers and cul

tural differences ore more or less negligible in border regions, the primary pressure for reforms 

offects certain regions within the EU. These might be the border regions of Belgium, Germany, 

France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands; Ireland and the UK; Germany and Denmark; Denmark 

ond Sweden; Germany and Austtio; and Portugal and Spain. 

Let us now turn to the consequences of extending freedom of movement to oil the cifizens of the 

Union. In the 1994 White Paper on Social Policy, the European Commission soys: "Article 8a of 

the Treaty gives every citizen of the Union the right to reside freely within the territory of the mem

ber states. [...] The challenge to the Union now is therefore to create a real European mobility area 

[ . . . ] " (10). The effecttve realisation of the freedom of movement and residence of every Union cifi

zen therefore requires the créafion of new co-ordinafion rules in the held of health and unemploy

ment insurance, in the field of family cost equolisofion, ond in the field of welfare assistance (income 

support). For instance it would be necessary to create equivalence rules for sickness insurance to 

cover not only cross-border commuters and people temporarily abroad but also oil other populofion 

groups. If this plan were to be put into effect, and the Maostticht Treaty explicitly refers to the right 

of free movement for oil cifizens of the Union, this would substonfiolly extend the circle of people 

able to migrate without hindrance. This generates problems, especially in relofion to welfare assis

tance (income support). As all EU cifizens present on the territory of any EU country ore enfified to 

receive social-security benehts in that country, income support recipients can change their benefit 

enfifiement through migrofion. The same conclusion is olso true in reverse for the payers of trans

fers. Countries with α high level of income support con therefore be expected to be forced to lower 

it in order to ovoid becoming α "poverty magnet". If we assume that the level of basic income support 

was originally selected to be efficient, then this again will induce α level inefficiency. This problem is 

likely to become porficulorly relevant if the EU's membership is extended to include countries from 

eastern Europe. 

10. Commission of the European Community, White Paper 27.07.1994, ρ 26. 
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As has already been said, the hndings of this section of the study ore dependent on the assumption 

that occupofionolly ocfive people and transfer recipients do in fact migrate. Table 2 provides an 

overview over EU and non-EU foreign residents in the EU. 

The hgures oppeor to confirm this view: if we ignore Luxembourg, 30% of whose population ore 

nationals of other EU member states, then in 1992 the proporfion of other-EU varied beh^een 0.3% 

(Portugal) and 5.6% (Belgium) of the total population. In absolute terms, this is equivalent to 4.88 

million people. As would be expected, the most pronounced interweaving is found in neighbouring 

countties sharing the some or related languages (Irelond-UK, France-Belgium). A further substonfiol 

stock of the migrant population is explained by the emigrofion of Italians, Greeks, Portuguese and 

Spaniards to France and Germany in the Sixttes. This would appear to conhrm that polittcol action 

is needed at most on α bilateral basis behA^een countties sharing the some longuoge and countties 

with α long-documented history of immigrotton. 

Table 2 . EU and third-country foreign populofions of EU countries (1 OOO's) (1992) 

Bel 

Den 

Fra 

Ger 

Gre 

Irl 

Ita 

Lux 

NL 

Por 

Spa 

UK 

EU 

TC 

TF 

TP 

EUAP 

TCAP 

TF/TP 

Bel 

X 

2.6 

94.9 

28.5 

20.6 

2.5 

240.0 

4.7 

67.7 

17.8 

51.1 

24.2 

554.6 

367.9 

922.5 

9 998 

0.056 

0.037 

0.092 

Den 

0.3 

X 

2.1 

8.6 

0.6 

1.0 

1.9 

0.0 

2.1 

0.3 

0.9 

10.5 

28.3 

141.2 

169.5 

5 158 

0.006 

0.027 

0.033 

Fra 

56.1 

3.5 

X 

52.7 

6.1 

3.5 

252.8 

3.0 

17.9 

649.7 

216.0 

50.4 

1 311.7 

2 284.9 

3 596.6 

57 182 

0.023 

0.040 

0.063 

Ger 

22.4 

19.6 

94.2 

X 

352.0 

1 4 7 

563.0 

5.5 

113.8 

105.6 

133.2 

111.7 

1 535.7 

5 349.6 

6 885.3 

81 187 

0.019 

0.066 

0.085 

Gre 

1.7 

1.7 

7.9 

14.9 

X 

0.9 

8.3 

0.1 

3.9 

0.5 

1.1 

20.6 

61.6 

151.7 

213.3 

ri Ita 

4.4 

1.6 

21.3 

29.7 

14.3 

X 1.4 

X 

0.3 

5.6 

2.8 

9.3 

20.7 

111.4 

425.6 

537.0 

10 182 3 486 57 782 

0.006 

0.015 

0.021 

0.002 

0.007 

0.009 

Lux 

11.2 

1.7 

14.7 

9.6 

1.0 

0.6 

19.8 

X 

3.8 

45.7 

2.7 

3.7 

114.5 

14.1 

128.6 

378 

0.303 

0.037 

0.340 

NL 

23.9 

1.7 

9.4 

46.9 

5.2 

4,0 

17.2 

0 3 

X 

8.7 

16.9 

41.8 

176.0 

556.8 

732.8 

15 158 

0.012 

0.037 

0.048 

Por 

1.1 

0.5 

3.4 

5.1 

0.1 

0.2 

1.2 

0.0 

1.9 

X 

7.6 

8.9 

30.0 

83.7 

113.7 

9 866 

0.003 

0.009 

0.012 

Spa 

6.7 

3.5 

20.0 

28.8 

0.5 

1.8 

11.7 

0.1 

9.7 

25.4 

X 

50.1 

158.3 

202.4 

360.7 

39 092 

0.004 

0.005 

0.009 

UK 

7.1 

15.1 

47.1 

46.4 

23.0 

506.1 

74.7 

25.0 

17.8 

38.2 

Χ 

800.5 

1 211.9 

2 012.4 

50 955 

0.016 

0.024 

0.035 

Total 

134.9 

51.5 

315.0 

271.2 

423.4 

536.7 

1190.6 

14.0 

251.4 

874.3 

477.0 

342.6 

4 882.6 

10 789.8 

15 672.4 

340 424 

0.014 

0.032 

0.046 

Source: German Federal Statistics Office (1996), ov/n calculations 

Legend: EU = Foreign EU nationals; TC= Foreign third<ountry nationals; TF = total foreigners; TP = total population 

As far OS future developments ore concerned however, it needs to be assumed that commuttng will 

spread local inefhciencies and that the increasing decoupling of domicile ond workplace will 

generate addifional inefficiencies. 
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2.2 Inter-generational redistribution 

The second important category of state redisttibufion tronsfers income between generations. This applies 

by dehnifion for pay-as-you-go-financed public pension systems and long-term-care insurance, but sick

ness insurance also contains elements of inter-generottonol redistribufion. The crisis of financing these 

systems hove been and will be mode dromoficolly more manifest in almost every EU country as α result 

of demographic change. Table 3 summarises the evolufion of net-reproducfion rotes between 1970 ond 

1995. Although the decline is universal, one can see that there are substonttal quonfitotive differences 

between the member stotes. Whereas in Italy and Spain the overage rotes were at extremely low 0.63 

and 0.66 respecfively, in the UK and in France the overoge rotes were at 0.90 and 0.87 respectively. 

The gross rates of return from α pay-as-you-go financed system therefore differs by around one-third. 

Table 3 . Net-reproduction rotes 

An inter-generational 

contract cannot be imple

mented with the voluntary 

consent of al l the parties, 

since most of the indivi

duals affected wi l l not 

have been born at the time 

of contract implementation. 

Belgium 

Denmark 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

Spain 

United Kingdom 

1970/75 

0.92 

0.94 

1.10 

0.77 

1.06 

1.05 

0.94 

1.25 

1.32 

0.97 

1980/85 

0.76 

0.68 

0.90 

0.70 

0.91 

0.74 

0.73 

0.93 

0.84 

0.87 

1990/95 

0.79 

0.82 

0.87 

0.72 

0.70 

0.63 

0.82 

0.70 

0.66 

0.90 

Source: German Federal Statistics Office (1996) 

Unlike in the cose of intra-generofionol contracts, α "generottonol contract" by dehnition cannot be 

implemented with the voluntary consent of all the parfies, since most of individuals affected will not 

hove been born at the fime of contract implementofion. Unlike α funded system where the accumu

lated capital stock is sold in old age to the generotions born in the meanfime, direct claims on the 

working income of these generofions cannot be secured through private controcts. For this reason, 

the state needs to step in os "intermediary" to represent the generofions who ore not yet present 

around the negofiofing table (11) in order to realise efficiency gains if they ore available. 

During the lost few yeors there has been on intensive debate about the possibility of α Poreto-impro-

ving transition from α pay-as-you-go to α fully-funded pension system. The results are os follows: With 

exogenous populofion grov/th, α Poreto-improving tronsitton is possible if and only if α stofic ineffi

ciency con be reduced (Fenge 1995). With endogenous populofion growth, α poy-os-you-go system 

takes the funcfion of α Pigouvion tax (Peters 1995). Microeconomic behaviour takes no account of 

the macroeconomic connecfion behAieen populofion growth and interest rotes. A pay-as-you-go 

/ /. The perspective taken here is purely normative. The extent to which the state - in whatever sense - is capable of 

representing the "interests" of future generations is not discussed here. 
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system provides α means of internalising this interest externality. Thus, the transifion to α fully-funded 

system is not desirable for efficiency reasons. 

With a competitive labour 

market a worker's income 

is the marginal product of 

labour and the net benefit 

from Ihe pension system. 

Efficiency requires the 

equalisation of marginal 

productivity, thus net 

benefits have to be equal 

in a l l countries. 

Labour mobility 

When labour is mobile, the existence of nafionol pay-as-you-go pension systems encounters ο similar 

problem to that experienced due to labour mobility in the cose of intro-generottonol redisttibufion: the 

net benefit of such α system consists of the pension insurance conttibutions ttmes the difference beh^/een 

the expected oggregote wage-income growth rote and the copitol market interest rote. The expected 

aggregate wage-income growth rote depends on the expected population growth rate. Thus, if one 

assumes that ferfility is exogenous, the migration behaviour of the next generofion will influence the net 

benehts of the pension system. Other things being equal, the next generofion will try to escope α high 

burden of pension claims. As Homburg and Richter (1993) and Breyer and Kolmar (1995) hove shown, 

α decentralised equilibrium is only efficient if the systems ore harmonised. With α competitive labour 

market α worker's income decomposes into the marginal product of labour and the net benefit from the 

pension system. Efficiency requires the equalisation of marginal productivity, thus net benefits hove to 

be equal in oil countries. 

Table 4 provides an overview of the natural and geogrophicol population changes in the member states 

of the EU in 1993. As can be seen, the differences between the member states ore substonfiol on both 

measures. They range from 5.0 (Ireland) to -1.2 (Germany) for natural populofion growth, and from 

10.7 (Luxembourg) to -1.7 (Ireland) for net migrofion. 

This result is robust os for os the mobility ossumpfion is concerned. As Breyer and Kolmar (1995) hove 

shown, when the mobility of the lobour factor is restticted, the co-ordinafion requirements depend on 

the porometer values of the economies. A complete consolidatton creating ο European pension system 

might even be necessary in this cose. 

Table 4 . Natural and geographical population changes (1993) 

Belgium 

Denmark 

France 

Germany 

Greece 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

Spain 

United Kingdom 

EU 

Source: German 

1 

OOOs 

13.0 

4.5 

180.2 

-98.8 

5.0 

17.8 

-3.6 

1.4 

57.9 

7.6 

49.5 

103.8 

338.3 

natural 

per 

population 

1000 

Federal Statistics Office (1996) 

growth 

inhabitants 

1.3 

0.9 

3.1 

-1.2 

0.5 

5.0 

-0.1 

3.6 

3.8 

0.8 

1.3 

1.8 

1.0 

'OOOs 

19.0 

11.1 

90.0 

460.5 

39.0 

-6.0 

194.0 

4.2 

5 9 . 7 

0.8 

4.5 

84.2 

961.0 

Net migration 

per 1000 Inhabitants 

1.9 

2.1 

1.6 

5.7 

3.8 

-1.7 

3.4 

10.7 

3.9 

0.1 

0.1 

1.4 

2.8 
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Capital mobility and endogenous growth 

Endogenous populafion growth gives rise to two further strategic aspects of collecfing contribufions 

to pay-as-you-go systems. 

Every country can play a 

beggar-my-neighbour stra

tegy with the rest of the 

wor id, and thereby roll 

over part of its cost burden 

on to other countries. 

Let us first consider the cose of ο small open economy with on integrated capital market (Kolmor 

1997a): For such on economy, there exists on incentive to increase welfare unilaterally through α 

further increase in the contribufion rote of α pension system. This is due to the fact that every country 

con ploy ο beggar-my-neighbour strotegy with the rest of the world, and thereby roll over port of 

its cost burden onto the other countries. From the point of view of α single country, on increase in 

the volume of inter-generofionol redistributton reduces the effecfive costs of children (rearing costs 

less the discounted value of future benehts under the pension scheme). This will raise the rote of 

population growth, with the consequence thot it is the very act of expanding the pension system 

which creotes the condifions which moke it superior to the funded system. This mechanism works 

because the implicit government debt con be.counter-hnonced abroad. Since the some incenfive 

exists in every country of the EU, the requirement for capital markets to be in equilibrium mokes 

clear that this strategy leads to α prisoners dilemma. 

On first sight, this result appears highly theorettcol, but it con be supported by factual examples. 

For instonce, long-term core insurance in the German Federal Republic wos originally introduced 

OS α poy-as-you-go-finonced system even though the demographic trend of the lost few decodes 

moke the problems associated with this form of funding predictable for the future. Such ο funding 

gives governments an opportunity to conceal their debt in the budgets of their sociol-security 

systems. This development must be seen os α quesfionoble evasion strotegy of the member states, 

especially in the light of their struggles to meet the Maastricht convergence criteria. 

Alongside this strategic "ferfility inefficiency", those EU member states which by their acfions are 

able to influence capital market interest rotes ore subject to another incenfive to act according to 

strategic considerations (Kolmar 1997b, Persson 1985). This incentive results from their ability to 

change the capital market interest rote by changing the volume of transfers within the poy-os-you-

go system. This opfion creotes an incenfive for ο capital exporfing country to roll over part of its 

debt burden onto the other countries by lowering the copitol market interest rote. A capitol-expor-

fing country will have the opposite incenfive. The consequence of these incenfives is that the pension 

insurance contribufion rates over or undershoot the opfimum Pigouvion level. Addifionolly , ο long-

term equilibrium con only exist with growth if policies co-ordinoted as to equalise growth rotes. 

3 . E l i m i n a t i n g t h e i n e f f i c i e n c i e s : W h a t d e g r e e o f soc ia l p o l i c y c e n t r a l i s a t i o n is 

n e c e s s a r y i n Europe? 

The aim of the previous section was to identtfy inefficiencies caused by nofionol-level responsibility 

for Social-security. Our deliberofions were restricted to the direct parameters of policy, such as 

contribufion rotes. As we sow, these inefficiencies ore widespread and their impact is not limited to 

labour mobility. In all cases of factor mobility this resulted in the occurrence of fiscal externolittes. 

For the mobility of labour, ο very simple and decentralised reform opfion suggests itself for the inter-
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A nation becomes a com

munity of individuals who 

have chosen a specific mix 

of contributions, benefits 

and organisational prin

ciples, and who pool the 

risks that are insured; it is 

effectively a special k ind 

of insurance company. 

nolisation of externalittes: The inefficiencies ore driven by the opportunity for individuols to with

draw from on exisfing social contract after the risk was realised. Excluding this opfion eliminates 

these incenfives. Such exclusion con be effected by switching from the residence to the origin 

principle as the qualifying criterion (Sinn 1990). Under such α system, citizens of countty A always 

receive the social benehts of country A irrespective of their place of residence ond employment. 

Nofionolity con be determined either by birth, which would be α severe restricfion of individual 

liberties but which covers α larger doss of risks, or by on act of choice - for instance at the age of 

majority. This alternative would offer α greater degree of individual freedom, but the risks that have 

already been realised by the time of choice would be no longer insurable. From this viewpoint the 

concept of the nafion has on interesfing interpretafion: A nation becomes α community of indivi

duals who hove chosen α specihc mix of contribufions, benefits and organisofionol principles and 

who pool the risks that ore insured; it is effecfively α special kind of insurance company. 

Which reform opfions suggest themselves for those inefficiencies which cannot be eliminated by 

applying the origin principle? Wildasin (1991,94) shows that the bilateral inter-jurisdicttonol transfers 

con be used to internalise the remaining externolifies. This bilateral process con take the form of 

bilateral bargaining or by ο central authority that redisttibutes income between the countties. The 

European Regional and Social Funds - appropriotely restructured - could act as on insfitufion to 

guarantee the needed internolisofion. 
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The debate on the relofionship between hnanciol orgonisofion models and business 

development has become more lively in recent yeors. The traditional interpretafion is that 

the hnanciol system is simply the outcome of the real requirements of an economy, not 

the driver of its performance. The strength of recent research on this issue, however, is 

the observofion thot this causality may be reversed, and thot the design of the hnanciol 

orgonisofion model may influence real ocfivity and economic development. Not only 

does competifion between morkets and financial insfitutions for the channelling of 

savings to investment determine the relofionship between bonks and hrms in each coun

try, but it also modihes α wide range of firm decisions. This paper shows on empiricol 

analysis of the relofionship between real and hnanciol decisions token by non-hnonciol 

enterprises for α group of countries belonging to the OECD. The analysis mokes α num

ber of observations on the concentrofion of ownership, gearing levels, the risk of "short-

termism", asset structure, and the volofility of profitability. Though the data does not give 

0 cleor onswer, there may be α convergence taking place between Anglo-Saxon mar

ket-based hnanciol systems, and those on the confinent which ore more bank-based. 
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Financial system models, cor
porate governance and capital 
investment in OECD countries: 

Some stylised facts. 

Pablo de Andres 
Alonso 

Félix J. Lopez 
Iturriaga 

1 . I n t roduc t i on 

The explonof ion of the capi ta l structures found in companies of dif ferent countries is one 

of the main topics in corporate finance. The capi ta l structure theory tties to answer ques-

fions such as: w h y do some hnanc io l contracts appear more frequenfiy in one country 

than in others, or w h y ore the financing models different o m o n g countties? (Hart, 1988 ) . 

From Mod ig l i an i a n d Mi l ler theory (1958 ) , the finoncial instruments give their owners 

the right over the firm cosh flows. Therefore, α firm's capi ta l structure is irrelevant a n d 

differences in capi ta l structure in the international arena ore ο minor issue. In foct, these 

differences could be e x p l a i n e d through the tax effect, because each country has its o w n 

tax system. 

M o d e r n financial theory has reoriented the analysis of the copi to l structure issue by pla

c ing 0 b i g g e r emphasis on the d e g r e e of concentrof ion a n d homogenei ty of the firm 

investors. This a p p r o a c h has its b a c k g r o u n d in the economics of property rights, w h i c h 

studies eff ic iency of firms w h e n control a n d ownersh ip rights ore separated (Berglöf, 

1990 ) . However, modern hnancio l economics not only considers the ownersh ip and dis

ttibution of the componies equity, but also combines analysis of the elecfion between 

equi ty and l iabil i t ies wi th the study of the risk-return and control characteristics of the 

finoncial instruments. 

O n the other hand , since the work of Jensen and Meck l ing (1976 ) , the posif ive agency 

theory has deve loped ο model that helps to expla in some issues related to α hrm's capi

tal sttucture such as: i) the role of the main shareholders os m a n a g e r i a l supervisors 

(Grossman a n d Hart, 1 9 8 6 ; Shieifer a n d Visnhy, 1 9 8 6 ) ; ii) internal funds a n d debt used 

by managers as α mechanism to convey informofion to the market a n d to reveal the 

incentives to the stakeholders (Myers, 1 9 7 7 ; Ross, 1 9 7 7 ; M y e r s a n d M o j l u f , 1 9 8 4 ; 

Harris a n d Rovid, 1 9 9 0 ) . Furthermore, a g e n c y theory has been a p p l i e d to the explo

nofion of the role of hnancio l institutions either os producers a n d providers of informa

tion a b o u t the c o m p a n y ' s solvency or as supervisors of the investment project return 

(Leland a n d Pyle, 1 9 7 7 ; Draper a n d H o a g , 1 9 7 8 ; C a m p b e l l a n d Krocow, 1 9 8 0 ; 

D i a m o n d , 1 9 8 4 ; BeHin a n d Loeys, 1 9 8 8 ; Bhottocharyo a n d Thokor, 1 9 9 3 ) . 

Once m o r a l h a z a r d a n d 

a d v e r s e select ion p r o 

b l e m s h a v e b e e n conside

r e d , f i n a n c i a l a n d invest

m e n t decis ions a r e n o t 

i n d e p e n d e n t , a n d c a p i t a l 

s t r u c t u r e d o e s m a t t e r . 

These a p p r o a c h e s consider the asymmetric information p r o b l e m of resource a l locat ion 

a n d its effect on the capi ta l structure. If information is perfect, then the capi ta l structure 

is irrelevant os p r o p o s e d by M o d i g l i a n i o n d Mi l ler ( 1 9 5 8 ) . However, o n c e the moral 

h a z a r d a n d adverse selecfion problems have been considered, financial a n d investment 

decisions ore not independent a n d capi ta l sttucture does matter. Horris a n d Rovid 

( 1 9 9 1 ) hove p r o p o s e d the f o l l o w i n g reasons to expla in that d e p e n d e n c e : i) changes in 

the capi ta l structure m o d i f y the incentives of the management a n d , therefore, the firm 

cash flow; ii) the c o m p a n y capi ta l structure transmits informaf ion to the market a n d it 
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modihes the market percepfion of the hrm cosh flow; and iii) changes in the capital structure modify 

the distribufion of the firm control rights that, given osymmettic information and incomplete 

contracts, is port of the incentive system. 

Available empirical research has focused on the role of agency cost in the determination of the 

hrm's capital sttucture. From the results, it has found empirical evidence about the relation between 

agency costs and the hrm's capital sttucture. However, that research has been unable to find that 

agency relafions ore the determinants of the capital sttucture on an internofional basis. Here, if the 

institufionol environments differ, the same will be true for the agency problems. Then, the relofion

ships between the agency variables and the capital sttuctures of companies in different countries 

will be dissimilar (Dodd and Miller, 1990). 

A possible explanation of 

the international varia

tions in the capital struct

ure of firms is Ihe different 

role played b y national 

financial systems in Ihe 

allocation of control over 

strategic decisions. 

A possible explonofion of the internofional voriofions in the capital sttucture of firms is the different 

role played by nofional financial systems in the ollocofion of control over strategic decisions. The 

underlying rofionole of this approach is the compefifion between markets and financial insfitufions 

to chonnel savings to investment. This compefifion decides the relofionship between banks and com

panies in each countty. At the some time, it influences the hnanciol decisions of firms. 

Compared to the capital markets, the weight of the banking system provides some differences that 

give rise to two models or porodigms of hnanciol orgonisofion: the Anglo-Saxon model or market-

based, and the confinentol model or bank-based. Thus, the former is found in countties such as 

United Kingdom or USA, where the hnonciol intermediaries ore focused on short-term lending to 

companies, whereas long term funds ore provided by capital markets or by internol resources. On 

the other hand, Germany or Japan are examples of the latter model. In this model, banks ore the 

main suppliers of medium and long term funds to companies and the role of copitol morkets is redu

ced in the allocofion of financial resources. Moreover, in this model, bonks tend to become share

holders. Both systems, then, differ not only in the use of equity and debt for financing but also in the 

control and ownership rights incorporated by debt and equity and how those rights are transmitted. 

Internafional comparisons (Fronks and Mayer, 1990; Mayer, 1987, 1988, 1990; Mayer and 

Alexander, 1990; Prowse, 1994; Prevezer and Rickets, 1993) show the existence of signihcont dif

ferences between the two models. These differences appear either in the capital structure or in the 

governance structure: the ollocafion of control ond ownership rights, the composifion of the board of 

directors, the supervision role of financial insfitufions, the presence of insfitufionol investors, etc. All 

these issues justtfy the necessity to analyse the capital structure in α broader view, rother thon limi

ting the topic to 0 study of the finance contracts that tie together the hrm with the suppliers of funds. 

Finally, one moy wonder about the relationship between financial structures observed internafionolly 

and reol decisions token by firms. As we already menfioned, there ore, broadly speaking, two types 

of hnancial organisation models, the Anglo-Saxon and the continental model. The traditional view is 

the osserfion that α hnanciol system is the outcome of the real requirements of on economy, not the 
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driver of its performance. The strength of recent reseorch on this issue, however, is the observofion 

that the causality may often be reversed, and the design of the hnanciol orgonisofion model would 

impinge on real activity and economic development (Thokor, 1996). Therefore, it is of current inter

est to consider the relofionship behA^een the financial system model and the firm's real investment 

decisions. This relofion depends on the hrm's contractuol and hnanciol structure. To find answers, we 

use the proposals of posifive agency theory about the nature ond funcfion of financial intermediaries. 

The literoture views intermediaries as institutions oriented to agency cost reduction, which con 

decrease problems of adverse selection and moral hazard linked to asymmetric information between 

hrms and financiers. Financial intermediaries reduce informafion and incenfive problems by monito

ring the firms and providing α mechanism of commitment to α long term relofionship. 

Under this framework, this paper offers on empirical analysis of the relofion between the two main 

models of hnanciol organisation, the hnanciol and contractual structure of the hrms and some of its 

real decisions. Our approach also tries to observe the distribution of risk and the allocation of 

control within firms in each country. Simultaneously, we analyse the consequences without imposing 

α previous informative structure. That is, we do not establish ossumpfions about the intensity and 

the nature of the informafion between the two parties of the contract (Berglöf, 1990). The metho

dology is, mainly, descriptive. Our goal is to produce some theorefical explonofions that could help 

in the interpretafion of α set of stylised facts. The rofios ore token from the manufacturing industry 

of the B.A.C.Η. database (1), which includes severol OECD countties from 1985 to 1993. 

Occosionolly, other complementary information is ufilised to complete the data base. At any rote, 

the internafional comparisons ore difficult because of the heterogeneity among notional accounting 

standards (for example, pension funds, intongible ossets). 

The paper has the following ports: In the next section, we characterise the copitol structure of dif

ferent countries to find the moin differences among them in terms of their financial contracts. The 

ownership, equity concentration and distribufion, and debt sources are analysed. Later, we explore 

the guide lines followed by firms about real decisions like R&D expenses or asset structure. These 

real decisions ore analysed concerning the differences observed in financial structures. Finally, we 

present the conclusion of the analysis. 

2. Ownership, concentration and distribution of equity 

The equity to total assets rofio is the starfing point for the comparison of the hrm's copitol sttucture 

in developed countries. The rotio of equity to debt gives us an idea about the type of finance cho

sen by firms. Also, that relofion allows us to know the risk distribufion between creditors and sha

reholders. From the doto included on the B.A.C.H. database, we con disfinguish two types of com

panies (see Figure 1): those with α high degree of equity in their capital structure, i.e. USA and 

/. Bank for the Accounts of Companies Flarmonized. In previous papers hrm level data or the OECD Financial Statistics were 

used (Berglöf, 1990; Franks and Mayer, 1990; Jenkinson and Mayer, 1993; Mayer, 1990; Prevezer and Ricketts, 1993}. 

The manufacturing industry includes intermediate products, investment goods and consumer durable and non-durab(e 

consumption goods. The sample of companies by country is detailed in Appendix I. 
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United Kingdom hrms, and those with lower levels of equity, i.e., the companies from the rest of the 

countties in the sample. The high volume of equity found in the Anglo-Saxon companies is explai

ned porfiy by the lorger use of internal funds to finance their activities, as reported by Mayer 

(1990). In appendix II, we show the ratios of internal funds used by the companies of each of the 

seven countries included in the study. Countries whose componies use mainly internally generated 

funds ore USA, UK, Germany and France (2). French companies seem to be improving their pro

portion of equity through on increose in internal funds. This ogrees with the previous literature about 

the fact, thot in the market-based model, α high volume of equity over total assets and the use of 

internol funds ore expected. 

F i g u r e 1 . Equity/total assets 

0,50 

0,45 

0,40 

0,35 

0,30 

0,25 

0,20 

0,15 

1985 

U.K. 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

GERMANY 

1991 1992 1993 

Source: B.A.C.H. 

The capital structure of these companies con be also analysed in terms of the equity ownership and 

its distribufion. Table 1 classifies the componies of each country according to the percentage of 

equity owned by the largest shareholder. This clossificotion gives on idea about the degree of sha

reholder concentrofion and the type of corporate control. The companies of USA and UK hove the 

lowest levels of shareholder concentrofion and control is exercised by the minority, whereas the 

control of hrms in Spain, France, Italy and Germany is exercised by the largest owners of the equity, 

and they present higher levels of concentrofion. Approximately, half of the companies of the coun

tties within the bonk-bosed model ore controlled by equity owners that represent more than 5 0 % of 

the shares. In controst, half of the componies of those countries within the market-based model ore 

controlled by owners that represent less than 5 0 % of the shores. Only Joponese companies ore bet

ween the figures expected for the two obove models in terms of concentration and control. 

However, on the basis of their central values, they could be included in the group of the continen

tal model (3). 

2. In contrast, Spanish, Japanese, Italian companies get hinds from new equity issues. The average increase in equity ratios 

of these companies is larger (about yearly 9%} than those of German, British, American and French companies (about 6%). 

So, there seems to be a trade-off between internal funds and new shares issues. 

3. In Japan there is a particular relationship between hrms, banks and suppliers known as keiretsu which favours the concen

tration of ownership, although the shares are split in the books of many companies (Kester, 1993}. 
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Table 1 . Ownership concentrofion in individual hrms 

Largest 
owner's 
share 

>50 

30-50 

25-30 

20-25 

15-20 

10-15 

5-10 

<5 

Source: (a) 

^ 

D 

(b (cl 

France 
1982 

55 

42 

2 

(e): Ber 

D 

(b) 
USA 
1981 

29 

10 

D 29 

α 23 

le) 
Japan 
1977 

70 

25 

(d) 
U.K. 

1983-85 

5.3 

28.7 

26.6 

30.6 

D 8.7 

(e) If) 
Ger. Spain 
1985 1992 

66 

23 

12 

D ^3-9 

29.7 

17.5 

D 7.4 

D 1.3 

(b) (c) (e): Berglöf (1990); (d) Leech & Leahy (1991); (f) Author's calculation 

The different degree of 

ownership concentration 

in each country presents 

distinct incentives and 

supervision problems. 

The degree of equity concentrofion in the companies of each country is related to the development 

of their capital markets. Thus, USA and UK firms' equity is diversihed to α greater extent, while 

German, Japanese and Spanish firms' equity ore concentrated in only α few large shoreholders. 

This difference offects the way in which risk and control ore ollocoted. In companies oriented to the 

market, risk is greotiy diversihed through α large number of shareholders. In less market oriented 

companies, however, risk is concentrated on α few main shoreholders and financial insfitufions. 

Market oriented companies rely heovily on the corporate control market as on efficient mechanism 

for the transfer of control rights, when favourable (and even unfovouroble) situofions occur. In unfo-

vouroble situofions, less market oriented companies rely to ο greater extent on creditors for the 

financiol restructuring. In coses where favourable conditions emerge, it is not possible to determine 

0 predominont mechanism. 

The different degree of equity ownership concentration within the firms of each country presents, 

for business decisions, disfinct incentives and supervision problems. These problems will be related 

to the type of corporate governonce chosen. Thus, in companies oriented to the market there is α 

special emphasis on the delegation to the managers for the assumption of strategic decisions. Also, 

the control over these decisions is mainly occomplished through external systems like the corporote 

control market and the managerial labour market. The lowest level of agency costs due to the sepo-

rotion between ownership and monogement is reached when these control markets work efficiently. 

In contrast, both owners and creditors of companies with only α few shareholders will take port in 

the strotegic decision process. In this situation, the agency cost will be lower because of the reduc

tion in the interest divergence between owners and managers. However, the risk concentrotion will 

be higher, the risk diversification more difficult and the benehts of seporofion related to the spe

cialisation of functions will be impossible to ochieve which, in turn, could limit the capacity of firms 

for the creotion of value. Anyhow, the efficiency of both models of corporate governance must be 

valued considering the benehts of the risk diversification and the inconvenience of the conflicts of 
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interest due to the seporofion between ownership and management. In the end, the réducfion of the 

contractual costs will be the basic yardstick for the survival of one of the two models presented for 

the allocafion of control and decision rights and hrm residual rights. So for, both systems have sur

vived in parallel (Berglöf, 1990). 

Table 2 . Ownership of listed stock 

Distr ibution of 
sharehold ing (%) 

Individuals/family 

Non financial enterprises 

Government 

Banks 

Foreign Enterprises 

Pension Funds, Assurance 
Companies and others 

(a) 
USA 

1990-91 

53.5 

-

-

5.5 

6.7 

34.3 

(b) 
Germany 
1990-91 

16.8 

39.2 

6.8 

19.5 

17.7 

-

(c) 
Japan 
1990 

22.4 

24.9 

0.7 

18.9 

4.0 

29.1 

(d) 
U.K. 
1990 

28.0 

10.1 

2.5 

4.3 

6.5 

48.5 

(e) 
France 
1990 

37.6 

22.8 

5.9 

4 

13.7 

16 

(f) 
Spain 

1992-93 

33.6 

10.4 

16.6 

14.5 

20.1 

4.9 

(g) 
I taly 

1991 

21.8 

20.6 

27.6 

10.6 

8.2 

10.7 

Source: (a) and (b) Kester (1993); | c) and (d) Prowse (1994); (e) (f) and (g) Bolsa de Madrid (1995). 

Another significant element in the ownership and control structure is the nature of the main share

holders. Depending on the nature, the control and supervision incentives will differ. Toble 2 shows 

α clossihcafion of the firms depending on the nature of their main shareholders: Households, other 

notional hrms, government, ο foreign hrm, ο financial intermediary or on institutional investor. One 

of the results thot we will stress from this toble is that companies in USA ore overwhelmingly in the 

hands of households. In the remaining countries, hnanciol insfitutions and non financial business 

hove the highest porficipofion in the ownership of their companies. This is an indicofion of who 

holds corporate control and bears the risk (4). Then, in these countries hnanciol intermediaries hove 

bigger incenfives for control and supervision of the firms ond somefimes they participate in the 

management of hrms through the decision process. Another feature of the corporate ownership 

sttucture in market-bosed model hrms is the importance of insfitufionol investors, Pension Funds, 

Investment Companies, etc. In recent years, the rise of these investors with important proportions of 

shares ond owning experience about how to monitor business ocfivity has become an accurate 

mechanism for reducing agency problems in corporate governance (5). The reason is related to 

their financial incentives, their capacity to analyse the management of the hrm and their possible 

conttibution in designing strotegy Jensen, 1993). 

4. In USA and UK the participation of banks, insurance companies and pension funds in the equity of non hnancial compa

nies is regulated by law. Besides, these institutions tend to self impose limits to the level of risks they can assume with one 

hrm (Prowse, 1994). 

5. Even the presence of institutional investors is supposed to have a positive influence on the company value due to the effi

cient managers monitoring, some authors (Pound, 1988} suggest this kind of shareholders could come to an agreement with 

the managers acting against Ihe other shareholders' interest (strategic alignment hypothesis). Besides, it is not clear at all that 

institutional fund managers are much better than the companies in which they participate. 
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So for, we hove anolysed the main differences in terms of equity ownership and diversificafion and 

their consequences for corporate control in an international setting. Now, we will try to introduce 

some relevant issues about debt (volume, concentration, diversificafion and ownership) to improve 

the descripfive study of the firm's capital sttucture in terms of ownership and control. The analysis 

will consider the two models of financial organisofion. 

3 . D e b t o > v n e r s h i p 

There ore differences in the weight of debt in the hnanciol structure of companies. USA ond UK 

hrms have lower financial leverage levels than firms from other countties, while the hnonciol leve-

roge of French, Italian and Japanese hrms is stofisficolly alike and higher than the corresponding 

value in USA and UK companies. However, the fime series shows α convergence in hnonciol leve

rage among the companies of the somple that could diminish the existence of hwo disfinct models 

of financiol orgonisofion in terms of debt (Figure 2). 

F i g u r e 2 . Debt/total assets 
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Another w a y to clossify firms debt is by their o r i g i n . The source of debt is important because of its 

consequences over control a n d incenfive systems that govern contractual relations. Thus, the 

contractual a p p r o a c h tends to distinguish beh^een b a n k i n g a n d non-bonking debt to k n o w its 

d e g r e e of concentrof ion in the hrm (Berglöf, 1990 ) . W h e n α hrm is heovi ly indebted w i t h α bonk, 

the d e b t c o n be considered as crypto-equity because that b o n k wi l l control a n d supervise the com

p a n y (Hart, 1 9 8 9 ) . 

In hgure 3 the horizontal a n d verfical axis respecfively show the rotto of bonk hnoncing over debt 

a n d the firm's hnanciol leverage. The combinof ion of these two rofios gives on idea of the hrm's debt 

chorocterisfics (see A p p e n d i x II a n d III). A g a i n , Anglo-Soxon firms have α different posif ioning from 

the firms of the remaining countries. Thus, the USA a n d UK firms hove lower levels of financial leve

rage a n d banking debt in their books. In confinentol firms, it is possible to disfinguish beh^een two 

subsets. Companies in Spain a n d Japan hove the highest levels of financial leverage a n d banking 
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l l is also w o r t h emphasi

sing the positive relation 

betvi/een financial levera

ge a n d banking debt. 

debt, whereas Itolion and German firms hove lower hnonciol leverage and banking debt rofios than 

Spanish and Japanese firms but higher than Anglo-Saxon componies. The volume of bonking debt 

in French componies is α special cose. Their banking debt is not significantly different from the Anglo-

Saxon companies. It is olso worth emphosising the posifive relofion between financial leverage and 

banking debt. For companies within the market-based model, the relafions between bonks and firms 

ore restticted by low which in turn reduces the volume of debt in their books (Prowse, 1994), whe

reas in companies of the bonk-bosed model there ore not such rigid limitofions, explaining the higher 

volumes of debt in their books ond, therefore, their higher financial leverage. 

F igure 3 . Financial leverage and bonk financing 
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With regard to non banking debt, in general borrowed on the capital morkets, the main differences 

in the capital structure of the companies remain homogeneous. Thus, companies of the Anglo-Saxon 

model, in parttculor the American ones, have the largest volume of market debt, although it must 

be said that, besides the two debt sorts analysed, total debt also includes the commercial debt. 

Figure 4 shows the differences in terms of market or banking debt. It seems that there is α subsfitu-

fion effect beh^een both types of debt. From α statistical point of view (see Appendix III), compa

nies from Spain and USA will be the two extremes, the former representing those firms that hnonce 

themselves almost entirely by bonks, and the later representing the companies that borrow heavily 

from debt markets (6). 

6. In the Spanish case, historically, hrms are very dependent on the bank hnoncing and their orientation to the market is low. 

However, this trend is changing in the last years due to: i) the development of the debt market; ii} the new legislation intro

duced, and Hi} the use of internal funds in higher proportions. 
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F i g u r e 4 . Market debt and bonk debt 
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We are interested in the 

relation between financial 

organisation and the deci

sions about real invest

ment taken by firms. 

4 . F inancia l o r g a n i s a t i o n m o d e l a n d r e a l e c o n o m y 

So far, w e hove analysed the chorocteristics of the financial a n d , b r o a d l y s p e o k i n g , contractual 

structures of firms from seven O E C D countries. N o w , w e ore interested in the relof ion behween the 

h n a n c i o l orgonisof ion model -with its part icular f inancia l a n d contractual structure- o n d the deci

sions a b o u t real investment token by hrms. In the search for an answer, w e wi l l first descr ibe the 

nature a n d role of hnancio l intermediaries. 

Financial markets promote o n efhcient a l locaf ion of risk in o n e c o n o m y taking into account the pre

ferences of savers a n d investors. At the same fime, financial markets p r o d u c e incentives for the col-

lecfion a n d interpretation of in formaf ion. This informof ion wi l l be reflected in the prices of the assets 

a n d in the control plans of monogers. The "invisible h o n d " performs ο decentral ised monitor ing of 

hrms by means of the markets, through control roufines d o n e by most of the savers. However, there 

are circumstances in w h i c h markets cannot behave efhcientty due to the tronsocfion costs a n d the 

informaf ion asymmetries related to the trade of f inancia l instruments. In this scenario, the introduc

fion of intermediaries l ike bonks helps to complete the financial markets, i m p r o v i n g the resource 

a l locat ion. Bonks try both to improve the risk distr ibufion a n d to decrease the moral h o z o r d a n d 

adverse selecfion problems of hnoncio l t rade, through the management of in format ion, the deve

lopment of joint product ion processes, the a p p l i c a t i o n of specia l ized technologies, the diversihca-

tion of portfol ios, the s ignal l ing process a n d by pract is ing economies of scale (Al len, 1 9 9 4 ; 

H e l l w i g , 1 9 9 1 ; Rodriguez, 1 9 9 4 ) . To achieve these funcfions, banks: 

i) Exert the de legated monitor ing of f inal investors o n the beholf of savers ( D i o m o n d , 1 9 8 4 ) . 

Therefore, they evaluate investment projects a n d they control borrowers behaviour. In this process, 

banks take a d v a n t a g e of the informat ion economies due to the portfol io size a n d the scope of the 

ocfivifies. 
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ii) Put in place stable and long term relofionships with borrowers, which in turn creates α mecha

nism of commitment (Mayer, 1988). Given the restticfions prevailing in the real world for the fulfil

ment of complete controcts (7), many aspects of the relafions among economic agents ore accom

plished through long term agreements in implicit contracts. Bonks prefer to maintain Ibng term tacit 

covenonts ot least for h^o reasons: 1) to take odvontoge of the réducfion in moral hazard and 

adverse selecfion problems because of the incenfives, along with the achievement of learning eco

nomies ond the re-ufilisotion of informafion (Boot and Thakor, 1996; Chan et ol, 1986; Famo, 

1985; Shockley, 1995), 2) to improve their reputation (Boot et ol, 1993). The role of bonks in the 

bonk-bosed model is different from that of roiders ond take-over bids in the market-based model 

because of their behaviour and their positioning on long term relofionships. 

Therefore, the investment behaviour of firms could differ depending on the financial orgonisofion 

model of their country. Thus, Porter (1992) soys that the USA market oriented financial system 

favours α management based on short term performance. This short-termism has been the issue of 

α debate, whose main proposals hove been summarised by Marsh (1992): 

"Financial morkets, together with the major ployers in them -investment analysts, fund managers and 

insfitufionol investors- are too short-term oriented. As α result, the stock market ploces too much 

weight on current prohts ond dividends. This in turn causes companies to be managed according 

to the some short term horizons os their investors. For if firms foil the stock markets myopic test, their 

shore prices will drop, making them vulnerable to take-overs. Companies ore thus inhibited from 

undertaking long-term investment in fixed copitol, R&D, and training. Myopia on the port of Wall 

Street and the City of London hos therefore been detrimentol to economic growth and industtiol 

competitiveness in the USA and UK, concerning Germany and Japan, which hove so-called "bank-

based" financial systems. 

In the countries with bonk-bosed financial systems, bonk financing leads to close links between 

financial insfitufions and firms. This link tends to mean the control of hrms by financial intermedia

ries through loans, the introducfion of restticfions on the use of funds borrowed, constraints on divi

dend payments, the limitofion of investment to α pre fixed level of risk, etc. (8). Such control by 

bonks somefimes includes the ownership of shares. Here, the bonk nominotes its representatives on 

the hrm's board of directors. The German and Joponese hrms ore the clearest examples (9). 

7. A complete contract includes all possible actions and their outcomes for all the periods in all the relevant contingencies. 

8. The bank's influence increases when there are no other viable alternatives of external hnoncing, and the bank is one of 

the firm owners (Prowse, 1994). 

9. Among the advantages of bonking debt in hnoncing hrms are: i) to improve the stability of contractual relationships, redu

cing moral hazard problems; ii) if the company goes bankrupt the creditors -banks, mainly- will favour an internal resolution 

of the crisis; iii) to aid the development of the company, at least at the beginning, through the continuity of the relations and 

the improvement of Ihe hrm's reputation. In contrast, some of the disadvantages are: i} an excess of stability could hurt the 

hnancial innovation capacity, and it could lead to a conflict of interest among the stakeholders in the contractual relation

ship; 11} besides, a high banking dependence will create risk concentration, with a reduction in the benehts of efficient diver

sification. A more detailed description of the pros and cons of banking hnoncing could be found in Jenkinson and Mayer 

(1993), Prevezer and Ricketts (1993), Dimsdale and Prevezer (1993), Kester (1993}, Mayer (Ì990), Berglöf (1990}. 
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Recently, empirical evidence offered by Steinherr and Huveneers (1994) does not reject the assump

fion that universal banking might be α better support for long-term strategies of the non-finonciol sec

tor than ore the Anglo-Soxon insfitufions. An additional test about macroeconomic growth suggests 

thot various representofive variables of the two finoncial system models matter, although their contri-

button to explaining growth differenttols is not lorge. 

Therefore, we have found two hypotheses that could be tested: i) the eventual short termism obout 

the R&D expenses of companies in the market-based model; and ii) the possible influence of bonks 

in limifing the risk token by firms on their real investments. We analyse these hypothesis with the 

available doto. 

In countr ies w i t h the m a r 

k e t - b a s e d m o d e l o f f i n a n 

c i a l o r g a n i s a t i o n , s h o r t -

t e r m i s m as i n d i c a t e d b y 

l o w R & D e x p e n d i t u r e 

c o u l d b e a m y t h i n s t e a d 

o f a r e a l p r o b l e m . 

4 . 1 . R&D e x p e n s e s 

Reduction in the R&D expenses becouse of short termism has not been empirically conhrmed. In 

fact, we see no statistically significant differences in the business enterprise R&D expenses os α per

centage of GDP of Germany, Japan and USA for the period 1985-94 (Figure 5 and appendix IV). 

Then, it seems that the higher or lower weight of bonk financing does not justify the differences in 

R&D expenses among countries. Other circumstances could be more meaningful in influencing the 

volume of R&D expenses of α country, os in the coses of Spain and Italy. A credible explanation of 

the observed doto is that the characteristics of R&D expenses support their hnoncing through inter

nal resources (see Adam, 1992). Expenditure on R&D may create intongible assets that ore not 

accounted os ossets -for example, learning, knowledge, software. That is α signihcont constraint in 

our doto. 

F i g u r e 5 . Business enterprise R&D as a percentage of GDP and bank financing 
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This reminds us of the op in ion of Marsh (1992) w h o , after onolysing the evidence about the short 

termism of companies in countt ies w i th the morket-bosed model o f financiol orgon isof ion, concludes 
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that short termism could be α myth instead of ο real problem (10). It could be true that directors 

believe in that myth and so they operate accordingly. But, according to Morsh, there ore other 

explonofions for the internafional differences observed ot investment levels. Among others, he 

emphasises supply side factors, such as education, working force behaviour and productivity, engi

neering and product design skills, management quality, macroeconomic policies, etc. 

Anyhow, there is on open debate about the relofion beh^een the model of hnonciol system and the 

hrm's capacity of innovofion. Two theorefical hypotheses con be pointed out: 

i) Allen (1993) argues that the type of hnonciol system that is suitable for trodifionol industries -

where there is α wide consensus on how ο firm should be managed- is very different from dynomic 

industties where there is not α wide agreement obout the best managerial action. In porficulor, it 

has been proposed that bonks ore suitable for trodifionol industries, where standard monufocturing 

producfion takes place, and there ore known skills that hove to be opplied. The market-bosed model 

of the Anglo-Saxon system is suitable for dynamic industries, with corporate ocfivifies heavily depen

dent on the assessments of future outcomes of different investment strategies; we may associate 

these ocfivifies with more high-technology business such as biotechnology. 

ii) In controst, Bhattachoryo and Chiesa (1995) analyse the incentives to invest in R&D with bank 

monitoring and informafion acquisition in long-term bonk-borrower relofionships. They extend pre

vious models to proprietary informafion environments in which the private value of research know

ledge in α hrm is reduced by the revelofion of this knowledge to the hrm's compefitors. The pros

pect of disclosure of proprietary knowledge to on outsider which in turn creates ο free-rider problem 

regarding the firm's incenfive to invest in R&D. This problem does not arise under bonk hnoncing, 

especially with long term debt. The bonk-bosed model of Germany and Jopon provides greater pri-

vocy for R&D informofion generated by borrowers and it can hove α positive impact R&D on 

expenses (11). 

4 . 2 . The s t r u c t u r e o f assets 

Then, the oggregofion of the R&D doto and the nature of the R&D expenses moke it difhcult to draw 

conclusions in one direcfion or another. But, we con explore some hypotheses about the relofion 

between the specificity level of the corporate asset structure and the model of hnonciol system. In α 

brood sense, hxed assets hove fewer olternafive uses than current assets. Then, the higher the pro-

Î 0. Notwithstanding, Ihere are two academic debates on the issue. The hrst one argues about the take-over effect higher in 

USA and UK- on the stability of the contractual relationships among stakeholders and on the long term investment decisions. 

The second one is about the consequences of long term investment decisions on the managers remuneration and reward sys

tems. 

11. Bhattachoryo in 1994 wrote thot Ihe hypothesis of Allen does not explain why USA service hrms with well known tech

nologies choose hnancial policies that require a more frequent issuance of equity and market debt. In contrast, hrms like IBM, 

where R&D expenses and technology are very important, do not issue equity and market debt so frequently. Previously, Cable 

( 1985} had emphasise the importance of information-easing mechanisms for the contribution of German universal banks to 

positive industrial performance. 
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The market-based finan

cial system appears best 

suited for those economic 

organisations with impor

tant f ixed assets. 

portion of fixed assets the lower the fiexibility of ο company to allocate its financial resources. In 

the event of bankruptcy and liquidofion, the firm's hxed ossets face α greater loss in value and pre-

empfive claims of lenders ogoinst such assets afford limited protection. Consequently, the cost of 

financing these assets with debt will increase (Williamson, 1988). Thus, there could be α trade off 

between the relative significance of the fixed assets and the financial leveroge level of the firm. At 

the same fime, there tends to be α correlation between finoncial leveroge and the ratio of the bank 

hnoncing over total debt. Consequently, α bigger volume of hxed ossets would imply ο lower pro

porfion of bonking debt. In other words, the market-based financial system is best suited for those 

economic organisafions with important fixed ossets. Despite the monitoring and the long term relo

fionships of bonks with their borrowers, these hnonciol institutions increase their liquidity risk if, sys-

temoficolly, the corporote investment hnanced by them has α high risk of lock up funds. 

Figures 6 ond 7 give empirical evidence supporfing this hypothesis. USA and UK firms hove low 

levels of financiol leveroge and bonk financing, and they show low flexible sttucture of assets, i.e. 

0 high level of operafing leverage, meosured by the rotio of fixed assets over totol assets. In 

contrast, companies from Italy and Germany hove α higher level of financial leverage and banking 

debt along with α lower operating leverage. Japanese and Spanish firms do not have α clear cor

relation among these variables. Perhaps, on explonofion of this onomoly would require further ano-

lysis and longer series doto. 

F i g u r e 6 . Fixed assets and financial leverage 
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F i g u r e 7 . Fixed assets and bonk financing 
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4 . 3 . Economic p e r f o r m a n c e a n d v o l a t i l i t y 

The relofionship between the design of the hnonciol system and the economic performance stabi

lity of firms is another relevant topic. Recently, Allen and Gale (1995) hove shown that bonk-bosed 

economies in which banks do not foce sizeable compefifion from financial markets hove α greater 

ability than market-dominated economies to smooth osset returns over fime. Their model presents an 

economy in which the incompleteness of hnancial markets leads to under investment in safe assets; 

however, for ο brood doss of welfare functions, the opfimum requires the holding of large safe 

assets to smooth asset returns over time. They argue thot α long-lived intermediary con probably 

carry out the opfimum. 

At this point, it is useful to remember the delegated monitoring funcfion of bonks and the long term 

implicit contracts beh^/een these institufions and their borrowers. Therefore, banks will try to dimi

nish the moral hazard risk from the borrower's opportunisfic behaviour. For this purpose, banks 

hove better information on the firm's strategy and its likely performance. They will use the informa

fion to control the management and to limit transactions ogoinst their interests, such as high risk 

investments. The bonks presence on the board of directors, the constraints on the debt contracts and 

the renegotiation of debt contracts ore mechonisms to control and solve moral hazard problems. 

Then, those firms with more bank financing would have α higher probability of lower economic risk, 

measured by the volatility of their return on ossets (ROA). 
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F i g u r e 8 . ROA volatility and bank financing 
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Figure 8 shows α portrait of the relation between thot ROA variability, measured by its stondord 

deviation, and the ratio of bonking debt over totol debt for the OECD countries of the sample (see 

appendix V). Firms from Germany, with α hnonciol system dominated by bonks, hove α low varia

bility in their return on assets. In contrast, the UK firms, with α financial system dominated by finan

cial markets, hove α high variability of their return on ossets (12). French firms behave like the Brifish, 

whereas firms from the USA, Italy and Japan ore placed between the two ends. Nevertheless, USA 

and Itolion hrms ore nearer to Brifish firms values whereas Japanese hrms hove values of their return 

on assets variability nearer to Germon companies. The empirical results seem to validate the hypo

thesis. The Spanish companies were the only excepfion. Thus, the financial system of Spain is domi

nated by bonks, but the volotility of their corporate ROA is not far owoy from British, French or USA 

firms. An explonofion of this anomaly would require further analysis ond better data. 

5 . F inal r e m a r k s 

During the lost decades we hove seen α deep and occelerofing transformation of the developed 

countries' hnonciol systems, porficulorly those of EU, Japon and USA. The core of this hnonciol revo

lufion con be placed in the hnonciol services industry globalisation process. The globalisation is 

not only the internationolisofion of firms' opérafions but also the result of the industry changing 

forces and, at the some time, the key point of the interocfion among them. The main changing forces 

of the financial revolution ore: the changes in the economic environment ond in the level of com

pefition, deregulofion, technology, and the bigger role played by market forces. Within this gene-

12. Since the ROA is obtained in nominal terms, its higher or lower volatility may be -at least partially- a simple consequence 

of the degree of variability of the inflation rate in general countries; this fact makes the interpretation of the empirical evi

dence presented above more difficult. However, it is worth to note that, for instance, in the most extreme two cases, the inclu

sion of this variable does not seem to violate the conclusions shown above: that is, during the years of the period analysed, 

the variability of fhe inflation rate was greater in Germany than in United Kingdom (see Main Economic Indicators by the 

OECD}. 
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Is there a convergence 

between the market-

based models of financial 

organisation a n d the 

bank-based, although in 

the sense of moving more 

towards the first model? 

rol framework, we emphasise α particular set of issues: the wove of financial innovation, the cor

relation between the finonciol markets of different countries, the process of monetory integrotion in 

Western Europe, the removal of frontiers among financial insfitufions, and α rapid morkefisofion of 

the financial business. Precisely, this morketisotion means, among other things, the extension of the 

securifizafion process of financial instruments and the strong development of off-balance sheet ope

rations. Therefore, there is α tendency towards the integration of securities markets and bank finon

cing markets. 

From this point, we wonder if there is ο convergence between the h^o models of hnonciol organi

sofion anolysed obove -the market-bosed and the bonk-bosed-, although in the sense of moving 

more towards the first model (1 3). Thus, for instance, we hove introduced some empiricol evidence 

about α trend towards the integrafion of both models on the grounds of financial leverage, trodi

fionolly one of their main differences. Furthermore^ there is ο brood progress in the development of 

securifies markets in almost every country. Germany and Japan, two of the most archetypal 

examples of the bank-based model, show ο growth in the relevance of the debt market in their hrms, 

ot leost unfil the 90's economic crisis. In controst, US hrms hove increased their bonk financing 

during the second half of the 80's. 

Absolutely, the path of globalization has not been homogeneous among the developed countries. 

Indeed, some countries hove reduced the pace of reforms during the lost few years. Then, logically 

the doto do not present dehnifive conclusions about the convergence of the two models. 

Notwithstonding, before there con be convergence of the two models there will be α period over 

which: i) the externol control mechanism, the corporate control market and the morket for managers 

would be improving their efficiency; ii) the discretion of management, within the speciolisotion pro

cess, could be large ond the agency costs very high; iii) the regulation should offer the legol requi

rements needed for institutional agreements; and iv) the weight of bonk hnoncing is not easy to 

reduce. Furthermore, the chonge of focus could modify the guorontees ond pledges of the contrac

tual relationships, granting different incentives to the stakeholders. 

In this work, the introduction of variables that represent the ownership and control structure has allo

wed 0 relottve improvement in the descriptton of the hrms hnonciol structure. Indeed, from our data, 

continental and Japanese companies show α higher ownership concentration than British and, 

moinly, USA hrms. They also indicate α more prominent role of bonks, either os important owners 

or OS debt suppliers. These facts imply two sorts of corporate governance, with different incentives 

13. The convenience of the process towards a system dominated by the market can be justihed when it considers that which 

Jensen (1993) intends as the modern industrial revolution. The failure of the internal control systems in dealing with the deep 

changes of the last decades in technology, regulation, market globalization a n d economic systems is one of the evidence. 

As Jensen points out, the role of the market in the corporate control on the 80's have been beneficial for the shareholders, 

even though of the excess carried out. These excesses, with the divulging a n d acquiescence of managers a n d politicians, 

have been used os arguments in favour of a re-regulation of the hnancial markets. The systems of internal control have not 

been as effective as it was expected. However, it is worth to try to understand how these systems work a n d how they have 

to be improved in order to drive the strategies of the companies to the creation of value for the shareholders. Jensen points 

out thot this task is one of the most rewarding held of economic a n d hnancial research. 
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and supervision problems. In the first, distinctive of α market-oriented hnonciol system, it gives 

emphasis to the delegation to managers for strategic decisions and ploces its ttust in the market to 

reduce the ogency problems ossocioted with the separation of ownership and control. On the other 

hand, the second one, which is usual in α bonk-oriented hnonciol system, is characterised by α 

greater implication of the owners in the management and by the control of the banks. In this situa

tion, even though the ogency costs are lower, it is more difficult to diversify the risk ond to achieve 

the benehts related to the specialisation of functions. 

Going further, it is in the interest of this research to analyse the relationship behween the observed 

variety of financial and contractual structures and the trends on the real decisions token. Although 

it is an issue with little empirical evidence, our results show two moin points. First, there are no clear 

conclusions regarding the hypothesis thot the market-bosed model leads to short-termism in R&D 

expenses, olthough this model is better suited for those economic organisations with α high rofio of 

fixed assets over total ossets. Second, there is some empirical evidence for the hypothesis that 

control by banks over corporate investments reduces the economic risk, meosured os the volafility 

of firms return on ossets. 

Finolly, α warning about our results. The use of the B.A.C.H. dotabose and some other oggregoted 

doto could raise methodological problems in the comporotive-stafic analysis performed, given the 

short period ovoiloble in our sample. Nonetheless, this is one of the few databases available for 

international comparisons, such as the one performed in this study. 
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Appendix I 

Main Features of National Data (B.A.C.H. Data) 

Country 

Germany 

France 

Italy 

United Kingdom 

Spain 

Japan 

USA 

Provided by 

Deutsche Bundesbank 

Centrale de Bilans 
(Banque de France) 

Centrale dei Bilanci 

Statistic division/D.T.I 

(Central Statistical Oficce) 

Central de Balances 
(Banco de Espaüa) 

Ministry of Finance 

Bureau of Census. 
Department of Commerce 

Period 

1971-1990 

1984-1991 

1982-1991 

1982-1990 

1982-1991 

1975-1991 

1983-1992 

n ° o f 
industries 

21 

56 

89 

31 

68 

44 

34 

n ° o f 
items 

54 

329 

215 

107 

614 

137 

Ó9 

n ° o f 
firms 

71 000 

18 000 

29 000 

3 200 

7 400 

20 000 

7 500 

Source: B.A.C.H. 
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Appendix II 

Manufacturing Industry (1985-1993). 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

FRANCE 1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

Av. 

SD 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

G E R M A N Y 1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

Av. 

SD 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

ITALY 1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

Av. 

SD 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

JAPAN 1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

Av. 

SD 

Equity/ 
Total 
Asset 

[Total capital 
and reserves)/ 

(Total assets] 

0.2060 

0.2307 

0.2687 

0.3014 

0.3284 

0.3305 

0.3410 

0.3490 

0.3560 

0.3013 

0.0543 

0.2271 

0.2385 

0.2408 

0.2367 

0.2277 

0.2308 

0.2390 

0.2400 

0.2351 

0.0057 

0.26Ó8 

0.2832 

0.2797 

0.2669 

0.2699 

0.2737 

0.2780 

0.2600 

0.2723 

0.0078 

0.2637 

0.2758 

0.2867 

0.2954 

0.3068 

0.3110 

0.3160 

0.3200 

0.3240 

0.2999 

0.0209 

In te rna l 

F i n a n c i n g / 

A v . Tota l Asset 

(Operating profit + 
depreciation and 

amortization)/ 
(Average total assets) 

0.0772 

0.0869 

0.1036 

0.1146 

0.1155 

0.1013 

0.0964 

0.0993 

0.0140 

0.1026 

0.1024 

0.0990 

0.1054 

0.1037 

0.1053 

O 1 0 3 Ì 

0.0024 

0.0667 

0.0785 

0.0748 

0.0689 

0.0719 

0.0584 

0.0517 

0.0Ó73 

0.0094 

0.0593 

0.0544 

0.0592 

0.0644 

0.0627 

0.0612 

0.0579 

0.0599 

0.0033 

Debt/ 
Total 
Asset 

[Long term debt 
+ short term 

debt)/ 
Total assets 

0.7358 

0.7099 

0.6751 

0.6440 

0.6205 

0.6177 

0.6012 

0.5920 

0.5910 

0.6430 

0.0528 

0.5382 

0.5190 

0.5024 

0.5088 

0.5154 

0.5141 

0.5080 

0.5020 

0 5 1 3 5 

0.0117 

0.6Ó09 

0.6475 

0.6504 

0.6614 

0.6625 

0.6593 

0.6506 

0.6660 

0.6573 

0.0068 

0.6782 

0.6677 

0.6535 

0.6466 

0.6388 

0.6373 

0.6324 

0.6390 

0.6340 

0.6475 

0.0160 

Bank 
F i n a n c i n g / 

Total Debt 

(LT and ST 
bonk debt)/ 
Total debl 

0.2632 

0.2381 

0.2233 

0.2029 

0.2070 

0.2068 

0.1985 

0.1740 

0.1620 

0.2084 

0.0308 

0.2900 

0.2980 

0.2910 

0.2930 

0.3010 

0.3040 

0.3040 

0.3070 

0.2985 

0.0065 

0.3128 

0.2971 

0.2956 

0.2864 

0.2919 

0.3167 

0.3150 

0.3180 

0.3042 

0.0127 

0.4179 

0.4379 

0.4173 

0.3956 

0.3700 

0.3635 

0.3770 

0.4010 

0.4250 

0.4006 

0.0261 

Long-Term 

Debt/ 
Total Debt 

Long-term 
debt/ 

Total debt 

0.3372 

0.3224 

0.3074 

0.2926 

0.3088 

0.3277 

0.3364 

0.3360 

0.3360 

0.3227 

0.0162 

0.3347 

0.3393 

0.3330 

0.3329 

0.3199 

0.3152 

0.2570 

0.2550 

0.3109 

0.0348 

0.2008 

0.1768 

0.1765 

0.1667 

0.1607 

0.1670 

0.1706 

0.1710 

0.1737 

0.0122 

0.2554 

0.2767 

0.2816 

0.2862 

0.3072 

0.3149 

0.3377 

0.3450 

0.3660 

O3079 

0.0364 

Market 
Debt/ 

Total Debt 

LT and ST other 
creditors (public 

loans,bonds, . . .)/ 
Total debt 

0.4796 

0.4724 

0.4729 

0.4620 

0.4861 

0.5016 

0.5096 

0.4743 

0.4390 

0.4775 

0.0208 

0.4302 

0.4364 

0.4522 

0.4433 

0.4558 

0.4599 

0.5167 

0.4900 

0.4606 

0.0291 

0.4755 

0.4720 

0.4697 

0.4699 

0.4650 

0.4666 

0.4754 

0.3540 

0.4560 

0.0414 

0.4316 

0.4464 

0.4590 

0.4671 

0.4918 

0.4982 

0.3248 

0.3313 

0.3190 

0.4188 

0.0733 
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SPAIN 

UK 

USA 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 

1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
Av. 
SD 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Av 
SD 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
Av. 
SD 

Equity/ 
Total 
Asset 

0.3407 
0.3604 
0.3931 
0.4329 
0.4515 
0.4068 
0.3930 

0.3610 
0.3111 
0.3834 
0.0446 

0.4653 
0.4460 
0.4488 
0.4528 
0.4167 
0.3956 
0.4375 
0.0260 

0.4597 
0.4435 
0.4295 
0.4177 
0.4022 
0.3996 
0.3980 
0.3680 
0.3630 
0.4090 
0.0322 

Internal 
Financing/ 

Av. Total Asset 

0.0450 
0.0595 
0.0802 
0.1031 
0.1017 
0.0671 
0.0494 

0.0723 
0.0236 

0.0882 
0.1103 
0.1115 
0.1131 
0.1074 
0.0877 
0.J030 
0.0118 

0.0923 
0.0897 
0.1007 
0.1066 
0.0934 
0.0807 

0.0646 

0.0897 
0.0138 

Debt/ 
Total 
Asset 

0.6187 
0.6022 
0.5643 
0.5291 
0.5055 
0.5278 
0.5584 
0.5950 
0.6270 
0.5698 
0.0434 

0.4878 
0.5045 
0.5052 
0.5066 
0.5373 
0.5037 
0.5075 
0.0161 

0.4074 
0.4257 
0.4388 
0.4535 
0.4672 
0.4687 
0.4641 
0.5120 
0.5600 
0.4664 
0.0460 

Bank 
Financing/ 
Total Debt 

0.5016 
0.4444 
0.4069 
0.3307 
0.3273 
0.3560 
0.3523 
0.3610 
0.3310 
0.3790 
0.0602 

0.3155 
0.2211 
0.1888 
0.2361 
0.2734 
0.2805 
0.2526 
0.0459 

0.1903 
0.2066 
0.2104 
0.2311 

0.2300 
0.2338 
0.2191 
0.1580 
0.1450 
0.2027 
0.0323 

Long-Term 
Debt/ 

Total Debt 

0.2900 
0.2791 
0.2588 
0.2559 
0.2293 
0.2233 
0.2355 
0.2504 
0.2480 
0.2523 
0.0220 

0.2500 
0.2711 
0.2571 
0.2723 
0.3105 
0.3280 
0.2815 
0.0309 

0.5388 
0.5640 
0.5742 
0.5988 
0.6179 
0.6167 

0.6251 
0.4760 
0.4700 
05646 
0.0591 

Market 
Debt/ 

Total Debt 

0.2735 
0.2960 
0.3102 
0.3665 
0.3627 

0.3563 
0.2227 
0.2230 
0.2840 
0.2994 
0.0554 

0.2541 
0.6660 
0.6807 

0.6681 
0.6812 
0.6866 
0.6061 
0.1727 

0.7150 
0.7308 
0.7388 
0.7518 
0.7691 
0.7702 
0.7752 
0.7199 
0.7330 
0.7449 
0.0226 

Source: B.A.C.H. 
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Appendix III 

Average test 

This appendix shows the average value of the ratios for each country and the results of the t-test (p-

volue in brockets). The t-test is used to test the hypothesis of mean equality for each pair of coun

tties. When p-volues ore above α certain threshold (> 0.1) the mean equality hypothesis between 

the hvo countries is occepted. 

DebtAotol Assets 

GERAMNY 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

UK 

JAPAN 

USA 

SPAIN 

Average 

0.5135 

0.6430 

0.6573 

0.5075 

0.6475 

0.4664 

0.5698 

GERMANY 

8.57 (0.00) 

-31.12 (0.00) 

0.90(0.411) 

-34.51 (0.00) 

4.08 (0.005) 

-3.71 (0.008) 

FRANCE 

-0.40(0.701] 

6.44(0.001] 

-0.36 (0.728) 

5.59 (0.001) 

3.79 (0.005) 

ITALY 

22.94 (0.00) 

1.21 (0.264) 

19.76(0.00) 

6.34 (0.00) 

UK 

12.01 (0.00) 

9.07 (0.00) 

2.12(0.08] 

JAPAN 

9.21 (0.00) 

5.91 (0.00) 

USA 

5.41 (0.001) 

Bonk Financing/ 

Total Debt 

GERMANY 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

UK 

JAPAN 

USA 

SPAIN 

Average 

0.2985 

0.2084 

0.3042 

0.2526 

0.4006 

0.2027 

0.3790 

GERMANY 

•7.39 (0.00) 

-1.49(0.179) 

2.37 (0.064) 

•9.24 (0.00) 

9.18(0.00) 

-3.75 (0.007) 

FRANCE 

-8.05 (0.00) 

•1.58 (0.175) 

•16.31 (0.00) 

0.51 (0.626) 

-13.55(0.00) 

ITALY 

2.94 (0.032) 

-8.39 (0.00) 

7.93 (0.001 

•3.79 (0.007) 

UK 

5.68 (0.002) 

1.72(0.147) 

4.58 (0.006) 

JAPAN 

11.43 (0.00) 

1.29(0.233] 

USA 

7.47 (0.00) 

Market Debt/ 

Total Debt 

GERMANY 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

UK 

JAPAN 

USA 

SPAIN 

Average 

0.4416 

0.4580 

0.4401 

0.5646 

0.4298 

0.6846 

0.3236 

GERMANY 

1.83(0.105) 

0.08 (0.938) 

•2.35 (0.057) 

0.35 (0.733) 

-5.55(0.001) 

2.45 (0.040) 

FRANCE 

1.16(0.278] 

-1.92 (0.103) 

0.88 (0.407] 

•5.99 (0.00) 

2.65 (0.029) 

ITALY 

•1.85(0.110] 

0.45 (0.664) 

•5.16(0.001) 

2.79 (0.023) 

UK 

•1.65(0.150) 

-1.54(0.175). 

-2.53 (0.045) 

JAPAN 

3.99 (0.004) 

4.28 (0.003) 

USA 

•4.21 (0.003) 
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Appendix IV 

Expenditure on research a n d development in the business enterprise sector (as α 

percentage of GDP). Series and average test. 

This oppendix shows the R&D/GDP overage value for each country and the results of the t-test (p-

volue in brackets). The t-test is used to test the hypothesis of mean equality for each pair of coun

tties. When p-volues are above ο certain threshold (> 0.1) the mean equality hypothesis between 

the two countries is accepted. 

GERMANY 
FRANCE 
ITALY 
UK 
JAPAN 
USA 
SPAIN 

Average 

1.93 

1.41 

0.72 

1.48 

1.99 

2.04 

0.41 

GERMANY 

•5.69 (0.0) 

16.7(0.0) 

7.84 (0.0) 

•1.1 (0.4) 

•2.48 (0.3) 

19.3(0.0) 

FRANCE 

46.6 (0.0) 

-1.53(0.16] 

•17.2(0.0] 

-13.3(0.0) 

89.6 (0.0) 

ITALY 

•30.7 (0.0) 

-43.8 (0.0) 

•39.5 (0.0) 

29.1 (0.0) 

UK 

10.9 (0.0) 

•22.2 (0.0) 

-34.8 (0.0) 

JAPAN 

-0.90 (0.4) 

57.7 (0.0) 

USA 

•34.86 (0.0) 

Source: OECD, 1995 and 1992 

Business Enterpr ise R & D / G D P (%) 

1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 

Av. 
SD 

GERMANY 

1.99 

2 

2.08 

2.07 

2.08 

2.02 

1.81 

1.7 

1.66 

1.54 

1.93 

0.17 

FRANCE 

1.32 

1.31 

1.34 

1.36 
1.41 

1.46 

1.48 

1.48 

1.51 

1.5 

1.41 

0.08 

ITALY 

0.64 

0.66 

0.68 

0.7 

0.73 

0.76 

0.77 

0.77 

0.75 

0.7 

0.72 

0.05 

UK 

1.44 

1.56 

1.51 

1.48 

1.5 

1.51 

1.42 

1.43 

1.44 

1.43 

1.48 

0.05 

JAPAN 

1.85 

1.83 

1.86 

1.94 

2.08 

2.17 

2.16 

2.06 

1.93 

1.91 

1.99 

0.13 

USA 

2.13 

2.1 

2.07 

2.04 

1.98 

2 

2.07 

2.04 

1.95 

1.87 

2.04 

0.06 

SPAIN 

0.3 

0.34 

0.35 

0.41 

0.42 

0.49 

0.49 

0.46 

0.44 

0.47 

0.41 

0.07 

Source: OECD, 1995 and 1992. 
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Appendix V 

Return of assets and variance test (F-ratio) 

This a p p e n d i x shows the R O A standard deviotton a n d o v e r a g e volues for each country a n d the sim-

pl ihed results of the F-test (conhdence levels to reject the var iance equal i ty hypothesis). The F-test is 

used to test the acceptance of the hypothesis of v a r i a n c e equal i ty for each pair of countries. H igh 

values indicate α higher p r o b a b i l i t y of rejecting the v o r i o n c e equal i ty hypothesis between the t w o 

countt ies. 

GERMANY 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

UK 
JAPAN 

USA 
SPAIN 

SD 

0.00334 

0.01635 

0.01054 

0.01963 

0.00587 

0.01110 

0.01546 

GERMANY 

0.9998 

0.9713 

0.9999 

0.8615 

0.9809 

0.9997 

FRANCE 

0.7932 

0.2720 

0.9946 

0.6828 

0.2400 

ITALY 

0.9838 

0.9039 

0.0255 

0.9334 

UK 

0.9976 

0.9266 

0.4850 

JAPAN 

0.8834 

0.9880 

USA 

0.8708 

ROA: ( N e t i n c o m e + i n t e r e s t + t a x ) / T o t a l assets 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

Av. 

SD 

Source: 

GERMANY 

0.05392 

0.05907 

0.06046 

0.06317 

0.06106 

0.05335 

0.05763 

0.05704 

0.06099 

0.05852 

0.00334 

B.A.C.H. 

FRANCE 

0.04759 

0.04995 

0.04580 

0.05274 

0.06581 

0.07795 

0.08815 

0.08900 

0.07310 

0.06160 

0.06517 

0.01635 

ITALY 

0.05009 

0.05161 

0.06142 

0.06264 

0.07052 

0.06041 

0.06461 

0.05556 

0.04662 

0.03410 

0.05576 

0.01054 

UK 

0.06529 

0.07450 

0.08515 

0.08891 

0.11682 

0.11494 

0.11905 

0.10940 

0.09322 

0.09636 

0.01963 

JAPAN 

0.06840 

0.06778 

0.07283 

0.06760 

0.05364 

0.06275 

0.07223 

0.06994 

0.06669 

0.06019 

0.06621 

0.00587 

USA 

0.07472 

0.09315 

0.07576 

0.07255 

0.08037 

0.08401 

0.07444 

0.06634 

0.05344 

0.07498 

0.0111 

SPAIN 

0.0427267 

0.0411569 

0.0585074 

0.0514487 

0.0604406 

0.0729719 

0.0850922 

0.0772008 

0.0504953 

0.06000 

0.01546 
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A more stable stabi l i ty pact 

Volker Köllmann & Andri Kopperschmidt 

This paper discusses the weaknesses and shortcomings of the Stability Poet, ogreed in December 

1996 during the meeting of the European Council in Dublin. By focusing on the dehcit GDP ratio, 

this contract among all the EU member countries can leod to on unintentionol increase of public 

debt without violating the agreement. Another weakness of the Stobility Pact is the missing relation 

between the initial purpose of reducing inflation and punifive sancfions. Punishment of α highly 

indebted EMU member country should only become effecfive if the infiation rate in the whole EMU 

is unocceptobly high. A new structure to determine the penalty for EMU member countries is pro

posed that takes into account morket oriented components such as GDR infiofion and interest rotes. 

This ensures that, in high infiation periods, oil governments reduce their debt according to their ini

tial debt level, while in periods of low infiation, the pressure to reduce debt is low. In addition to 

this debt reduction concept, the solories of the governors of the ECB should be tied to on incentive 

scheme, following the example of New Zeolond. 

Volker Köllmann, ο German notional, holds an Economics degree from the Rheinische Friedrich-

Wilhelms-Universität, Bonn. During his studies, he visited the American University in Washington 

DC, where he participated in the Washington Semester Programme. After finishing his first degree, 

he spent the following ocodemic year ot the Advanced Studies Programme of International 

Economic Policy Research at the Institute for World Economics in Kiel, where he obtained on 

Advanced Studies Certihcote. He has since storied working in the strategy and investment planning 

unit of the German branch of Esso in Hamburg. Previous experience includes α three-month intern

ship in 1993 with the Treuhandonstolt in Berlin. 

Andri Kopperschmidt, also from Germany, holds α degree in Economics and Business 

Administration from the Ruhr-Universität, Bochum. During these studies, he attended courses ot the 

International MBA programme of the Helsinki School of Economics and Administration. Affer fini

shing his first degree, he worked for three months os α consultant on α development project in 

Namibia. He then pursued the Advanced Studies Programme of International Economic Policy 

Research at the Insfitute for World Economics, Kiel, from which he obtained on Advanced Studies 

Certihcote ot the end of this academic year. 
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A more stable Stabil ity Pact 

Volker Kallmann 

Andri 
Kopperschmidt 

1 . i n t r o d u c t i o n 

In the discussion a b o u t the Europeon M o n e t a r y Union (EMU), ο major effort hos been 

m a d e to d e v e l o p precondif ions for an infiofion-averse community. These efforts hove 

concentrated on the five entronce criterio in the M a o s t t i c h t Treaty a i m e d at evaluat ing 

the EU M e m b e r Stotes' monetary a n d fiscal performance. The intention of this procedure 

is to distinguish beKveen e l ig ib le a n d non-eligible M e m b e r States, o n d to start the E M U 

only w i t h countties that show α stable monetary o n d fiscal per formance. Nevertheless, 

the hnol selecfion of the starting countries of the EMU remains α pol i t ical decis ion by the 

European C o u n c i l , because the Maastr icht Treaty leaves room for α generous interpre

tat ion of the entronce cr i ter ia. In early 1 9 9 8 , the pol i t icol decis ion a b o u t membership 

wi l l be token, wi th 1 9 9 7 os the crucial reference year for the fulhlment of the monetary 

o n d fiscol entrance cr i ter ia. If the Counci l identifies enough countries to start the E M U , 

the single currency Euro wi l l be introduced in January 1 9 9 9 . 

The a n n o u n c e d assessment of e l ig ib le countties has led to short-sighted b u d g e t i n g 

actions to meet the criterio in 1 9 9 7 . Countries that w o n t to be a m o n g the starting menn-

bers ore currently shaping their budgets in α creotive w a y to meet the entrance cr i ter ia. 

A b u d g e t o r y trick ore payments of state-owned companies to the government's budget 

in 1 9 9 7 , wi th the o b l i g a t i o n to p a y pensions for the c o m p a n y in the future. Italy plons 

to raise ο Euro-Tax in 1 9 9 7 a n d abol ish it o f ferwords. Likewise, state-owned propert ies 

ore sold a n d leased bock, os in Belgium (Tett 1 9 9 6 ) . Al l these actions reduce the budget 

deficit o n d publ ic debt in the reference yeor, but in the long run, the interest burden due 

to h igh publ ic debt in some of the possible EMU member countries wi l l remain, or even 

increase if they continue running h igh deficits. 

In order to ensure long-term fiscol discipl ine, the EU has discussed α s c x o l l e d Stability Poet 

for oil EMU member countries. The rationale to d o so is based on the economic assump

fion that the member countties' deficit a n d debt policies affect nnonetory stability. Whether 

this assumption really holds is not discussed here. Rother, this paper analyses o n d discusses 

the current proposal for a Stability Pact, a n d proposes on alternative procedure. 

Countr ies t h a t w a n t t o b e 

a m o n g EMU s t a r t i n g m e m 

b e r s a r e c u r r e n t l y s h a p i n g 

t h e i r b u d g e t s i n a creat ive 

w a y t o m e e t the e n t r a n c e 

cr i ter ia . 

2 . The D u b l i n A g r e e m e n t 

At the meeting of the European Counci l in Dublin in December 1 9 9 6 , the negotiators 

agreed on α proposal for the Stability Poet. This control and sanction mechanism is α mixture 

of the procedures indicated in the Maostt icht Treaty Art. 1 0 4 c , the W o i g e l Proposol 

(Waigel 1 9 9 5 ) a n d the Commission's suggestions (EC-Commission 1 9 9 6 ) . The mutual 

agreement suggests α control mechanism for oi l EU-member states irrespective if they ore 

in or out of the E M U . The member stotes, hove to prepare o n d publish ο year ly Stabil ity 
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Program, while the non-members prepare α Convergence Program. These reports are to contain the 

budget planning and the development of the public debt for the following years. 

The further aim is to keep The further aim of this monitoring procedure is to keep infiofion low by bolonced budgefing or even 

inflation l o w b y balanced a positive budget (Dublin Agreement 1996). This tries to ensure meeting the moximum of α 3% deficit 

budgeting to GDP rofio in recessions by means of outomofic stabilizers. 

The Council and the Commission exomine the programs according to the fulfilment of the dehcit cri

terio and, if on EMU member country seems to deviate from the 3% target, the Commission sends 

0 recommendofion to the respective country. If this recommendotion is ignored or the measures 

undertaken ore not sufficient to reduce the dehcit, the Council con decide on the existence of on 

excessive deficit, which justifies sanctions. There ore, however, excepfions which prevent the dehcit 

country from focing sancfions. If the dehcit occurs because of an excepfionol event that is not gene

rated by the government, or if the country has to cope with α severe economic crisis, meaning α 

yeorly decline of 2% of GDP, then no sancfions ore to be opplied. 

The sequence of events in the soncfioning procedure starts with the report of the Commission in res

ponse to the occurrence of an excessive dehcit. In this report, the Council requests the Commission to 

send 0 recommendofion to the dehcit country to reduce the dehcit. This would require the setting-up of 

sufficient measures within four months to reduce the deficit. If the meosures are not sufficient or not 

imposed, sancfions con be demanded within ten months offer the recognifion of the excessive deficit. 

The whole procedure con be implemented faster, if the excessive deficit was created on purpose. 

In the case of ο deficit that exceeds 3% of GDP, the imposable soncttons ore ο deposit of 10% of the 

excess deficit, plus 0.2% of GDR if the public debt to GDP ratio is above 60%. 

3 . A l icense t o i n c r e a s e t h e p u b l i c d e b t 

The polificol and public discussion about fiscal constraints for the EMU offer its stort in 1999 focuses 

on dehcit criteria, rother thon on ο member country's overoll public debt. The Dublin Agreement 

oddresses the debt rofio in only one orficle and sancfions on excessive debt with ο deposit of 0.2% 

of GDP, irrespecfive the total omount of debt. This leads to the some punishment for Belgium and 

Finland, in spite of the foct thot Finland has less than holf of the Belgion debt ratio. 

Such on imbolonce is not reasonoble on economic grounds. First, if there is α relation between hscol 

criteria and price stability in the EMU at all, then it is becouse high public debt moy produce infia

tion or at least infiotion expectotions. According to the monetary boil-out argument, the interest bur

den in α lorge member country, resulting from α high level of public debt, could leod to pressure 

on the ECB. Secondly, according to the fiscal boil-out argument, the interest burden resulfing from 

α high level of public debt could leod to α solvency crisis ond to financial pressure on other mem

bers of the EMU (von Hogen, Eichengreen 1996, p. 134; Buiter et ol. 1993, pp. 78-80). 

Whereas ossuming thot one member country of the EMU misses α specihc dehcit target like 3% of 

GDP only for two or three yeors in ο row, this should neither hove on impact on the monetary policy 

of the ECB, nor should this result in α cooperative international oction to prevent α financial crisis. 
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If an EMU member country 

misses a specific deficit tar

get for only a few years, 

this should neither have an 

impact on the monetary 

policy of the ECB, nor 

should this result in a 

cooperative international 

action to prevent a finan

cial crisis. 

Impacts on the EMU's monetary policy depend on the size of the highly indebted country, the number 

of oil highly indebted countties and on the level of their debt. Impacts on the solvency situafion of 

one member country depend on the country's interest burden and, therefore, on its level of debt. 

Thus, ο more important quesfion is, whether the debts of EMU member countties ore rising on α 

long-term trend. 

3.1 S i m p l e c o n v e r g e n c e a l g e b r a 

Anolysis of effects should go beyond the simple statement that restricttng budget deficits leads to α 

decrease in debt. This is only true for an existing high level of debt. It con be shown by using the 

equation b="/^-Y, where b is the debt rofio, cf is the budget dehcit to GDP rofio (deficit rofio), Y 

is the nominol GDP, and "^" means α percentage change. Hence, ο balonced budget, which means 

d = 0, implies α decreose of the debt rofio equal to the nominol growth (1 ). In oddifion, it depends 

on the level of debt and on whether the debt decreases or increases. For example, assume for both 

Belgium and France ο 5% nominal growth in GDP and α 3% deficit ratio in 1997. In Belgium, this 

would imply α decreasing debt ratio by about 2.7% or 3.6 percentage points in 1997, starting 

from ο level of α 132% debt ratio ot the end of 1996. In France, however, the 1997 debt rofio 

would increase slighfiy by about 0.34% or 0.19 percentage points, starting from α level of ο 56% 

debt ratio at the end of 1996 (2). 

This relofion between debt and deficit rofios has important implicofions for the EMU and α Stability 

Poet. In Maastricht, the choice of α 3% deficit criterion ond α 60% debt criterion implies the assump

tion of α long-term growth trend in nominal GDP of 5% (Gros 1996, p. 80; De Grouwe 1994. p. 

158). Assuming α more realistic long-term growth in nominal GDP of 4%, then, following ο 3% deficit 

rule every year means that in the long run the debt ratio converges to 75%. 

Under the Stability Pact, 3% would be an upper limit and one con debate whether it is reosonoble 

to assume α long-run overage dehcit of 3%. There ore, however, many possibilities to exceed the 

3% limit, due to political bargaining and the lock of strict ond outomotic rules or sanctions. For 

example, α government may plon to run ο high dehcit in the current budget year following α hÂ o-

yeor strategy, including α dehcit below 3%, in the next budget. On overage, this could lead to on 

even higher figure than 3%. Assuming on average of 3% for at least some of the member countries 

of the EMU seems not to be too pessimistic. So, even under α relatively strict sonction-mechonism 

in 0 Stability Poet, it is possible for countries like Fronce and Germany to increose their debt ratio 

significantiy above 60% without facing any consequences. Therefore, the likely result of the current 

discussion is α political license for France and Germany to increose their debt after 1998 even further, 

given α nominal GDP growth of less than 5% per annum (3). It cannot be said that this was the 

originol purpose of the Stability Poet, but nevertheless, it con become ο very important, perhops 

unintentional, implication. 

/. For a further discussion of this (approximate) relationship see Lehment, Scheide 1995, pp. 21-22. 

2. Source for the hgures of debt ratios: IMF World Report, Oct. 1996 

3. The same analysis applies to Finland and Luxembourg, both being other likely members of the EMU. But France and 

Germany are the leaders in the discussion about a Stability Pact, therefore the analysis focuses on these two. France has an 

estimated debt ratio of 50.2% at the end of î 996, Germany of 60.8%, Finland of ό î .6%, tuxembourg of 6.7%, according 

to the IMF World Report October 1996. If Spain joins the EMU in 1999, it could also increase its debt further, storting from 

a ratio of 67.1 % at the end of 1996. 
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3 . 2 Reasons f o r a b a n d o n i n g d e b t c r i t e r i a 

If the political license described obove is in fact unintentional, the question arises if there are other 

reasons for abandoning debt criterio. Two reasons stand out. The first is public opinion within the 

EU, but in particular in Germany. The importont politicol players in the EU do not want to draw 

public attention to the likelihood that highly indebted countties, Belgium above all, will probably be 

part of the EMU. In Germany, the situation is slightly different: According to Commission estimates, 

it is already obvious that the German government will foil to meet the debt criterion in 1997, even 

if it manages to fulhl the dehcit criterion. Therefore, the German government is not interested in ο 

discussion about the level of debt, otherwise it could lose its reputotion of ο "paragon". So, α 

Stability Pact proposal including debt limits has been not politically opportune. 

The second reason is the development of the whole Moastricht process. In spring 1998, the Council 

will decide about the entrance criteria on the rood to the final step of the EMU. Originolly, the 

Moastricht Protocols loid down the debt criterion of 60% in addition to the deficit criterion in order 

to put on extra burden on highly indebted countries like Belgium or Italy. By doing so, these coun

tries ore implicitly forced by European low not only to fulhl the 3% dehcit limit but to run even lower 

dehcits (Lehment, Scheide 1995, p. 22). Therefore, ot α hrst glance, obondoning the debt criterion 

in the Stability Poet proposals could mean α concession to sfili highly indebted countties, os it 

becomes more and more likely that ο country like Belgium cannot be excluded from the EMU in 

1999. But in the long-run perspective aher the start of the EMU, that hrst glance is misleading. 

Belgium, above oil, would be better off facing α debt criterion instead of the 3% deficit criterion. 

The upper limit of 3% implies that Belgium has to run huge primary surpluses because of its high 

interest burden (4). Following De Grauwe (1996, p. 25) in his criticism of the fiscal entrance crite

ria on the rood to 1999, deficit criteria in α Stability Poet are ο logical consequence of the 

Maostticht process: The entronce criteria were introduced by Germany in order to keep the EMU 

smoll and, in porficulor, to keep high-infiofion countries and highly indebted countries outside the 

EMU. The confinuotion of this ideo implies that, if α highly indebted country like Belgium enters the 

EMU - which is assumed here - then this country should take the necessary steps to reduce debt 

much further than other countries in the hrst yeors of the EMU. 

3 . 3 i m p l i c a t i o n s 

On the one hand, constraining α country like Belgium in such α strong way does not build up cre

dibility for the EMU as α whole. If necessary, the governments con gain credibility by excluding 

Belgium or Italy in the hnol decision obout membership in spring 1998. But if highly indebted coun

tties are included, then it is the task of the ECB to goin credibility in monetary policy issues. On the 

other hand, punishing ο country like Belgium for the mistakes of former governments that hoarded 

up debt cannot be α goal of the proposed "community of solidarity" (Waigel 1995, p. 1 ). This does 

not mean that high debts ore acceptable in any way. But the aim must rather be α reduction of debt 

in all member countties of the EMU, step by step in α long-run perspecfive. In porficulor, the lorge 

and influenfiol countries like Germany and France must be prevented from increasing their debt 

rofios up to 70, 75 or 80%. 

4. In foct, starting from a level of 130% debt ratio, Belgium could lower its debt by running a deficit ratio smaller than 5.2%, 

given a 4 % growth in nominal output, or running a deficit ratio smaller than 6.5%, given a 5% growth in nominal output, 

respectively. 
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4 . A n a l t e r n a t i v e p r o p o s a l 

In spite of the legol and polifical restticfions contained in the EC Treaty and the current negofiofions, 

this secfion proposes on alternative procedure in order to bring the discussion about α Stability Poet 

bock to α more economically bosed issue: Reducing debt and building-up α low-inflafion EMU ins

tead of polifical borgoining ond arbitrarily chosen deficit measures. The inclusion of morket mea

sures is superior to ο rigid number like 3%. To manage oil this, α hA^o-port procedure is desirable. 

Every year, EMU members 

should commit themselves 

to changing their debt 

ratio in the following year 

by a certain percentage. 

This percentage is the sum 

of an inflation-component, 

a GDP-component, and an 

interest-rate-component. 

4 . 1 R e d u c i n g d e b t 

In the first port, only the member countries of the EMU should agree on α well-defined procedure to 

lower their overall public debt to GDP rofio. Every yeor, they commit themselves to chonge their debt 

ratio in the following year by α certoin percentage measure, facing automatic sanctions if they foil to 

do so. This measure is the sum of three components, first the inflotion<omponent, second the GDP-com

ponent, and third the interest-rote-component. The first component is EMU-wide the some for all member 

countties, the two latter ore country-specific. 

The inflofion-component is the positive deviation from 2% (5) of the whole EMUis inflafion rote. If the 

inflafion is below 2% in the whole EMU, the inflotton component becomes zero. The GDP-component 

is derived as follows. If α member country's growth of real GDP is above 2%, the GDP-component is 

the positive deviation from 2%. In the cose of α real GDP grov4h between 0 and 2%, the GDP-compo

nent becomes zero. Whereas, given on economic slow-down, i.e. α change in reol GDP below 0%, 

the GDP-component is this negotive percentage number. The interest-rote-component is on interest rote 

differential. The nominal interest rotes of comparable long-term government bonds, e.g. with α 10-yeor 

maturity, issued by the different EMU-members, ore compared. Then, the country-specific interest-rote-

component is the positive differentiol from the considered country's bond rote to that of the country with 

the lowest bond rote within the whole EMU. 

An example illustrates the whole procedure. Assume α member country has α debt ratio of 75% ot the 

end of the year 1999. The EMU's inflation rote was 2.6% in 1999, the member country's growth of 

reol GDP was 2.9% in 1999, and the member-country's government bond hos an interest rate of 7.5%. 

Furthermore, the lowest interest rote on α 10-yeor government bond in the EMU is 7.0%. Then, the mem

ber country concerned has to reduce its debt ratio by 2.0 per cent (0.6% -i- 0.9% -i- 0.5%) or 1.5 per-

centoge points in the next budget year, which is 2 0 0 1 . If it foils to do so, e.g. it reduces the debt ratio 

only by 1% or 0.75 percentage points, it automatically has to pay α fine, which is added to the ECB's 

reserves. This fine is α percentage rote of the country's GDR colculoted as α fifth of the missing per

centage reduction of the debt ratio, i.e. in the example, the member country hos to pay 0.2% of its GDR 

according to the missing reduction of 1%. 

It should be noted that in the cose of α 2.2% inflotion rote, α change of real GDP by - 1 % , ond α zero 

interest rote differential, the member country is permitted to increase its debt rotio by 0.8% (0.2% - 1 % 

= -0.8%) or 0.6 percentage points. A permission to increose the debt rotio does not meon that the country 

foces any soncttons if it does not do so. This permission is occeptable because if the inflation rote is low. 

5. The 2% figure is chosen to determine a suitable fine for the punished country. Extreme fines bear the risk of no payment, 

which reduces the credibility of the pact, a n d too low fines are not a deterrent for countries running excessive deficits. 
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i.e. 2.2%, the assumption that high deficits ore responsible for high infiation does not hold. So no 

country hos to follow rules that ore bosed on weak ossumpfions. 

Compared to the Dublin Agreement, the same countty with α debt rotto of 75% must pay deposit 

0.2% of the GDR because the debt to GDP rofio exceeds 60%. In oddition, the country must depo

sit 10% of the dehcit obove 3% of GDR This hne becomes effective, even if the inflafion and the 

interest rotes ore acceptably low and the assumed relofion beh^/een debt or deficit and infiofion 

does not hold in this parficulor cose. 

Governors' jobs and sala

ries should be dependent 

on inflation performance. 

4 . 2 A n a c c o u n t a b l e m o n e t a r y p o l i c y 

In the second port, the often proposed occountobility measures and incentive structures for the ECB 

(see e.g. Woll 1996; Vaubel 1993; Buchonon 1986) must be translated into acfion. For example, 

the ECB is committed to an infiofion target like 2%, including α margin of - i-/-l%. The governors' 

jobs ore dependent on the infiofion performance. If they fail to meet the infiofion target, their wages 

ore reduced in proportion to the deviofion from the inflafion torget. For each percentage point 

above on inflafion of 3% or for each percentage point below 0%, the latter implying α falling price 

level, the governors' woges ore reduced by 10%. As α variant of the scheme thot has been intro

duced in New Zealand in 1989, if over four yeors the inflatton rate exceeds α critical limit like 3%, 

or if the price level falls, the governors of the ECB are dismissed - if possible, without pension rights. 

Such ο sonctton-procedure is nothing else than the market would impose on managers of α private 

firm, if they persistently foil to reach the firm's target. 

4 . 3 i m p l i c a t i o n s 

It is cruciol to menfion that both ports of the described procedure belong inseparably together. The 

hrst part implies that high inflafion leads outomoficolly to on obligofion for oil member countries to 

reduce their debt rafios. In other words, under α conceivable ossumption that the ECB would follow 

α high-infiofion strategy, it could thereby force the EMU members to signihcont debt reducfions. But 

power over α main fiscal policy issue like the level of debt should not be token owoy from nafionol 

governments and transferred to the governors of the ECB, i.e. the governors must be prevented from 

the theoreficolly possible incenfive to run high infiofion in order to force nafionol governments to 

lower their debt. Thus, on incentive structure for the monetary policy-mokers to achieve low infio

fion is necessary, which is the second port of the proposal. 

Some of the advontages of this new proposal ore obvious. Here, ο real outomofic sonofion-mecho-

nism becomes possible. Furthermore, the new proposal focuses on reol economic measures, rather 

than on on orbitrorily chosen ond fixed deficit rofios. It is affordoble becouse of the installed real 

GDP-component; usually, the measures to be token should be moderate. The GDP-component mokes 

the procedure flexible enough to react to osymmetric business cycles or to osymmetric shocks. In fact, 

on outomofic GDP-component is still missing in all other proposals, although being crucial for the suc

cess of the whole Stobility Poet. Only if on outomotic GDP-component is installed, will the efforts to 

limit debt ond deficits become independent of politicol bargaining about issues like on exceptional 

economic slow-down. In the current discussion, different definifions of excepfionol economic slow

downs ore considered. But the likely result will be that any dehnifion will only assist the Council's 

hnol political decision. This has to be prevented to get ο Stability Pact as α complete contract. 
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The mechanism proposed 

does not only take the fis

cal and the monetary bail

out problem into account, 

it also suggests a proce

dure to prevent them. 

But, most importont, the suggested proposal sets the right incentives because of the inflation-component; 

additionally, it takes into account market expectations because of the interest-rote-component. 

A crucial problem of the discussion about α Stability Pact is that, in the economic literature, it 

remains controversial whether strong hscal constraints ore necessory to prevent ο fiscol or ο mone

tary boil-out within α monetary union. The clossicol argument that there is α strong correlofion behA/een 

high public debts and high infiofion figures is not automatically transferable from α single country 

to α multi-state monetory union, where possibly only ο few member states run high dehcits leoding 

to high levels of public debt (6). The first port of the procedure avoids discussing the relation 

between debts and inflation, becouse it turns the incentive structure around: If in reality high defi

cits and on increasing debt leod to high inflation in the EMU os α whole, then all countries are for

ced to reduce their debts signihcontly in the following years. In fact, ο highly indebted country hos 

to moke even stronger efforts, because it starts from ο high level of debt and is probably obliged 

to reduce its level of debt by an even higher percentage meosure than α less indebted country. This 

is due to the interest-rote-component. 

Interest rote differentials in government bonds reflect risk premio occording to market expectations. 

Within α monetary union, the exchange risk premio disappear and the inflation risk premio ore the 

some for oil member countties. Pure sovereign risk will remain (7), however. In other words, by 

using sovereign risks, the hnonciol markets build up expectations about ο country's obility to pay 

in future. Thus, α significant sovereign risk is correlated with α high interest burden according to α 

high level of debt. It follows immediately that the new proposed mechanism provides incentives to 

prevent α finoncial crisis according to one member country's public debt. Because the highly indebted 

country is obliged to reduce its debt even further than other countries, the result is similar debts on 

α small level in the long run, leading to disappearing interest rote differentials. 

Therefore, the mechonism proposed in this poper does not only take the fiscal and the monetary boil-

out problem into account, it also suggests α procedure to prevent them. Such α Stability Pact provides 

better incenfives ond is reosonable from the economic point of view. A low-inflafion EMU with mem

ber countties that lower their public debt to GDP rafios, whenever affordable, becomes possible. 

5 . Conclus ions 

This paper has shown that the Stability Poet will be ineffecfive, because sanctions ore not likely to 

be imposed. The countries concerned have several possibilities to evade sancfions by political bar

gaining or by "creofive" two-year budget plonning. 

Furthermore, the currently discussed Stability Poet focuses on α less important, possibly even coun

terproductive, rigid budget deficit measure. Therefore, this paper proposes α different Stability Pact 

that takes the more important gools in the EMU into account: These ore reducing public debt in the 

long-run and opplying ο low-infiofion monetary policy. 

6. For this very controversial discussion see Wal l 1996; Buchanan 1996; Siebert 1996; Inman, Rubinfeld 1996; Krichel et 

al. 1 9 9 6 ; Masson 1 9 9 6 ; von Hogen, Eichengreen 1996; Mittendorfer 1995; De Grauwe 1990. 

7. For example, the state governments of the US issue bonds that show a small, but still a significant interest rate differential, 

it is difficult to predict the level o f t h e interest rate differentials in the EMU, but the proposed mechanism should be affordable. 
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Nevertheless, it seems to be too late to install such α procedure for three reasons: First, the decision 

made in Dublin about the Stability Poet does not ollow the considerofion of α wholly new proposol. 

Second, the negofiating polificions shrink bock from instolling α really outomofic sonction-mecho

nism. This is not surprising, because α reolly automatic soncfion-mechonism would mean that the 

Council decides about α procedure not to decide. Third, the EC-Commission regards the inclusion 

of all EU Member States rather than only the EMU members os α crucial precondifion for the 

Stability Poet as α whole. 

Considering the results of the Dublin agreement, the stage is already too advanced for implemen

ting α new procedure, so it is odvisoble to concentrate on prevenfing polittcol borgoining. The 

German negotiotors could follow α strategy where the implementofion of sancfions is not based on 

α qualified majority in the Council. Therefore, it is conceivable not to apply sanctions, if and only 

if the considered country makes on opplicofion for not doing so. In other words, if on excessive 

deficit occurs, then sancfions ore applied outomoficolly, unless α qualified majority votes in favour 

of the considered country with the result that sanctions ore suspended. This would make it much 

more difficult to circumvent deterrent mechanisms. 

But if all this is not ochievoble for polifical reasons, this paper recommends cancelling the whole 

effort to install α Stability Poet. Rother, EU-policy should focus on on appropriote mocro-economic 

framework for the EMU, including labour mobility, price flexibility, and effective competition policy. 

There is still no economic consensus about restricting deficits in order to get α low-infiofion mone

tary union. If this cousafion does not hold, the Stability Poet becomes useless in terms of the stated 

goal of low inflafion. The originol purpose of limifing budget deficits moy be well-meaning, but the 

possible negofive outcomes ouh/veigh the gains of the currently discussed procedures. It cannot be 

the purpose to install α procedure that in porticulor reduces macro-economic issues to α matter of 

polifical borgoining. 

Giving the Stability Pact 

an unjustified importance 

is not only inadequate, it 

also endangers Europe's 

further integration. 

Even worse, the Germon government has evoked α political situation where the Stability Pact has 

become almost α precondition for the EMU as ο whole. If the German negotiators demand such α 

precondifions, this could be for two reasons: First, the German government wonts to hove on option 

not to participate in the EMU, which will inevitobly leod to ο complete failure of the system. Second, 

the German government wonts to force its own policy-attitude upon oil other EMU members, instead 

of arriving at α consensus among oil European partners. Both leod to on attitude of rejecting 

further EU-integrofion under Germon dominance. If the German government recognizes affer all 

that it holds ο minority posifion about the Stability Poet, this should have only one consequence for 

the German negotiators. This is to change its position but not to provoke the foilure of the monetary 

union. 

Giving the Stobility Poet on unjustihed importance is not only inadequate, but olso endangers 

Europe's further integration. 
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Hovsf can enlargement of the European Union be reconciiecJ 
vsfith monetary construction? 

J é r ô m e Vache r 

The European Union will face α number of chollenges in the near future, including the 

enlargement of the Union ond monetory construction. Balancing this deepening and wide

ning will be on issue even for those countries which ore not integrated in the medium-term 

in the European Union, but where strong relationships will nonetheless prevail. 

The opportunities and costs associated with enlorgement ond some lessons of the tran

sition process are reviewed. It is argued thot the monetary relations between the hÂ o 

ports of Europe should take into account these lessons. 

Based on the recent experiences with currency boards, the possibility of α new mone

tary scheme for Europe is discussed. The scheme could involve free adhesion to ο sys

tem of currency boards (or currency board-type arrangements), linked to the euro. It 

would lay the foundations of closer relations with Eastern Europe, os well as with other 

countries. It is argued that such α system con provide α framework for the convergence 

of participoting countries. Moreover, it could be the hrst steps for the euro to become on 

internotional currency. 

J é r ô m e Vacher , of French nafionolity, holds α degree from the Insfitut d'Etudes 

Polifiques de Paris. He is α PhD student ot Pantheon Sorbonne University, currently 

researching on recent experience with currency boards (under the supervision of 

Professor Chrisfian De Boissieu). He works for the French Ministry of Economy and 

Finance. Based at the French Embassy in Warsaw, he is the Assistant for Poland to the 

Finoncial Counsellor in chorge of Central and Eastern Europe and the Bolfic Republics. 

His previous work experience includes: Société Générale (Internafional Division, Central 

Eastern Europe and Central Asia Desk; 1995), French Trade Commission in Son 

Francisco (1992), ond Banco Nacionol de Comercio Exterior in Mexico City (1991). 
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Jérôme Vacher 

Hov>r can enlargement of 
the European Union be re

conciled v^ith monetary 
construction? 

1 . i n t r oduc t i on 

Three great issues face Europe in the future: the convergence of the Central and Eastern 

European countties (CEECs) with α view to subsequent integrafion, orrongements for α 

relationship foiling short of integrafion for certain countries, and the future of the euro 

OS on internafional currency. Not only is the difference of development between the 

CEECs and the European Union more marked than thot which seporoted the Community 

and Greece, Spoin ond Portugal, but also the acquis communautaire has become consi

derably greater since that fime. 

It, therefore, seems necessary to query the compafibility of European monetary construc

fion with enlargement. The fact, that in certain respects, it is probable that the enlarge

ment will not occur in the short term should not lead to the problem being shelved; on 

the contrary, preparations should be made for this development, from both theoretical 

and practical points of view. 

Thus, arrangements for monetory relations with the CEECs must take account of the pers

pectives ossocioted with accession and the lessons of transition. The advent of the euro 

con be reconciled with the enlargement of Europe and the orrongements for monetary 

relations in ο fairly brood framework. 

2 . A r r a n g e m e n t s f o r m o n e t a r y r e l a t i o n s w i t h t h e CEECs m u s t t a k e a c c o u n t 

o f t h e perspect ives o f accession a n d t h e lessons o f t r a n s i t i o n 

2.1 The i m p e r a t i v e s o f e n l a r g e m e n t a n d t h e lessons o f t r a n s i t i o n 

Opportunities and costs associated with enlargement 

The CEECs (if they ore limited, for exomple, to six countries), would if they acceded today, 

bring with them proportionately three times more population than GDP (1 ). It is necessary 

to evaluate the costs of accession having regord to the dynamics of growth and trade. 

Budgetary transfers under the CAP might not provoke α Community budgetary explosion 

(2), nor does enlargement of the Union make reform of the CAP inevitable. A more 

serious problem, it seems, is posed by the structural funds. 

A comparison of several studies gives α wide range of estimated costs of reconstruction. 

They would, it is sold, in foct come to less than the public transfers of funds which 

Germany hod to make ot the time of reunihcotion: those tronsfers exceeded 50% of the 

East German GDP from 1991 to 1993, and represented about 5% of the GDP of the 

The views expressed are those of the author a n d do not necessarily reflect the position of the French Ministry 

o f Economy a n d Finance. 

1. Share of European Union population compared to share of European Union GDP. 

2. Cazes, Coquet, Lerais (1996). 
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Federal Republic of Germony. "Such transfers could hardly be envisaged without sttict, or indeed 

irreversible, linkage of currencies, since without it they would give rise to unsustoinoble disturbances 

of exchange rotes (3)". It would, therefore, be preferable to limit the amount of the funds allocated 

to α particular proportion of GDR for example 5 to 6% (4). It would seem difficult to raise the thre

sholds for the ollocotion of structural funds, particularly because of the consequences that might fol

low for the current recipient countries. It is also necessary to resolve the contradiction beh//een the 

extent of the funds which would be mobilized as α result of the accession of the CEECs "on equal 

terms" and the need to offer them on ottoinoble horizon for accession. 

As for OS financing is concerned, it may be considered that leveroge effects will make themselves 

felt in two direcfions: better prospects of growth should increose the prohtobility of loans and, the

refore, their volume; while, gains in credibility should enable the risk premiums for such countries 

to be reduced and, therefore, the cost of finoncing should also foil (5). 

The use of grovity models, employed for determining trode potential, indicates that the CEECs ore 

in 0 position to achieve closer commercial relations with the Union. This may militate strongly in 

favour of oppropriate exchange rote policies (6). However, it should be noted that the results of gra

vity models depend on hA/o important hypotheses: the country sample used and predicted future 

All in all, integration into the European Union ond the granting of structural funds would leod to 

marked growth in the CEECs and α positive, although limited, impact on Europeon Union GDPs 

ond the level of employment. The results would appear to be mutually supportive, os α result of the 

knock-on effect of the growth in trade upon the growth of economies (7). 

It is cleor that the integrafion scenarios depend considerably on the expected medium-term growth 

in the CEECs. A"neo-classical" growth model, appropriotely adjusted, incorporofing two scenarios, 

with higher and lower levels according to savings capacity, gives α ronge of 4 to 5% potenfial 

growth (GDP per copilo) in 2000 to 2010. These ore low, but realistic, rotes (8). It would, therefore, 

be necessary to allow α fairly long time to allow the countries concerned to catch up with the Union 

(9). The IMF (10), making shorter-term forecasts for the period 1996 to 2 0 0 1 , puts production growth 

rotes at 4,9% for all the countries in transifion, with not much voriation from region to region (the 

rates extend from 4,5% for Transcaucasia and Central Asio to 5,1 % for Belorus, Russia and Ukroine). 

One of the challenges for the CEECs is to ensure that there is on appropriate framework for sus

tained growth, offer successively changing the system, achieving financial stability and implemen

ting structural reforms (1 1). There is no guarantee that this framework will be in place in the coming 

years, particularly in view of the sociol expenditures in those countties or the level of savings nee-

3. Fayolle (1996). 

4. Cazes, Coquet, Lerais (1996). 

5. idem. 

6. Steinherr (1992), Gros, Steinherr (1995}. 

7. Fayolle (1996}, Cazes, Coquet, Lerais (1996). 

8. Gros, Steinherr (1995}. 

9. Ministry of Economy and Finance ( 1995). 

10. FMI (1996}. 

11. Sachs (1996a). 
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A nominal anchor appears 

to be preferable in a small 

country, which is open and 

highly susceptible to 

extensive dollarisation. 

ded to ensure strong growth. It is, therefore, necessary to promote growth in the CEECs, ο growth 

which will be decisive for their integrotion into the European Union. 

Some lessons of transition 

Most studies, offering ο first review of the process of tronsifion, today agree that mocroeconomic stabili

zation is an essential precondition for the resumption of growth, together with profound sttucturol reforms. 

In particular, speciol importance must be attoched to reducing inflafion. The vast majority of coun

tties in tronsifion did not return to growth until they hod significantly decreased their infiofion rotes 

(12). Of 26 countties, only two succeeded in re-achieving growth before infiofion was reduced to 

less than 5 0 % per annum. Moreover, it must be acknowledged that those countties which establi

shed hxed exchange rotes hod greater success thon the others in containing infiation and ochieved 

ο more rapid resumption of growth (13). Fixed exchonge rotes ore necessary, ot least ot the begin

ning of transition, for ot least three reasons: they moke it possible to lay down clear ond binding 

rules for the authorities, they provide α favourable onchoroge point for the expectations of econo

mic agents and they offer economic agents the possibility of reconsfitufing their reol income, in por

ficulor through the return of capital. Even though the réducfion of budgetary imbalances is ο neces

sary precondifion, the adopfion of ο fixed rate of exchange provides on addifional and powerful 

means of achieving disinflation ond ο return to growth in the transifion countries. 

It also seems thot α nominal onchoroge point provides α relatively effective way of countering the phe

nomenon of dollorizotion observed in countties of transition, α phenomenon which undermines the effec

tiveness of mocroeconomic policies in those countties; α nominal onchoroge point thus oppeors to be 

clearly preferable in α smoll country, which is open ond highly susceptible to extensive dollorizotion (14). 

2 . 2 The s e a r c h f o r α m o n e t a r y s o l u t i o n s u i t a b l e f o r t h e t r a n s i t i o n c o u n t r i e s 

The option of currency boards 

A currency boord is not, strictly speoking, α centrol bonk, it is on odditionol stage in the indepen

dence process for monetary policy, since it goes beyond the independence of centrol banks and 

implies independence, or indeed olmost outomoticity, for monetary policy. 

In the main, currency boards first come into existence in British colonies to focilitote money supply. 

They now represent the new vogue for on old ideo, advocated in particular by α number of eco

nomists as α solution to the problems of the developing and transition economies (15). 

Currency boords hove three distinguishing feotures (16): 

(i) 0 currency boord exchanges nationol currency for α reference currency, at ο fixed exchonge rote; 

12. Fischer, Sahay Vegh (1996). 

13. Sachs (1996b}. 

14. Sahay Vegh (1996). 

15. Hanke, Jonung, Schüler (1993), Hanke, Schuler (199ìa,bì (1992) (1993), Hanke, Walters (1992), Fieleke (1992), 

Meltzer(1993}, Schuler (1996}. 

16. For a more detailed description: Schwartz (1993), Osband, Villanueva (1993), Bennett (1994), Humpage, Mclntire 

(1995), Williamson (1995). 
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(ii) this is mode possible by totol cover of the monetary base by foreign currency reserves and secu

rities denominoted in the reference currency; 

(iii) the assets of α currency boord include only those reserves and do not include notional securi

ties, in particular those issued by the notional government; the bolonce sheet of ο currency board 

is thus considerably simpler thon that of ο central bonk. 

Accordingly, three corollaries con be inferred os consequences for the existence of currency boords: 

(i) the absence of monetory hnoncing of budgetary dehcits; 

(ii) the passive and outomotic nature of money supply. There is no discretionary monetary policy, 

properly so called: the money supply depends, in port, on movements in the balance of payments 

and on domestic money demand; 

(iii) the absence of any function on the port of the centrol bonk as α lender of lost resort. 

Currency boards mode α come-back to some extent on the international monetary scene with their 

odoption by developing countties (Argentina) and transition countries (Baltic Republics, Bulgaria 

starting in 1 997). With several years' hindsight, it is possible to draw up α hrst review of how this 

institutional instrument hos performed (17). 

On the credit side of currency boords, severol elements may be mentioned: 

(i) the assurance of convertibility of currencies; 

(ii) strict macroeconomic discipline; 

(iii) on automatic adjustment mechanism to cope with balonce of payments movements (the gold 

standord mechanism also known os "price specie mechonism"); 

(iv) the conhdence engendered in the monetary system; it creates fovouroble conditions for trade, 

investment and growth; 

(v) the copture of seignorage revenue, which otherwise would revert to the country of the reference 

currency; 

(vi) little expertise is needed, and they ore easy to set up. 

On the "debit side" of currency boards, the following points may be mentioned: 

(i) the problem of starting up α currency board (adequate foreign currency reserves ore needed); 

(ii) the risk of overvaluing the real exchange rote, linked with the introduction of α fixed exchange 

rate in α country with higher inflation than the reference countty, or indeed in α country with hyper-

inflofion (18); 

(iii) the difficulty of adjusting to balonce-of-poyments crises (foreign exchange reserves fluctuafions 

have α direct impact on the monetary base ond the liquidity of the banking system); 

(iv) the problem of managing the system: it is impossible to apply even α minimally discrefionory 

monetary policy; there can be no counter-cyclicol policy in such ο system; 

(v) the delicate management of financial crises linked with the absence of α lender of lost resort; 

(vi) the polifical problem due to loss of sovereignty ond risks of conflicts with the budgetary authorifies. 

The criticism traditionally levelled against currency boords, nomely that the money supply moy in the 

long term be inadequate because of the need to achieve α positive balance of payments and bring 

;/. Williamson (1995), Talving, Tarkiainen (1993). 

18. What Williamson calls the "problem of transition". 
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There is no doubt that the 

adoption of a currency 

board in the Baltics was 

decisive in achieving a 

massive reduction in inHa-

tion. 

about deflation, is not tenable. It is not necessary to achieve α permonent surplus: both the bosic 

mechanisms (19), and on exominotion of the oldest account of the system (20), show that bonk cre

dit (the constraint operates only upon the monetary base; in tronsition countries, the money multiplier 

is still able to operate to the full extent (21)) and capital flows con compensate for this problem. 

Of all the disodvontoges mentioned os unfavourable aspects of currency boards, only three give 

any reol grounds for concern in the present context and merit detailed examination: 

(i) the possible overvaluation of reol exchonge rates, α phenomenon olso found in other hxed 

exchange rote situations, mosfiy exchange rote-bosed-stobilizations; 

(ii) the difficulties of odjustment in the foce of crises involving sudden capital outflows from emer

ging countties (as occurred in Argentina in 1995); 

(iii) the absence of α lender of lost resort. 

They must be judged ogoinst the background of the advontages referred to above, which seem por

ficulorly relevant in the circumstances of developing and transifion countties. 

A study of the policies adopted in the Baltic Stotes may give α number of interesfing indicotions 

concerning the possibility of odopfing such α system to tronsifion countries. 

The lessons to be drown from the experience of fhe Baltic Republics 

In certain respects, the Bolfic States commenced their transifion with α major handicap; because 

they were the countries most dependent for their trode on their old Soviet portner. They thus suffe

red α consequential disturbance in their terms of trade: in 1992, the order of magnitude of the 

impact was 10 to 15% in those countries, as against 3 to 5,5% in Poland, Hungary and 

Czechoslovakia (22). 

Rigorous budgetary and monetary policies ore primary feotures of the Bolfic States in their struggle 

ogainst infiofion, even though each embarked on stabilization policies on different dotes. Estonia 

established α currency board pegged to the Deutsche Mork (June 1992), Latvia to the SDR 

(February 1 994) (23) and Lithuania to the Dollar (April 1 994). While these policies enabled severe 

inflation to be rapidly reduced, foirly cleor differences of performance soon emerged between the 

three countries. In porticulor, the lesser success of Lithuonio can be accounted for by the lesser cre

dibility of the currency board established (24) (for example, initiolly, the government ond the cen

trol bonk were oble to change the parity) and α looser commitment of the authorities to reform. The 

resulting uncertainty seemed to be refiected in this cose by α steep foil in money demand. Moreover, 

the Litos appears to have been more undervalued than the other currencies. The weak hnonciol dis

cipline of undertakings may also have hod on impact (limited opplicotion of the bankruptcy low). 

There is no doubt thot the adoption of α currency board, even an "impure" one, wos decisive in 

ochieving ο massive reduction in inflation. The fact nevertheless remains, to take only one of the 

19. Humpage, Mclntire (1995}. 

20. Schwartz (1993). 

21. Bennett (1993). 

22. Saavalainen (1995). 

23. Although the Bank of Latvia is not formally a currency board, it behaves as such and is often considered as a currency 

board. 

24. Camord (1996), Dubauskas (1996}. 
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consequences of the initial difficulties faced by thot countty, that the uncertainty associated with the 

exchange rate, the belated deporture from the rouble zone ond the high inflotion rates appear to 

hove slowed down the reorientation of Lithuanian foreign trade (25). 

One of the most serious difficulties to be contended with by those countties was the monagement 

of serious banking crises. Those difficulties moy be attributed to various causes, some of which ore 

common to other transition countties (26): A hardening of the macroeconomic conditions linked 

with stabilization, and not anticipated by economic agents, sudden withdrawals of capital (above 

oil for Loh/io, which was more dependent on CIS capital); the choice of policy mix which, ot the 

start of the transition for Lithuanio and Loh/io, pushed real interest rates upwards (lock of budgetary 

rigour, expansionist monetory policy, α lower level of confidence in the authorities in view of the 

fixed exchange rote resulting in higher rotes); inodequote application of prudenfiol rules; and 

unbridled expansion of bonk loons. The three countties reacted to those crises differenfiy with 

Estonia ond Latvia taking the hrmest posittons. Estonia in particular chose, during certain episodes 

(in parficulor in 1992), not to rescue α number of its largest bonks. Those crises did not hove only 

negative consequences in the medium term, despite α high cost in real terms over the short-term. In 

fact, they mode it possible to reinforce financial discipline, to strengthen the determination of the 

authorities, to eliminote high-risk estoblishments, and to undertake real resttucturing (27). If well 

monoged ot on early stage, banking crises can consolidote the process of transition. In certoin res

pects, the Estonian and Latvian banking sectors may hove become leaner after the crises, but they 

became stronger. 

With considerable volatility in money demand, nominol hxed pegging was cleorly ο better choice 

than control of the money supply. The second aspect to be highlighted is the fact that the credibility 

of the authorities' commitment gove rise, in α currency board system, to low rotes of interest (in par

ticular in Estonia's cose), converging with those of the reference currency. Moreover, Lotvio's expe

rience shows thot with pegged exchange rotes, locking full credibility, ο strotegy of nominal oppre-

ciofion moy facilitate some reduction in inflation, but ot the expense of α much higher cost in 

production terms. Finally, α study of phenomena of dollorizotion in tronsition countries (28) shows 

that few countries hove succeeded in appreciably reducing their dollorization ratios. Estonia, 

Lithuania, Lotvio and Mongolia hove done so, portly because of α rapid drop in inflation and portly 

because of the greater role of the market within the financiol system (end of hnonciol repression). 

Briefiy, the lessons to be drown from the establishment of currency boords in the Baltic Republics 

con be summarized in three main points: 

(i) the adopfion of currency boards focilitoted successful mocroeconomic stabilization at both mone

tary ond budgetary level; 

(ii) the establishment of currency boards enabled α first step to be mode towards nominal conver

gence of those economies and facilitated the integrafion of those three countties into the world and 

European economies; 

25. Kristoffersson, Wesslau (1995). 

26. Hansson, Tombak (1996}. 

27. Hansson, Tombak (1996). 

28. Sahay Vegh (1996). 
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(iii) the theoretical absence of α lender of last resort does not represent an entirely negative factor 

for the adoption of α currency boord: crises con be controlled ond indeed under certoin conditions 

con constitute ο posifive development (29). 

One plan would involve 

establishing systems very 

similar to currency boards, 

vfith the euro as the 

anchor and reserve cur

rency. 

3 . The a d v e n t o f t h e e u r o c o n b e r e c o n c i l e d w i t h t h e e n l a r g e m e n t o f E u r o p e a n d 

a r r a n g e m e n t s f o r m o n e t a r y r e l a t i o n s v ^ i t h i n α r e l a t i v e l y b r o a d f r a m e w o r k 

3.1 The e s t a b l i s h m e n t o f α m o n e t a r y r e l a t i o n s h i p bet>veen t h e t^vo p o r t s o f t h e 

c o n t i n e n t c o n b e seen a g a i n s t α ne>v b a c k g r o u n d 

A plan consonant with the imperatives of transition and convergence 

A possible plan would involve establishing systems very similar to currency boords, with the euro 

as the onchor and reserve currency. The foct that there ore h^o dotes in the timetable (1999 and 

2002) for the euro's accession to all the functions of ο currency does not pose any real problem; 

the modihed currency board would be endowed only with high liquidity securities denominoted in 

euro in order to meet its obligations. It is possible, os shown by the example of Latvia, to hove α 

peg on ο currency, the SDR, which does not in fact hove the full status of α currency. 

A pre-accession partnership, highlighting the mutual advantages for the European Union and the 

CEECs, with voluntary and fiexible porticipotion, would be seen os α favourable step towards inte

gration in the short term or the long term (30). Conversely, the choice by ο country not to partici

pate would not necessarily be prejudiciol to its later integration, provided of course that it meets the 

nominal ond real convergence criterio. The fact is that it would be necessory from the outset to 

place that plan within α relotively brood framework, so thot it would not be seen merely as on "entty 

gate" to the European Union but also as on opportunity to enjoy close relations with the Union. 

Plons proposing an "ECU zone" in Europe hove already been drown up (31). Often, the objective 

at the time was not only to take occount of the natural relotionship beKveen the two ports of ο conti

nent but also to provide on adequate framework for the converfibility of currencies and to go some 

way towards focilitating poyments for the CEECs. It must nevertheless be observed that the ECU did 

not ploy the role expected of it, despite its "basket" feotures, perhaps because it does not hove oil 

the ottributes of α currency. 

Whilst some of the foregoing reasons ore still entirely relevant, the aim now is to enable the CEECs 

to complete their transition under the healthiest macroeconomic conditions, to facilitate their conver

gence, to take occount of the arrival of α veritable European currency, and to ovoid creating too 

great α rift in the heart of the European continent. 

Three modihcotions appear necessary, however, to render such α system viable: account must be 

token of the problem of exchange reserves, the theorefical obsence of α lender of lost resort, and 

the difficulfies ossociated with the rote of exchange. 

2 9 . Moreover, at the beginning of transition the economies are not very monetized, a n d therefore banking crises might not 

have the same macroeconomic impact. 

3 0 . Such a plan might be adequate for countries in the strongest need for convergence a n d credible policies. 

3 1 . Coll ignon (1991}, Steinherr et a l . ( l 9 9 0 ) . 
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The establishment of currency boards presupposes the existence of reserves enobling at least 100% 

of the monetary base to be covered. It is clear that this is α process which moy prove costly, but the 

problem is not insurmountoble. Nevertheless, it is foreseeable thot such circumstances might arise 

in the context of co-operofion designed to grant participating countries facilities to ocquire first-

choice securities in euro, without of course thereby plocing α disproportionate stroin on Community 

finances. 

A source of greot difficulty probably lies in the theoretical absence of ο lender of last resort in α 

currency board system. Although still limited, financial intermediofion activities in the CEECs ore of 

supreme importance to the success of transition. As they are experiencing particular difficulties, it 

is hardly feasible to propose α system in which there would be no lender of lost resort. In this 

context, "the high level of unproductive loans in the banking system is α source of growing 

concern...There is no doubt that the potential cost of paying off unproductive loons in certain tran

sition countries is very high and threatens to hamper the rehabilitation of public finances needed to 

increase notional saving" (32). Experience shows that correct application of certain prudential rules 

mokes it possible to limit the extent of crises (33), for example by ovoiding on uncontrolled proli

feration of bank loons. 

It is not necessarily α bod thing to hove the functions of the lender of lost resort assumed by the 

government, although there moy perhaps be conflicts of interest between the control of inflation and 

the wish to preserve the health of the banking system (34). It may be considered that such α dan

ger is particularly great in countries which ore in transition or are completing the process of tronsi

tion. Nevertheless, it is equally difficult to determine whether the existing governments are in α posi

tion to assume the functions of lender of last resort whilst ot the some time limiting os for os possible 

the risks of moral hazard. It is thus necessary to strike α fair balance between the limitation of sys

temic risks and α laissez foire ottitude, without resttucturing as well. 

Estonio has established α novel plan (35). The Eesti Ponk is in foct divided into on "Issue 

Deportment", α currency board in the strict sense, and α "Banking Department" responsible for 

overseeing the financial system, and endowed with resources from seignorage revenue (the Eesti 

Rank also relied on compulsory reserves). It is quite conceivable that α similar system could be esto-

blished with, if need be, European participation, for which the quid pro quo would be compliance 

with ο set of prudential rules, in order to minimize the risks of moral hazard. It is also difficult to 

imagine establishing α system bosed entirely on insurance, in view of the potentially large size of 

premiums, or to conceive ο system based on the solidarity of bonks ("système de place") in the cir

cumstances prevailing in certain countries in transition. Finally, occount should also be token of the 

possible emergence of α lender of last resort at international level (in this cose the IMF), intervening 

32. FMI (1996). 

33. Hansson, Tombak (1996). 

34. Goodhort, Shoenmaker ( 1993). 

35. Bennett (1993), Talving, Tarkiainen (1993). 
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A currency board offers 

the possibility of attaining 

convergence towards the 

conditions associated with 

the reference currency. 

in particulorly serious crises involving, for example, banking crises and concomitant balance of pay

ment crises. 

Finally, one of the problems brought to light by the experience of currency boards ond fixed 

exchange rotes is the possible overvaluation of the reol exchange rote. Possible solutions ore the 

adoption of α parity involving α real undervaluation (os in the Baltic countries), or recourse to α sli

ding exchange rate system, α sttucture which is entirely possible within α currency board system 

(36) (ot the outset of stabilization), provided that overall credibility is firmly established. Since cir

cumstances differ very widely within the East European area, it is appropriate to express α prefe

rence for exchonge policies suited to the circumstances of eoch group, thereby ovoiding "excessive 

uniformity in the way in which currency is pegged to the euro" (37). In general, exchange rotes 

remaining hxed over α long period ore vioble only for small countties which ore open ond flexible, 

where there is α quosi-monetory union, or in countries whose macroeconomic discipline is not hrmly 

established (38). 

Subject to certain conditions, ο currency board offers the possibility of attaining convergence 

towards the conditions associated with the reference currency: this means nominal convergence, 

which includes in particular on approximation of interest and inflation rotes (more slowly however 

(39)), and constroined and healthy budgetary policies, copoble of meeting fairly strict criteria. 

Convergence is not only nominal but also real. The development of trade with the Union, on ode

quote macroeconomic fromework ond the odditionol growth achieved would make it possible to 

eliminote discrepancies in development more ropidly between the various ports of Europe, and also 

to hnance the integrotion of some of them. 

A structure, both durable and adaptable, far relations with the countries of Central and Eastern 

Europe, and possibly with other partners too 

In the long term, the system moy evolve, especially if it provides sufhcient credibility for those see

king integration into the Union to adhere to it. Indeed, it provides ο guarantee to the countties of 

the Union that the partner countries hove healthy macroeconomic policies. 

That of course would not prevent those countries which consider it appropriate to do so from fur

ther modifying the proposed system, provided that the main objectives could be mointoined. 

Certain currency boards have thus undergone substantial adaptations (Singapore, Ireland), and this 

con be done in ο very progressive manner (40). It is wholly reasonable to think that the adoption 

of currency boards is α temporary solution adopted to the problems of transition. 

36. A "crawling peg currency board" as argued in Osband, Villanueva ( 1993}. 

37. Fayolle (1996). 

38. Sachs (Ì99ób). 

39. Richards, Tersman (1995). 

40. Honohan (1994}. 
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For other countries of the European continent which ore unlikely in the short or medium term to join 

the Union, such as the countties of the CIS, the zone would be one of privileged relations without 

integrotion, ond it would be sufficiently flexible and ottrocttve in so far as the Union would be their 

primary portner. 

Other countties with close commercial links to the Union could be involved in this partnership: one 

exomple is Turkey (which is experiencing recurrent problems of macroeconomic stobilizotton), but 

there ore also mony African and Mediterranean Bosin countries which fall into that category. 

3.2 A mutual ly beneficial p lan 

An upheaval without which the euro could not achieve the status of an international currency 

The accession of ο currency to the status of an international currency is ο complex process (41). 

Certoin currencies, contrary to initial forecasts, hove never been able to secure α status commen

surate with their potenfiol (the yen or the Deutsche Mark). In fact, there ore phenomena of hystere

sis (existence of hxed costs and threshold effects), self-perpetuoting configurations which it ought to 

be possible to overturn. Thus, attention should be drown to the importance of "captive spheres of 

infiuence" (42): "to consider compefifion between currencies in terms of quality is ο little like see

king to exploin the historical internottonol use of Italian, French and English on the basis of their 

respective inttinsic qualities without first seeking to highlight the impact of dynomics upon them". 

Moreover, the interdependency of monetory funcfions has developed and increased with financial 

globolizotion on α world scale (43). We must, therefore, emphasize the decisive role of major ins

fitufionol upheavals in affecfing the comparative strengths of currencies. The development of the 

Deutsche Mark shows the potential importance of regional dynamics (a role of not inconsiderable 

significance os regards the commercial invoicing of the CEECs). 

Application of network theory provides on interesting key to monetary internafionaliziofion (44). It 

brings to the fore the fact that usoge begets usage. Where such α pattern prevails, it is easy to 

understand that the use of the euro as α reference currency by the CEECs would focilitate the euro's 

accession to the status of internotional currency (45). For example, inter-operability endows pay

ment systems with α centrol role in the process of internationalization. Use of the euro for tronsoc

fions between Eost European countries and European Union partners could also contribute to the 

consolidation and security of their payment systems (46). 

4 1 . Deuzy-Fournier (1995}. 

42. Deuzy-Fournier (1995). 

43. Bénassy, Deuzy-Fournier (1994). 

44. Allen (1993), Aglietto, Deuzy-Fournier (1994), Dowd, Greenaway (1993). 

45. In the case of α currency board, the link with the reference currency is much more apparent to the public than with a tra

ditional pegged exchange rate. 

46. Fayolle (1996). 
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It is difficult to predict whe

ther the euro wi l l inspire 

the same confidence as the 

Deutsche Mark. Countries 

wishing to peg their cur

rencies to the euro wi l l 

wait and see y^hat hap

pens in 1999. 

It is difficult to predict whether the euro will inspire the some conhdence os the Deutsche Mark, des

pite the Maastricht sofeguords (47). It cleorly seems appropriote to dissociate the quesfion of the 

external value of the euro from possible internofionolizofion of the future Europeon currency (48), 

even if those hA/o aspects might overlap. If the euro is seen os the successor to the Deutsche Mark, 

it will probably be α strong currency with low interest rotes; if on the controry the countries which 

adopt the euro ore more numerous, it will be weaker and could involve high interest rotes (49). 

Whatever the posifion, and it is probable that countries wishing to peg their currencies to the euro 

will adopt 0 woit-ond-see posifion in the hrst months of 1999. 

Moreover, although the issue is α matter of dispute (50), it may be considered that such ο plon 

should be copoble of easing the task of European bonks in the region, just as the currency boords 

succeeded in focilitofing the work of British bonks in many countries (51). 

Finally, it is not inconceivable that, in due course (ot least, as from 2002) the euro might be in porol-

lel circulofion in the countries in transition (52). 

A mutual advantage, but one for which there are preconditions 

It is clear that such α plan must be based on voluntary accession, motivated by the possibility of 

substonfiol advantages for the signotory countries. It must therefore be remembered that the adop

tion of ο currency boord, even with adjustments, may be seen as α loss of sovereignty. 

Account must olso be token of the reoction of the United States, the principal beneficiary of the inter

notional system os it stonds ot present. 

Whilst the issue of on internotionol currency has obvious benefits for the issuing body, it is never

theless not self-evident that the issuer would wish to internotionolize its currency, for α number of 

reosons: 

(i) initiol uncertointies surrounding euro monetary policy, particularly os regards the function of 

money demand (the demand for the Deutsche Mark oppeors recently to have been upset by reuni

hcotion and disturbances in Europe (53)), may inhibit the desire for internotionolizotion of the euro; 

(ii) ο country such as Germany may prove reticent, judging for exomple by the initial prudence 

concerning internotionolizotion of the Deutsche Mark (54); 

4 7 . Steinherr (1993). 

4 8 . De Boissieu (1996a,b}. 

4 9 . De Boissieu (199óa,b}. 

50 . Schwartz (1993}. 

5 1 . The presence of international banks would also enhance the liquidity of the local banking systems. 

5 2 . This would not only support the international role of the euro: the dual legal tender system prevail ing in Argentina, for 

example, took into account the dollorization of the country but also strengthened the credibility of the exchange rate arran

gement. 

53 . Boero, Tullio (1996). 

54 . Tavlas (1990). 
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(iii) goins in seignorage ore difficult to estimate: certain authors [55] thus give relatively low esti

mates for gains of seignoroge for the euro. 

At the present fime, there ore too many uncertain foctors in this oreo for on entirely settled posifion 

to be adopted. 

European construcfion is in α position where it con continue to advance: its varying dimensions ore 

not contradictory, quite the contrary. It is motivated both by economic advantages and by ο strong 

political will. It is, therefore, advisable for Europeon construction to be founded on α broadly based, 

strong fromework, yet one that is sufficientiy flexible to ensure that the European continent once 

again achieves its full importonce. 

55. Alogoskouhs, Partes (1992). 
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